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About Onward
Onward is a campaigning thinktank whose mission is to develop new ideas for the next
generation of centre right thinkers and leaders. We exist to make Britain fairer, more
prosperous and more united, by generating a new wave of modernising ideas and a fresh
kind of politics that reaches out to new groups of people. We believe in a mainstream
conservatism – one that recognises the value of markets and supports the good that
government can do, is unapologetic about standing up to vested interests, and assiduous in
supporting the hardworking, aspirational and those left behind.
Our goal is to address the needs of the whole country: young as well as old; urban as well as
rural; and for all parts of the UK – particularly places that feel neglected or ignored in
Westminster. We will achieve this by developing practical policies that work. Our team has
worked both at a high level in government and for successful thinktanks. We know how to
produce big ideas that resonate with policymakers, the media and the public. We will engage
ordinary people across the country and work with them to make our ideas a reality.
Onward is an independent, not-for-profit thinktank, registered in England and Wales
(Company Registration no. 11326052).

About the programme
This year-long programme of work, culminating at COP26 in November 2021, will explore
the practical challenges to net zero and set out a series of bold, deliverable and politically
possible policies to achieve it.
It will be framed around how the green transition can be aligned to the economic
recovery, turbocharging green growth and levelling up productivity rates and employment
levels across the whole of the UK. It will focus on three core components: a large-scale
analysis of key incumbent industries; research on the green skills and jobs opportunity;
and an exploration of the possibility for future innovation to materially drive down or
capture emissions at the pace required.
The programme follows on from Onward’s 2019 report, Costing the Earth, which set out
the case for decarbonisation through innovation and greater government accountability.
This, combined with Onward's work on levelling up and political strategy ahead of the
2019 election, puts Onward in an ideal position to be a bold voice for practical and
politically possible decarbonisation policy.
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Submission: West Midlands Combined Authority
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
In June 2019, the West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) declared a climate
emergency and the Combined Authority Board received a paper from the Tyndall Centre
outlining the trajectory that would be necessary in order to reach net zero carbon
emissions by 2041. The WMCA’s response to this was the publication of the paper
‘#WM2041: Actions to meet the climate crisis with inclusivity, prosperity and fairness: a
discussion document’. The paper contained 73 climate actions of varying scale,
complexity and investment requirement and was approved by the West Midlands
Combined Authority Board in January 2020.
An extensive consultation process followed, which concluded in March 2020 at which
point the UK was hit by the COVID-19 pandemic. It became clear that WM2041 had
potential for both addressing climate change, but also to support a ‘green recovery’ from
COVID-19. The full potential for this was outlined in the WMCA Board paper ‘WM2041: a
programme for implementing an environmental recovery’ (June 2020). This outlined the
short-term actions that would have the potential to bring social and economic, as well as
environmental benefit, to the region at a time that has been hugely challenging for
communities and business. Along with immediate actions, this paper outlined longer term
plans for delivery of WM2041 moving from strategy to delivery at scale. The outcome of
this has been the preparation of a Five Year Plan (prepared as an independent report to
WMCA by WSP), which is due to go to WMCA Board on 19th March – a summary of this
document is attached, which outlines some of the evidence being requested here.
In relation to this question, WSP have produced the following graph:
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The ‘BAU’ (business as usual) bar represents what is achievable within current technology
and under existing government schemes. The remainder will require resource over and
above this and concerted action between government, sub-national partners and the
private and voluntary sectors. (The ‘Strategic…..’ bar relates to strategic land use for both
large scale renewables and tree planting).
The data around the plan is in the attached summary document.
Q2 – Regional disruption
The sectoral impacts are highly varied and show that manufacturing, construction and
transport have a high proportion of jobs affected by the transition relative to retail,
information, finance and healthcare, as would be expected. Alongside the East Midlands
and Yorkshire and the Humber, the West Midlands region is considered to have the
highest proportions of jobs that could be exposed to the transition. If the same exposure
rates that have been calculated by the Grantham Institute] in the for the West Midlands
region are applied to the West Midlands Combined Authority this suggests that:
•
•
•

c.140,000 jobs need to reskill as result of transition (11.1%)
c.143,500 jobs are aligned to net zero transition (11.5%)
c.283,500 total jobs impacted by transition (22.5%)

The employment sector breakdown presented in section 5.3 showed the sectors where
employment in the West Midlands Combined Authority is concentrated. Over the next 5
years it is important that jobs and skills policy is also focused on those sectors that
identified as likely to be affected most, both positively and negatively by the transition to
net zero. These include:
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Industries and jobs impacted
Sector

Approx. No. of
Jobs Affected

Food and beverage processing and
manufacturing

57,000

Textiles

28,000

Metal

39,000

Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles

10,000

Rail

4,000

Manufacturing of vehicles

29,000

Warehousing and storage

25,000

Construction and building finishing

27,000

Electrical, plumbing and other construction
installation

26,000

Electric power generation, transmission and
distribution

4,000

Water collection, treatment and supply

4,000

Sewerage and waste collection

7,000

Approximate Total

260,000

Particular skills gaps have been identified by the Climate Change Committee such as heat
pump and energy efficiency installation, should be identified and action to address these
prioritised1[4]. Further Education (FE) providers will be crucial in ensuring young people are
captured and trained to meet the needs of the evolving labour market. More than ever it
will be important for FE providers to clearly show students’ ‘routes for progression’, that is
how their training and learning can have a meaningful impact on their employment
options and progression prospects.
The other priorities are rapidly to scale up supply chains for heat pumps and to develop
the option of hydrogen for heat. Proper enforcement of standards, including avoiding
overheating risks, and an effective approach to skills are essential.
Whilst there is some interaction between the supply side (FE/HE/Training providers) and
demand side (private-sector businesses) there is a need for greater coordination to
develop and map career pathways in the net zero economy. It is likely that workers will
1[4]

The Sixth Carbon Budget, The UK’s path to Net Zero, Climate Change Committee (2020)
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have transferable skills who have undertaken apprenticeship or other non-degree
qualifications. These pathways should be established through a regular forum for
education providers and businesses (or business groups) to identify skill trends and work
collaboratively.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Automotive, Logistics, Manufacturing have shaped the sub-regional economy. In
relation to the main jobs potentially impacted (not necessarily lost), these include:
•
•
•
•

170,000 jobs in Industry
116,000 jobs in Transport related roles
17,000 jobs in Energy sector
74,000 jobs in Construction and Built Environment

The following table indicates the types of jobs that might be lost:
Sector

Goals

Domestic

Energy Efficiency
Fuel Switching

Jobs lost

Gas boiler maintenance repairs

Microgeneration
Commercial

Energy Efficiency
Fuel Switching

Gas boiler maintenance repairs
and gas transmission

Microgeneration
Industry

Energy Efficiency and Fuel
Switching
Microgeneration

Transport

Demand Reduction (WFH)

Vehicle manufacturers

Fuel Switching (HGVs)

Petrol and diesel engine
manufacturers

Fuel Switching (Buses, Taxis)

Petrol and diesel engine
manufacturers
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Land Use

Demand Reduction (Trips)

Vehicle manufacturers

Mode Shift

Vehicle manufacturers

EV Uptake

Petrol and diesel vehicle
manufacturing

Renewables
Natural Capital

Q4 – Jobs created by transition
The work on the Five Year Plan indicates the scale of the potential job creation to 2026
and then to 2041 (obviously this may well change as technology develops, particularly out
to 2041):

In summary:
• Potential for 21,000 jobs to be created by 2026
• Potential for another 71,000 jobs to be created by 2041
•
•
•
•

In addition to this:
140,000 jobs need to reskill as result of transition (11.1%)
143,500 jobs are aligned to net zero transition (11.5%)
283,000 total jobs impacted by transition (22.5%)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The main sectors affected include:
Manufacturing
Transport
Construction
Electrical, plumbing and other building services
Energy generation, transmission and distribution
Water collection, treatment and supply
Sewerage and waste collection

Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
The key to a successful decarbonisation programme isn’t in a particular set of
technologies, but in the governance and delivery approach, and the political settlement
that underpins in. Whitehall won’t be able to deliver this programme from the centre, as
key elements of the Covid response highlighted. Westminster politicians also do not have
the credibility to engage with communities and local businesses to engage in the tradeoffs and challenges which will be key – like members of the public getting out of their
cars or businesses investing up front in new tech and approaches.
WMCA has produced a draft Energy Devolution Deal which forms the basis for ministeriallevel conversations currently taking place. There are a range of steps the Government
could take in the short and long term to support a more devolved approach to reaching
net zero:
−

−
−
−

Agree local or regional carbon budgets, and align devolved resources and accountability
to carbon reduction plans to remain within these carbon budgets. Allow legal challenges
to local or regional leaders if decisions are taken that do not show regard to these
budgets or plans, create new regional reports by the Climate Change Committee on
progress, and create standing Citizens Panels to sit alongside each agreed carbon
budget.
Devolve portions of the Office for Low Emission Vehicles £200m EV Charging fund to
Combined Authorities to create intracity charging infrastructure spines, aligning with
existing responsibilities for brownfield development, transport systems, and public land.
Devolve Energy Company Obligation (ECO) funding to MCAs and LAs to accelerate
person-centred fuel poverty alleviation, including mass retrofit schemes and white goods
repair
Devolve core elements of the skills and employment support system to align more closely
to regional industrial strategies around decarbonisation – including local responsibility
and funding for adult and young people’s Careers Service, devolved budgets for 16-18
technical provision, traineeships, and T – levels, responsibility for Apprenticeship
employer grants, and co-commissioning of apprenticeship capacity with National
Apprenticeship Service (all currently held by DfE at a national level)
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−
−

−

−

Devolve portions of the Levelling Up Fund and UK Shared Prosperity Fund in line with
agreed outcomes on net zero (including key regional initiatives like the West Midlands
Gigafactory or Tees Valley Hydrogen projects)
Introduce regulatory ‘sandboxes’ to encourage policy experimentation, in areas like future
mobility (giving great flexibility over highways, vehicle licensing, public transport
franchising etc.) and industrial decarbonisation (giving greater flexibility over business
licensing and taxation, state aid, social value in procurement etc.)
Transfer the management of some environmental resources to local communities,
recognising that many localities are already engaging adaptation practices by managing
local watercourses, building resilience funds, engaging in hyper-local emergency
planning, and cataloguing local assets.
Create place-based ‘Centres for Climate Data’ within regional universities who are
charged with bringing together information to inform decisions on net zero and produce
independent models and predictions. Relevant data could cover private and public
emissions, utilities rollout and repair (particularly energy and fibre), planning, transport,
public health, and supply/demand in key parts of the economy (e.g. domestic heat pumps,
retrofit firms).
Also attached is the WMCA ‘5 year plan 2021-2026’
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Industry: Agriculture
Submission: National Farmers’ Union
Q1 - Without measures to offset or abate emissions, what level of emissions do you
believe you can remove from your industry or organisation with existing technology
and under current government schemes?
The NFU has set the ambitious goal of reaching net zero across the whole of UK
agriculture by 2040. Our aim is to be world leaders in climate-friendly food production,
and we believe that our sector is very much part of the solution to decarbonising the UK
economy. Agriculture is uniquely placed, as an emissions source and a sink to capture
carbon dioxide (CO2) and turn it into a wide range of foods and fuels. By enhancing this
ability to capture carbon we can use it to generate negative emissions – actively
removing CO2 from the atmosphere and balancing agriculture’s emissions of methane
and nitrous oxide from food production. This is a national aspiration, not an expectation
that every farm can reach net zero.
We have split our goal into three key pillars:
• Improving farming’s productive efficiency.
• Improving land management and changing land use to capture more carbon.
• Boosting renewable energy and the wider bioeconomy.
The UK’s national greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory shows emissions from UK farms
presently amounting to 45.6 Mt CO2e a year – about one tenth of UK GHG emissions.
Only 10 per cent of our emissions are CO2. Over 50 per cent is methane, with nitrous
oxide making up the remainder.
Improving farming’s productive efficiency to reduce our GHG emissions will enable
farming to produce the same quantity of food, or more, with less inputs in smarter ways.
There is a wide range of measures under this pillar including the use of controlled release
fertilisers, feed additives, improving health in cattle and sheep, precision farming,
loosening compacted soils, anaerobic digestion and energy efficiency measures.
Our initial analysis based on Climate Change Committee evidence suggests that these
measures could deliver estimated GHG savings of 11.5 MtCO2e/year, 25% of our goal.
These are techniques and practices which are available now, but several barriers exist to
delivering high levels of uptake on farm. Many of these barriers are long standing and
have stifled significant mitigation progress by the sector over the last 10 years.
There is still considerable uncertainty surrounding the future of government farm support
schemes in the UK now we have left the EU. The main replacement scheme, the
Environmental Land Management Scheme (ELMS), from 2024 will provide public money
for public goods. This is still in development and until scheme detail is available it remains
unclear whether ELMS will be accessible and sufficiently attractive to all farmers to
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support a reduction in their GHG footprint and a transition to net zero. Previous schemes
have not explicitly targeted GHG mitigation.
Farming is already responsible for a critical carbon resource in soils, wooded landscape
and semi-natural habitats. It is important to focus on both conservation of this carbon
store as well as its enhancement. We estimate that farmland carbon storage GHG savings
could be 9 MtCO2e/year, delivering an additional 25% of our ambition. Our final pillar
involves boosting renewable energy and the bioeconomy to displace emissions from
fossil fuels and to create GHG removal through photosynthesis and carbon capture. We
estimate this could provide GHG savings of up to 26 MtCO2e/year.
Q2 - Which regions/countries within the United Kingdom will face the most disruption
in your industry/organisation as a result of the net zero transition? Please answer as
specifically as possible and if possible provide data to support your estimation?
Rural areas are in danger of being left behind in the shift to a net-zero economy. This is
acknowledged through the emphasis on place-based solutions to climate change. The UK
has high levels of inequality, particularly between rural and urban areas.
With greater geographic distance between areas, carbon-neutral infrastructure requires
greater planning and investment than in urban areas. The rollout of broadband and
mobile is imperative to help make the transition to more people working from home, to
enable improvements in productivity and to allow businesses to thrive in rural areas
(including tourism-based businesses) and not have to expand to the nearest city.
Much of rural England is a transport desert, where “the choices and opportunities
available to a community are limited by a lack of public transport” (CPRE, 2020). This lack
of public transportation increases reliance on cars as the sole mode of transport. As the
phase out of petrol and diesel cars comes into effect, if there are not enough electric
vehicle charging points in rural areas, rural communities are vulnerable to being isolated
due to a lack of infrastructure to support the transition. Dedicated electric vehicle
forecourts are just beginning to appear, but these are expected to be mostly in peri-urban
areas on trunk roads and will not provide extensive coverage in more remote rural
regions. According to Department for Transport data (July 2020), of the 13,000 charge
point locations in the UK, about one-quarter are in Greater London, whereas there are 34
predominantly rural local authorities with fewer than 10 charge points. Rural drivers
typically drive twice as far as urban drivers per year (Irwin, 2020). Without sufficient
planning and support, the decision to phase out petrol and diesel cars by 2030 will be
incredibly costly to those who are most reliant on them.
The weakness and uneven distribution of rural electricity network capacity may also be a
barrier to investments needed to drive agricultural productivity growth in all parts of the
UK. Costs and delays in getting new or upgraded electric grid connections to farm
businesses need to be addressed to avoid yet another rural/urban divide – one which will
hold back the UK's agricultural productivity and competitiveness. Increased electrification
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is a key driver of new and more efficient technology in agriculture, enhancing productivity
growth through the improved precision and efficiency delivered by indoor production
systems, robotics and electric agricultural machinery. Opportunities will exist across all
sectors, from robotic fruit pickers and precision application of arable crop inputs like
fertilisers to the real time monitoring and management of livestock through intelligent ear
tags or virtual electric fencing. The NFU believes that such innovation has the potential to
upskill many farm jobs, reducing labour costs and minimising the unproductive use of
time. Further detail of innovative new developments in agriculture that can help
contribute to emission reductions can be found in our Future of Food 2040 report. To
best utilise new technologies which can reduce emissions, particularly those that are
increasingly data driven, a high standard of rural connectivity will be essential.
All too frequently reductions in meat and dairy consumption to reduce emissions and
free-up land together with increasing rates of afforestation, often in areas currently
dominated by livestock, are seen as silver bullets to delivering both agricultural and
economy-wide decarbonisation. Currently livestock production dominates agricultural
systems in the wetter western parts of the UK. We are therefore concerned about the
differentiated regional burden of land use change that may fall, perhaps
disproportionately, on Wales and the other devolved administrations and the west of
England.
Q3 - How many jobs do you believe are likely to be lost in your industry as a result of
the transition to net zero over the next thirty years? Please answer as specifically as
possible and if possible, provide data to support your estimation?
Perhaps the biggest impact on our industry over the next few years will be the phasing
out of the European Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), including the direct payment to
farmers. This alone will mean that on average, approximately 60 per cent of the total farm
business income will be lost, reducing cash flow and opportunities for investment in net
zero measures. The impact on jobs is as yet unclear as insufficient details of the
replacement domestic schemes are available. However, what is clear is that funding for
agricultural and rural projects needs to be ring fenced and maintained at least at existing
levels, or we need proportionate funding to be made available to rural areas to ensure
new opportunities for our sector are maximized as we move towards net zero. There
needs to be a legally binding guarantee that rural communities and farms will get their fair
share of funding. The rural economy is rich and diverse with significant potential in
delivering net zero but cannot flourish without sufficient resource investment and
enabling policies in place.
Currently, there is an issue with rural areas becoming increasingly aged. In 2018 Barclays
found that the average age of a farmer was 55, with almost four in ten (38 per cent) aged
65 or over. Young people need to be encouraged to move into rural areas to ensure the
longevity of the communities. Young farmers already have difficulty in accessing land and
could be further priced out as demand for land to offset emissions increases.
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Changes in job roles are likely to be an inevitable feature of the whole food supply chain
resulting in fewer traditional farm workers and potential concerns around unemployment.
This, in turn, could exacerbate the existing isolation of farmers and growers and
associated existing issues such as depression and mental illness. While technology can
improve jobs, it is important to remember that labour saving technology cannot replace
the traditional knowledge, intuition and decision-making of the farmer or grower.
Q4 - How many jobs do you believe will be created in your industry as a result of the
transition to net zero over the next thirty years? Please answer as specifically as
possible and if possible, provide data to support your estimation?
The agriculture sector is uniquely positioned to deliver a transition to net zero whilst
simultaneously driving productivity and levelling up economic growth and job
opportunities across the whole of the rural economy, and not just within the agricultural
industry itself. Agricultural investment in built (modern and new buildings and
infrastructure) and natural solutions which create and enhance natural capital is
simultaneously able to enhance farm productivity while stimulating demand for rural
tourism, local contractors, and trade and services from rural SMEs to support a transition
to net zero.
The decarbonisation of energy production provides an opportunity for farmers to diversify
into new business areas and gain alternative income streams. Farmers and growers are
particularly well placed to host or generate renewable energy, having the land or building
space. An OECD report on Linking Renewable Energy to Rural Development found that
renewable energy can provide additional employment opportunities in rural areas.
According to the Defra Farm Business Survey, 65 per cent of farm businesses already
have a diversified activity with a fifth hosting solar energy, a tenth hosting other forms of
renewable energy and a significant proportion operating food processing, retailing,
hospitality and leisure enterprises. Motivated entrepreneurial businesses can provide a
unique route to levelling up economic progress, especially in remote rural areas. There is
also the opportunity for markets and supply chains to be further developed in bio-based
products to lock up carbon in long term stores and contribute to a circular economy –
hemp fibre, miscanthus and wood chip, wool for housing insulation and carpet
manufacture.
Farmers will also need the skills and technology available to increase productivity on farm
through technological advancements and better understanding of the most productive
farming methods. The International Labour Organisation maintains that a just transition
should not result in job loss, but in retraining and up-skilling. Therefore, the NFU has
been a key partner in the development of the Institute of Agriculture and Horticulture
(TIAH). The aim of TIAH is to establish a professional body to transform the industry’s
currently fragmented skills landscape and build upon and invest in the skill and lifelong
learning of our people. A positive by-product of labour-saving technologies is a safer
and cleaner farming industry, which is more attractive to new entrants from more diverse
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backgrounds and opens up possible new supporting careers around professional advice
and technical expertise. Driverless electric vehicles, remote sensors and robotics have
the potential to upskill many farm jobs, reducing labour costs by creating greater
precision and efficiency, minimising the unproductive use of time. This will serve to
create opportunities that could encourage young workers to rural areas. We may also see
more women attracted to the industry as heavy manual jobs become less dominant.
Research findings and recommendations on women in farming and the agriculture sector
in Scotland have recently been published (Scottish Government, 2017).
The transition to a net zero economy should look at every stage of the food supply chain.
Lower supply chain emissions could be delivered in some cases by more localised food
processing, packing, distribution and marketing, consumer travel and food waste at a
district and county level. The focus on “local” within the just transition will have benefits to
rural regions beyond the agricultural industry. Domestic food production and the
development of local agri-food businesses should be a key component of reaching net
zero and a green post-covid recovery, as it underpins one of the largest manufacturing
sectors in the UK. Many people have turned to farm shops instead of larger supermarkets
during lockdown, showing that they value locally sourced food, and are more aware of
where and how they buy food. Local food production is a central part of local rural
economic development.
Local tourism has potential to flourish as people may decide to take fewer international
flights and focus on domestic holidays, thereby reducing GHG emissions. In 2017, total
overseas visits to the UK reached 39.2 million, while 47 million Brits went abroad for their
holiday (Irwin, 2020). In 2017, there were 433 million day trips to the British countryside,
worth £11.7bn to the rural economy. Farming and land management provides the very
fabric of our iconic British countryside which tourists enjoy. If more people do remain in
the UK for holidays, there are opportunities for rural areas to benefit through tourism and
increased purchasing of local goods and foods.
The NFU realises the important role that trees and hedgerows will play in our commitment
to reaching net zero as well as other multiple benefits they can potentially provide to the
farm business, society and the environment. Any new plantings should support and
encourage British sourced and grown saplings. This would provide an important
biosecurity defence and demonstrate a commitment to both existing and new job
creation in our nursery sector as a result.
Q5 - What technologies, in your view, offer the greatest opportunity for
decarbonisation in your industry and how do you believe Government should support
its rollout?
The NFU wants to see a productive, efficient, profitable, and resilient farming industry that
produces climate friendly food, bio-materials, and renewable energy within an
unsupported marketplace. We want a farming sector that encourages and attracts inward
investment, maximises market opportunities and one that seeks continuous improvement.
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We believe that this vision would also help meet the Paris Agreement’s purpose of
“increasing the ability to adapt to the adverse impacts of climate change and foster
climate resilience and low greenhouse gas emissions development, in a manner that
does not threaten food production.”
UK farming manages over 70% of our iconic countryside and already takes seriously its
responsibility to protect, maintain and enhance society’s landscapes, encourage wildlife,
benefit soil and water, and reduce impact on the climate alongside providing high quality
food for the nation and global consumers. This was proven in participation in agrienvironment schemes since the mid-1980s, which reached a peak of 70% of farming
businesses. But the situation is very different now, with many managing our land
confused, unable or unwilling to participate in the government’s schemes. This must
change and we have an opportunity now to do so. The agricultural and horticultural
sector in England is currently undergoing its most significant regulatory and economic
change in decades with a new agricultural framework enabled through the Agriculture
Act. We have also seen the Government’s high-level intentions for our future domestic
agricultural policy set out in the Agricultural Transition Plan published on 30 November
2020, which amongst other elements includes a broad outline of ELMS.
These recent developments have led the NFU, along with others, to set out our own clear
vision for how we believe that the Government can support a sustainable and productive
farming sector fit for the future. This collective industry vision for a “Sustainable Food
and Farming Scheme” (SFFS), was shared with Defra last summer. The NFU is very clear;
farmers must have flexibility in how they engage with the future ELM scheme and should
be offered a transparent and fair land deal, that pays a fair return for the lifetime of the
agreement. In our SFFS we describe an approach to a future agri-environment scheme
that achieves just that and is both engaging at scale and broadly based in intention. The
SFFS sets out an ambition for the UK farm sector to be the global leader in climate
friendly farming and in delivering a broad range of public benefits including landscape,
biodiversity, access and animal welfare.
As we have described in the three pillars of our Net Zero Roadmap, it is not sufficient to
only focus on future agri-environment schemes to deliver the step change needed in
agricultural mitigation. This is why the NFU are also advocating an ambitious productivity
programme providing targeted investment, supporting research and development,
training, advice, collaboration and incentivising the adoption of technical advances that
strengthen resilience within the farming sector. The NFU is a key player in the Food and
Drink Sector Council’s Agricultural Productivity Task Force (APTF), which is a collaboration
between the agricultural industry and Government to bolster the productivity of farming
and growing. The APTF is delivering on the recommendations made by the Agricultural
Productivity Working Group in its February 2020 report.
Upgrading infrastructure in rural areas will be vital to enable the use of new technologies
that support a net zero transition including mobile and broadband access, electric vehicle
charging points, fast tracking of electric grid network connections to enable decentralised
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renewable energy generation and building modernisation. Enhanced and more extensive
mobile and broadband coverage is needed to support new agri-tech such as data
collection on livestock movements, precision agriculture and guidance for semiautonomous machinery as seen in our annual Digital Technology Survey. In 2019, only
36% of respondents felt that they had access to sufficient broadband speeds for their
businesses.
Increased electrification is a key driver of new and more efficient technology in
agriculture, enhancing productivity growth. The expected benefits of an improved and
more responsive grid network include the enormous potential for cost-effective
renewable energy from rural areas if connection charges are lower. Following current
trends in non-road mobile machinery, many items of heavy farm machinery now appear
likely to “go electric” and smaller robotic mobile and non-mobile machines will become
more commonplace; this will not happen effectively without an electricity grid which is fit
for purpose for battery charging, etc. A major scale-up in support and investment for such
a transition would be required. The growth of controlled environment farming – with
electric heat pumps, ventilation and cooling of indoor production systems (poultry, pigs,
horticulture) – will also place heavier demand on rural electricity grids.
Government support for EV charging infrastructure should be specifically targeted at rural
regional economies, to sustain businesses and support tourism. Farmers can provide
opportunities to host infrastructure, at farm shops or on the edge of villages. Fast-tracked
rollout of EV charge points in rural areas would create new jobs in assessment and
installation and safeguard rural jobs and economic activity across the agricultural supply
chain and into rural tourism, retail and leisure activities. There needs to be increased
funding and broader eligibility for EV charging point grant schemes, modelled on the
existing OLEV Workplace Charging Scheme. This is needed to enable the full range of
rurally based businesses to pre-emptively install charging points to retain trade and grow.
A reformed planning system needs to plan for farming to achieve our goal of being net
zero by 2040, to address inequalities in rural housing and service provision and boost
rural economic growth, and to connect rural areas more efficiently to urban conurbations,
through the promotion of local food chains and infrastructure provision. We welcome
reform that makes a difference, cuts costs and complexity and allows much needed farm
development to be delivered on the ground.
The Planning for the Future White Paper proposals were better suited for urban areas and
as such would undermine a successful agricultural net zero transition. A future planning
system must accommodate new buildings and upgrade/modernise existing agricultural
buildings and operations to enable them to be more energy efficient and sustainable. It
must be designed to support the rights of landowners and farm tenants. It must provide
for green infrastructure, including infrastructure to help manage floods and droughts, as
well as for potential offsetting and delivering further environmental goods. We need a
National Planning Policy Framework that provides directly for food security and better
environmental outcomes. The prospect of a green recovery is set to be undermined
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when, as the NFU 2020 planning survey reports, only 16% of planning applications are
being determined within 8 weeks limiting the ability for businesses to adapt and respond
to changing economic conditions. We also need action now to address perverse
situations within the current planning system where farmers seeking to comply with
environmental regulation and improve buildings and operations on farm are being
prevented from doing so.
More explicit support for a strong domestic bioenergy supply chain, including primary as
well as secondary resources is needed. BEIS and Defra must join up their interests and
endorse the flexibility and versatility of bioenergy feedstocks, available in significant
quantities from UK land. These provide multiple different uses that contribute to net zero
and are often a source of additional profit alongside food production rather than
competing with it. Opportunities for anaerobic digestion (AD) could lead to local ‘green
gas’ supplies and new markets for hi-grade CO2. The UK needs to develop a competitive
market in greenhouse gas removals at a range of scales, accessible to all players. We
believe smaller-scale opportunities will exist for farmers, coupled to AD or in the form of
novel land spreading of charcoal or “enhanced weathering” minerals.
The low-carbon transition must be fair. Where competitiveness is a concern, there must
be policies for a level playing field, with support for sectors like agriculture at risk of
carbon leakage. In the longer-term future, an international level playing field will be
helped by product standards or carbon border tariffs. Policy development work on border
carbon tariffs should start now, by developing better metrics of carbon-intensity and
building an international consensus on their role. They should also be considered in new
trade agreements.
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Industry: Oil and Gas
Submission: Oil and Gas UK
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
The UK offshore oil and gas industry was one of the first industrial sectors to support net
zero ambitions with the publication of ‘Roadmap 2035 – a blueprint for net zero’ in 2019.
In July 2020, OGUK published a report committing industry to halving production
emissions on the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) by 2030, rising to 90% by 2040 en-route to
being net zero by 2050.
Emissions associated with the production and processing of offshore oil and gas currently
account for 4% of the UK’s total greenhouse gas (GHGs) emissions, 18.3 million tonnes of
CO2 equivalent (CO2 e) GHGs in 2018. In the same year, 70% of emissions from offshore
assets were associated with power or heat generation from turbines, engines, and
heaters, while 29% were from flares and vents.
A combined approach is needed to reduce the carbon footprint of the UK’s upstream oil
and gas production activities. There is a gap between what is currently technically
feasible and what is commercially feasible to deliver this ambition. Collective innovation
by industry, regulators, and our partners in government is needed to facilitate these
investments and ensure they can be delivered alongside the continued energy security
that remains crucial for the economy.
Achieving ambitious emissions reduction targets will ultimately require a step change in
emissions performance focusing on the largest sources of upstream emissions: power
generation, process heat generation and gas compression that currently use gas or oil
fuels. Cross-regulator support and commitment is required to establishing strategic
offshore electricity networks, to support offshore energy integration, connecting assets to
electricity networks.
Q2 – Regional disruption
39% of the total jobs supported by the UK offshore oil and gas industry are in Scotland.
However, OGUK’s Workforce Insight Report 2020 demonstrated that the offshore
workforce is spread right across the UK from the Shetland Islands to Cornwall. The data
reported is based on home addresses, with the largest residential areas being the north
east of Scotland, north east of England and the Central Belt, followed by the Norwich
area. 17% of the total offshore workforce had addresses outside the UK.
We need to ensure that there is a just transition for the workforce of the industry where
workers have an alternative career pathway to pursue.
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Ongoing production in the UK will help sustain the domestic engineering expertise, skills
and knowledge needed to deliver low-emission oil and gas production and to support the
growth of new hydrogen and CCUS industries. The number of jobs that can be created in
the Hydrogen and CCUS sector and the broader Energy Transition is entirely dependent
on investment made by both industry and government. If we do not see investment in
these emerging sectors, we will not see the creation of new jobs which the current oil and
gas workforce can transition to over time, as employment in the sector begins to decline.
A diverse energy mix is needed to enable the transition to a net-zero future at the same
time as supporting UK growth and maintaining our security of supply. The Committee on
Climate Change (CCC) forecasts that demand for oil and gas in the UK in 2050 will be
around 400 million barrels of oil equivalent (boe) per annum. It is currently estimated the
UKCS could still be producing as much as half of the energy needed to meet this
demand.
Maintaining UK energy security will be reinforced by avoiding premature cessation of
UKCS production. Early closure of UK oil and gas risks increasing our reliance on
production from other basins. The UK would have much less influence over how these
imports are produced. Imports do little or nothing to help achieve the necessary
diversification of the UK’s energy mix, and also do not bring other benefits that the
domestic industry provides, such as provision of jobs, secure and affordable energy, and
a vast contribution to UK GDP.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Our sector is being challenged by the “triple whammy” of COVID-19, and the dramatic
crash in oil and gas prices. Our supply chain is particularly fragile given that as an industry
we were just coming out of the previous downturn. OGUK’s Business Outlook: Activity
and Supply Chain, published in April 2020, warned up to 30,000 jobs could be lost in our
sector over the next 12 to 18 months, if the current business conditions prevail.
OGUK estimates that in 2030, the oil and gas sector will continue to support between
150,000 and 190,000 jobs (direct, indirect, and induced), compared to approximately
270,000 in 2019.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
No Answer
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
OGUK has recently submitted a proposal to the Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy for the North Sea Transition Deal, a quid pro quo sector deal which
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seeks to accelerate the energy transition, reduce UK emissions, and create new jobs
across the UK.
The number of jobs that can be created by the Energy Transition is entirely dependent on
investment made by both industry and government. OGUK estimate that tens of
thousands of jobs (direct, indirect, and induced) could be created in the CCUS and
hydrogen sectors.

Submission: David Waltham - Department of Earth Sciences, Royal
Holloway, University of London - Professor of Geophysics:
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Oil and gas extraction has significant scope for emission reductions as outlined in
https://www.ogtc.com/media/3875/closing-the-gap-summary-report.pdf. Specifically,
operations use a great deal of energy for running offshore-platforms and this is currently
largely delivered by diesel generators and compressors. Replacing this by renewable
electricity (as well as reducing methane leaks and ceasing flaring) could almost eliminate
emissions associated with oil and gas extraction. The oil industry is moving forward with
these activities already. However, this does not tackle the emissions generated by our
industry's products, i.e. the oil and gas we sell. This issue is discussed below.
Q2 – Regional disruption
https://oilandgasuk.co.uk/key-facts/major-employer/ shows that there are around 300
000 jobs in the UK supported by the oil and gas industry. 40% of these are in Scotland
and 10% are in the SE of England with smaller numbers in NW England (6%) and W
Midlands/E. England (5% each). All of these jobs will disappear if fossil fuels are phased
out and the jobs not replaced by other activities (but see below).
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Despite my answer above, I do not believe we will lose significant jobs because, as oil
and gas extraction reduces, it will be replaced by carbon-storage and subsurface energy
storage. These technologies are vital to the energy transition and are "the oil industry in
reverse", i.e. we inject fluids into the subsurface instead of extracting them. Hence, the
geological, geophysical, geochemical and engineering issues are almost identical for the
two activities and solving the problems will need people with experience in these areas.
More quantitatively, the UK currently extracts 50 Mt/y of oil and gas from the UKCS (UK
continental shelf) whilst, to store just 10% of our current CO2 emissions is also about 50
Mt/y. Subsurface energy storage (to mitigate renewable energy intermittency) would add
to this as it would require about 5 Mt/y of H2 storage (assuming 10% of UK energy
consumption is stored at some point). Hence, the fluid volumes involved in CO2/Energy
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storage are likely to be of a very similar scale to those currently involved in oil/gas
extraction. Note that the IEA (International Energy Agency) predict that CCS (Carbon
Capture and Storage) will account for 9% of emissions reductions, worldwide, implying a
similar estimate of CO2 volumes to my estimates given above.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
Given the analysis above, I expect a rough balance, i.e. there will be as many jobs created
as lost. We'll lose many (but not all) of the 300 000 jobs associated with oil/gas extraction
but these will be replaced by a similar number of jobs associated with CO2/Energy
storage.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
CCS is now highly developed from a technological/engineering point of view. What's
needed are the financial instruments to make it into a profitable, low-risk investment (e.g.
CfD and RAB type arrangements already used for offshore wind, nuclear power etc).
Subsurface energy storage is also reasonably advanced technologically (it's very similar
to gas-storage technology used for natural gas for 70 years) but, again, the issues are
over financial structures with an emphasis, this time, on electricity market arrangements
that could make long-term (weeks to months) energy storage into a viable business.
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Industry: Aviation
Submission: Sustainable Aviation
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
No Answer
Q2 – Regional disruption
With the right Government support, there are seven regions across the UK that could see
major changes as a result of aviation’s transition to net zero.
Sustainable aviation fuels (SAF) will be an essential component of the industry’s
decarbonisation, and research from Sustainable Aviation has shown that there are seven
industrial clusters across the UK that could play host to up to 14 new SAF production
facilities by the mid-2030s. These are: Humberside, Teesside, Hampshire, South Wales,
the North West, Grangemouth, and St Fergus.
These areas are predominantly in industrial heartlands with existing expertise in
technologies that complement SAF production, and consequently a post-pandemic green
recovery could see these clusters benefit from the creation of a SAF industry in the UK.
Further detail on the jobs and economic benefit of this are in Question 4.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
No Answer
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
As aviation transitions to net zero, the industry will develop and refine a number of low
and zero carbon technologies. In the short term, sustainable aviation fuels (SAF) represent
a market ready solution to decarbonising aviation that requires no modifications to
existing aircraft or refuelling infrastructure. SAF can be produce from a range of
feedstocks, from municipal waste to ethanol, and have carbon savings of up to 70%
compared with fossil fuels.
Sustainable aviation fuels are a nascent industry, and the UK has an opportunity to lead
the world in developing and producing these fuels. SAF will be essential for the global
aviation industry in a net zero world, and so the country that commercialises the
technology first will capture the jobs and wider supply chain benefits. The UK has
geographical and industrial advantages over other nations with regards SAF production
and experience, and this can be translated into thousands of jobs.
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Research from Sustainable Aviation in 2020 has confirmed that by 2038, there could be
14 SAF plants in seven industrial clusters across the UK: Humberside, Teesside,
Hampshire, South Wales, the North West, Grangemouth, and St Fergus. The most
advanced SAF project under development in the UK is Altalto Immingham, located in the
Humberside cluster, which hopes to create 130 permanent jobs and be producing fuel by
2025.
These facilities would create a total of 6,500 direct jobs, in addition to generating a GVA
of £929m and saving 3.6 million tonne CO2eq. annually. Across each cluster this could be
up to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1,520 jobs in Humberside
1,130 jobs in Teesside
1,090 jobs in Hampshire
1,020 jobs in South Wales
1,520 jobs in the North West
1,390 jobs in Grangemouth
920 jobs in St Fergus

These jobs will be located predominantly in industrial heartlands that have existing
chemicals and refining expertise, as is the case with Altalto Immingham. These skills are
needed to build and operate SAF facilities that involve complex industrial conversion
processes. The E4tech study shows that SAF investment will generate an annual GVA of
£700m and 4,900 jobs in industrial regions. Alongside SAF, these new plants will also
produce other fuels and chemicals and these products contribute a further £460m GVA
per annum and 3,200 jobs.
However, SAF production also has the potential to generate jobs and spur economic
activity in rural areas where feedstocks for facilities will be processed before final
upgrading at an industrial hub. Producing feedstocks locally can harness the growth of
the agricultural sector for broader rural development, while not affecting food production.
In addition, processing wastes and residues locally provides high-skilled, high value
chemical engineering jobs across the UK. The E4tech study shows that SAF investment
will generate an annual GVA of £229m and 1,600 jobs in rural areas.
The export market opened up by these facilities could provide a further 13,700 jobs and
additional GVA of £1.97bn. This would bean a total of 20,200 jobs and almost £3bn in
GVA. See attached for a graphic that sets out the regional breakdown of jobs and GVA
per SAF cluster.
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For further detail on this, please see here for research produced for Sustainable Aviation:
https://www.sustainableaviation.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Sustainable-Aviation-CSRSubmission-FINAL-240920.pdf

In addition to SAF, there are further low carbon technologies in early stages of
development, including hydrogen, battery, and hybrid aircraft. Although these offer a
medium term solution to decarbonising aviation, they too represent an opportunity to
develop green jobs in the UK.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
There is no silver bullet for aviation decarbonisation, and achieving net zero will require
investment in a range of measures, including sustainable aviation fuels (SAF), cleaner
aircraft technology, and smarter flight operations. This includes hydrogen and electric
flight which will play a role in decarbonising short and medium-haul flight.
The greatest near term opportunity for decarbonising aviation is however SAF, and there
are a number of policy changes the Government can make to support its rollout:
The key industry priority for Government action is to establish more certainty on revenue
support. Policy can be split into two areas:
•

As a nascent sector the SAF industry needs policy certainty quickly to address the
long-term price risk. Delivery of the necessary policy will require public
consultation by June or early July 2021 which should strongly signal Government’s
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•

intent to actively shape “at scale” and affordable UK SAF production and supply,
and set out clear policy options and Government preferences. The act of
consultation itself also forms an important part of the signalling process which is
then reinforced by the policy outputs. Electricity markets benefited from CfDs and
a similar mechanism introduced quickly for SAF will help enable project financing
and deliver major milestones before COP26. This CfD type mechanism could even
be overlaid on top of the RTFO.
Industry also needs RTFO reform at a similar pace to admit Recycled Carbon
Fuels. It is welcomed that this is referenced in the Energy White Paper, but
industry needs additional pace rather than a long consultation period before
decisions can be made. If this element is addressed rapidly, then SAF
commitments become considerably more likely before COP26.

Loan guarantees/Green Bonds are part of this policy security given their proven ability to
send signals to investors. Examples in the US show how securing such guarantees make
conversations with investors for these sort of complex early stage projects progress more
rapidly. Additionally, tax exempt Green Bonds are a proven pathway to project finance
with this option being recently demonstrated on a US based SAF facility. SAF is a nascent
industry and investors act with heightened due diligence – loan guarantees or finance
mechanisms such as Green Bonds, can really be all difference to making a SAF scheme
bankable.
SAF mandates are an essential part of the solution, giving developers and their investors
more confidence regarding the volume of sales. However, this alone will not give the
necessary signal soon enough and does not address the issue of price. Mandates need
to be considered as part of wider policy which is outlined above.
The Government has also announced a £15m SAF competition, which is welcome but
more detail is needed around allocation and eligibility. It will also not be sufficient on its
own and should be regarded as a welcome bridging instrument ahead of larger
investment commitments by the public and private sector.
Beyond SAF, the Government can take action to support new cleaner aircraft through the
Aerospace technology Institute, helping deliver those ground-breaking electric, hybrid
and hydrogen powered aircraft which have the potential to revolutionise regional and
short-haul travel and deliver net zero aviation, building on this year’s ground-breaking
zero-emissions electric and hydrogen flights from Cranfield. Investment will be needed in
infrastructure to support these electric and hydrogen planes, once operational.
Finally, Third, the UK must maintain its commitment to delivering airspace modernisation,
a critical next-step on the path to net-zero. It will eliminate inefficiencies, shorten journey
times and reduce carbon emissions, so we urge the Government to support the short
term funding request from ACOG that would progress this through the Airspace
Masterplan.
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Industry: Carbon Intensive Manufacturing
Submission: Chiesi
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Chiesi Limited is an international, family owned pharmaceutical company, committed to
helping patients make their lives better and to this end, it continuously strives to innovate
and improve its products, taking both clinical and sustainability factors into full
consideration. For example, Chiesi is proud to be a certified B Corp®, a business that strives
to meet the highest social, legal, and environmental standards to balance purpose and
profit. We have also committed to becoming carbon neutral by 2035.1 Chiesi strongly
believes that if the pharmaceutical industry as a whole adopts similar values then there is
the potential as an industry to significantly reduce our collective emissions.
Chiesi believes that there are a number of initiatives that can significantly reduce the NHS’s
greenhouse gas emissions related to respiratory care, including supporting the
development of lower carbon pressurised metered dose inhalers (pMDIs), choosing more
environmentally friendly options for newly diagnosed patients and tackling the global
challenge of short acting inhaled beta-agonist (SABA) overuse.
• In England, the NHS long-term plan calls for a shift from pMDIs to lower carbon
inhalers where clinically appropriate and reducing the use of SABAs.2
• Currently available pMDIs have a range of carbon footprints dependent on the type
and volume of propellant used in the device.3 In line with this, the NHS England
incentive scheme, encourages moving patients to lower carbon options where it is
clinically appropriate to do so.4 However there are many challenges with the use of
inhalers, and no one device suits all patients.5 The Primary Care Respiratory Society
(PCRS), therefore recommends that blanket switches do not take place, and that
attempts to phase out the use of pMDIs would be detrimental to patients.6
• With particular relevance to the latter, it is important to note that the pharmaceutical
industry, including Chiesi, has made significant investments in developing lower
carbon propellants with the potential of reducing the environmental impact of
inhalers by ≥90%, to a similar level to DPI,3 (see Q5 for further details).
• Despite the phasing out of pMDIs being detrimental to patients, there is a real
opportunity, as highlighted in the NHS long-term plan, to reduce the use of SABAs
pMDIs.2 SABAs account for over 50% of all pMDI prescribing in the UK, however the
accompanying incentive scheme set up by NHS England to encourage prescribers
to change their patients’ inhalers excludes SABAs from the scheme metrics; the
reason for this is unclear.4
• The National Review on Asthma Deaths found that an overuse of SABA inhalers
resulted in patients having poorly controlled asthma and as a consequence,
potentially contributed to avoidable asthma patient deaths.7 A more recent UK
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study, also associated high SABA inhaler use with a significantly increased risk of
exacerbations and healthcare utilisation.8
• Given the significant impact of uncontrolled asthma on both the patient and the
environment, we believe that the NHS England incentive scheme may simply have
overlooked SABAs as a solution. Addressing the overreliance on SABAs could
facilitate an improvement in patient outcomes together with a significant reduction
in the carbon emissions associated with pMDIs.
• To put the scale of this potential carbon emission reduction into perspective, of those
pMDIs prescribed in 2020, SABAs accounted for 56% of the net market total, which
is equivalent to 32,151,751 units.9 The carbon footprint of 1 unit of SABA is between
10-25kgCO2 equivalents (kgCO2e),10 however the predominant SABA prescribed is
at the top of this range. Therefore, Chiesi’s estimation is that the total annual carbon
footprint for SABAs, in metric tonnes, was 803,794 tCO2e. Reducing even just 10%
of SABA inhalers prescribed last year could have delivered a carbon reduction of
80,374 tCO2e, whilst improving patient outcomes.
Chiesi also believes that it is important that the government works in collaboration with
pharmaceutical companies, the NHS, and patients to increase the proportion of pMDIs
which are recycled or diverted from the domestic system to more environmentally
sustainable solutions.
• Approximately 73 million inhalers are used each year in the UK, with over 63% placed
in domestic waste and the majority ending up in landfill.11 Furthermore, a very high
proportion go to landfill with almost half their usable propellant left inside.12
• In 2018, a report by the Environmental Audit Committee (EAC), highlighted the carbon
impact of pMDIs and made several recommendations to reduce the environmental
impact of these inhalers.13 The report recommended that the government should
work together with medical professionals, pharmacists, the pharmaceutical
industry, and patients to significantly improve the recycling of pMDIs (currently
estimated at 0.5%) and highlighted that this makes both environmental and
economic sense. The report also highlighted that the government should consider
medical waste, such as pMDIs, in its waste energy.
• The EAC set an ambitious recommendation of increasing pMDI recycling rates to 50%
by 2020 and recommends that medical companies/NHS should establish a
pharmacy recycling system to ensure that residual Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) from
pMDIs are recycled rather than being released in landfill.13
• In support of the UK government ambition, and as part of our ongoing commitment
towards a sustainable future, Chiesi launched the Leicestershire Take AIR (Take
Action for Inhaler Recycling) pilot scheme in January 2021,14 to enable inhaler users
to safely and effectively recycle their empty/expired inhalers through the post. The
scheme is currently being piloted in the Leicestershire area for 12 months, after
which it will be measured for effectiveness and how it can best be rolled out in other
areas. The scheme can be used for any inhaler of any brand and any type. This
scheme is intended to test the feasibility of this alternative method for patients for
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the disposal of inhalers when the inhalers are empty, out-of-date, or no longer being
used. The scheme will run in parallel with the well-established pharmaceutical
waste collection service provided by community pharmacies. This scheme allows
us to collate data, which can be analysed and replicated on a larger scale, its
benefits can help us push the importance of sustainability with a focus around
recycling and renewable energy.
Q2 – Regional disruption
No Answer
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
No Answer
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
No Answer
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
In support of the Government ambition to become net-zero on carbon emissions ahead of
2050,1 Chiesi is also committed to becoming carbon neutral by 2035,2 and of taking a
systemic approach to reducing the full footprint of our products respiratory care portfolio.
In line with this, there are a number of new technologies that offer the potential of
significantly reducing carbon emissions in the UK associated with the pharmaceutical
industry.
(1) The transition from high to low global warming potential (GWP) pressurised metered
dose inhalers (pMDIs), which has the potential of reducing the environmental impact of
inhalers by ≥90%, to a similar level as a dry powdered inhaler (DPI), while retaining the
choice between inhaler types for patients and healthcare professionals.3
• Currently available pMDIs have a range of carbon footprints dependent on the type
and volume of propellant used in the device,3 however new medical grade
propellants are currently in development.
• Chiesi has committed €350 million over a five-year period into the development of
Hydrofluoroalkane 152a (HFA 152a), which will aim to introduce ‘environmentallyfriendly pMDIs’ to the UK market by 2025.2 AstraZeneca has also committed to the
development and introduction of pMDIs using low GWP propellant within a similar
timeframe.4
• We believe that other companies will follow which, collectively, will contribute to the
overall decarbonisation of the pharmaceutical industry.
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(2) Research and development into sustainable plastics has the potential of reducing the
carbon emissions associated with plastic waste across many UK industries.5
• pMDIs are composed of a plastic actuator, which houses the pressurised inhaler
canister with the relevant medication. This plastic actuator is currently made from
high quality single use plastic (polypropylene).
• Chiesi has recently teamed up with a small Manchester based company, Dsposal,
to participate in human factors research programme, supported by Innovate UK as
part of their Sustainable Plastics research award [UKRI awards £8m for new
sustainable plastics research projects – UKRI], to investigate alternative materials
for actuator use.
• The aim of this research programme is to research and develop sustainable
solutions to the plastic components of inhalers, and we commit to accelerate our
development timelines where feasible. We are seeking to fundamentally redesign
these inhaler devices so that the use of plastic is minimised or eliminated.
• Our vision is to inspire other industry-led initiatives to design out persistent plastic
wastes in the healthcare sector, through re-imagining how healthcare equipment
can be designed for reuse at the same time as being valued by the end users.
• Human-centred design can also be used to support a more sustainable NHS, while
generating jobs in the UK green economy.
(3) There are a number of technologies that could be introduced into research and
development programmes, such as the capturing of leaked propellant as a
consequence of inhaler development, which would have a significant impact on
lowering the carbon impact.
•

Chiesi has taken the innovative step to install new technology at our inhaler
manufacturing sites that enables the capturing of propellants leaked during the
spraytesting phases of manufacturing. This technology came into use at the end
of 2020 and, once fully operational, will capture up to 98% of the fugitive
emissions during this phase.6
• Chiesi has also invested in an accelerated manufacturing upgrade plan, which will be
able to capture propellant gases from both spray testing and can-filling phases,
which will enable even greater capture of leaked propellant.
• Both of these initiatives, which aim to capture and reuse leaked propellant, will
consequently reduce the carbon footprint from the manufacturing phase. This
environmental initiative is also referred to in the 2018 Environmental Audit
Committee (EAC) report, which highlights that reclaimed and reused HFCs are
outside of the HFC Quota.7
(1) Government collaboration with pharmaceutical companies, the NHS and patients are
essential to increase the proportion of pMDIs which are recycled or diverted from the
domestic system to more environmentally sustainable solutions.
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•

•

•

Approximately 73 million inhalers are used each year in the UK, with over 63%
placed in domestic waste and the majority ending up in landfill.8 Furthermore, a
very high proportion go to landfill with almost half their usable propellant left
inside.9
The 2018 EAC report highlighted the carbon impact of pMDIs, and recommended
that the government should work together with medical professionals,
pharmacists, the pharmaceutical industry and patients to significantly improve the
recycling of pMDIs (currently estimated at 0.5%), and set a target recycling rate of
50% by 2020.7
In support of the UK government ambition, and as part of our ongoing
commitment towards a sustainable future, Chiesi launched the Leicestershire
Take AIR (Take Action for Inhaler Recycling) pilot scheme in January 2021, to
enable inhaler users to safely and effectively recycle their empty/expired inhalers
through the post.10 The scheme is currently being piloted in the Leicestershire
area for 12 months, after which it will be measured for effectiveness and how it
can best be rolled out in other areas. The scheme can be used for any inhaler of
any brand and any type. This scheme is intended to test the feasibility of this
alternative method for patients for the disposal of inhalers when the inhalers are
empty, out-of-date, or no longer being used. The scheme will run in parallel with
the well-established pharmaceutical waste collection service provided by
community pharmacies. This scheme allows us to collate data, which can be
analysed and replicated on a larger scale, its benefits can help us push the
importance of sustainability with a focus around recycling and renewable energy.

We would like to urge the government to recognise and champion the development and
adoption of all these new technologies, all of which have the potential of significantly
decarbonising the pharmaceutical industry.
References listed in call for evidence document.
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Submission: Kindeva Drug Delivery
About Kindeva
Kindeva is a new consolidated company in the life sciences space with over 60 years'
experience in the pharmaceutical sector. We recently spun out of 3M, and are one of the
only companies that is present throughout the research and development process
through formulation to manufacturing and delivery in the metered dose inhaler (MDI)
space. MDIs are used to treat chronic and life-threatening lung conditions such as asthma
and COPD.
Kindeva is a contract development and manufacturing organization (CDMO) that provides
leading companies in the pharmaceutical industry with specialist research and drug
development, and manufacturing capabilities. We are the global leader in inhalation
technology and manufacture more inhalers than any other CDMO company. We are also
at the forefront of transdermal and microneedle drug technology, which has exciting
potential in the development of new vaccine delivery.
About this submission
This submission focusses on our inhalation business. We have two main sites in the UK:
•

•

•

•

In Loughborough, Leicestershire, we have the largest inhalation-focused research
and development lab in the UK that is tasked with developing the next generation
of innovative, green inhalers. Loughborough is Kindeva’s Centre of Excellence for
inhalation products which includes R&D and manufacture of pressurised metered
dose inhaler (pMDI) products and components such as dose counters and dose
indicators. Kindeva are world experts in pMDIs for delivery of pharmaceuticals to
the lung and nasal regions. The Loughborough site has recently undergone a
significant upgrade of its R&D labs with state-of-the-art equipment also installed
to enable Kindeva to develop the next-generation pMDI. We have roughly 100
R&D employees in the UK and we support an additional ~25 contract workers in
the UK lab.
Kindeva has cGMP manufacturing operations in Loughborough inside a 51,500
sq. ft facility which specializes in cold fill inhalation manufacturing. Kindeva
manufactures 35M-40M inhalers per year; this accounts for nearly 10% of all MDIs
manufactured globally and roughly 17% of all MDIs sold in the US/EU5.
Clitheroe in Lancashire is home to our valve and can manufacturing operations –
key components in our customers’ metered dose inhalers. Employing around 100
skilled designers, engineers, technicians and manufacturing operatives, the
expertise of our highly skilled workforce in Clitheroe is critical to the production of
inhalers for the global pharmaceutical industry.
In total, Kindeva has roughly 550 employees in the UK, we support an additional
~100 contract workers in the UK.
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Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
In 2016, HFC emissions from pressurised metered-dose inhalers (pMDIs) were estimated
to be less than 2% of global HFC emissions by GWP. This amount will continue to drop as
newer propellants are introduced to market.
It is possible to make a significant change in the carbon footprint of the pMDI, by
switching propellant from HFA134a and HFA227 to a lower GWP propellant, such as
HFA152a. The majority of MDIs use HFA 134a as a propellant, which has a GWP of 1,430,
while a small minority use HFA 227, which has a GWP of 3,220. Innovation is ongoing to
find greener propellants to replace existing ones, including p152a with a GWP of 124, and
1234ze with a GWP <1.
In the absence of additional measures, the pharmaceutical industry including Kindeva is
already making great progress to transition to lower GWP propellant HFA 152a and
others. The use of HFA 152a will result in an approx. 25% reduction in the weight of
propellant used, based on densities, compared with HFA 134a. The reduction will be even
greater when compared with HFA 227. It is clear from current evidence of industry
innovation that there is no need for additional measures to offset or abate emissions in
the production of metered dose inhalers; the industry will naturally reduce usage by
transition to a lower GWP propellant.
Kindeva has been actively assessing HFA152a as an alternative pMDI propellant with
promising results and expects to have a lower-impact product ready for market by the
late 2020s with significant rollout expected by 2028.
Q2 – Regional disruption
Kindeva operates from two key locations in the UK: Loughborough in the East Midlands
and Clitheroe in the North West. In total, Kindeva has roughly 550 employees in the UK,
and we support an additional ~100 contract workers in the UK. These are all highly skilled
positions and make a key contribution to the UK life sciences sector.
Kindeva requests that the industry is allowed to transition to lower GWP propellants
without a forced switch of patients into other inhaler types, per NHS policy to transition a
significant proportion of MDI patients to DPIs. This transition will have unintended
consequences on patient outcomes, NHS costs and ultimately to the UK life sciences
sector. This is because if the MDI market is forced to shrink, it may not be economically
possible for the entire industry to transition to lower GWP propellants, and that some
products will be forced from the market and patient care will be compromised as a result.
If a medicinal product isn’t available for patient use, patients will be negatively impacted.
Asthma and COPD are life-threatening conditions. Both are chronic conditions which are
typically managed by patients in coordination with a physician through the use of a
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specific medication and dosage form. Loss of access to a specific drug/ therapy can
exacerbate asthma or COPD. Exacerbations, in the absence of appropriate therapies, can
lead to significant patient harm, including, but not limited to, loss of ability to work,
extended hospitalization, and death. There is a significant health economic impact for
health systems from increased exacerbations and hospitalizations resulting from lack of
symptom control. Citizens’ quality of life is also adversely impacted.
Other key players in the inhalation market operate from the following locations in the UK:
Chiesi – R&D - Chippenham
AZ – R&D – Cambridge
Mylan – R&D and Mfg – Sandwich, Kent
Koura – R&D and Mfg – Runcorn, Cheshire
Bespak/Recipharm – R&D and Mfg – King’s Lynn, Norfolk; Cambridge; Queenborough,
Kent; Holmes Chapel, Cheshire; Cramlington, Northumberland; Lancashire; Milton Keynes
Presspart – Mfg – Blackburn, Lancashire
Pharmaserve NW – Mfg – Runcorn, Cheshire
Recipharm - Mfg – King’s Lynn, Norfolk;
Vectura – R&D – Chippenham and Cambridge
Qs3&4 – Jobs lost and created by transition
Whether the transition to net zero results in the loss, or creation of jobs in the pMDI sector
depends on how the process of transition is managed.
The recent NHS paper Delivering a ‘Net Zero’ National Health Service, published in
October 2020, identified that medicines were responsible for 25% of emissions in the
NHS, with inhalers making up 3% of this total. The paper went on to set out an ambition to
reduce the carbon impact of inhalers by 50% by 2028 by:
switching from pMDI to dry powder inhalers (DPIs), “which may be clinically equivalent for
many patients, and come with significantly lower carbon emissions” and
“supporting the innovation in and use of lower carbon propellants and alternatives”.
The report suggests that a 30% uptake of the first option would result in a reduction of
374 ktCO2e per year, and that potential emissions reductions of 403 ktCO2e per year
may ultimately be possible by incentivising the use of DPIs through mechanisms such as
the NHS Standard Contract with trusts and the GP contract.
The 2020 GP contract, for example, includes an incentive to encourage inhalers with
lower carbon footprints (by reducing prescriptions for non-salbutamol MDIs as a
proportion of all non-salbutamol inhalers* by 10% during 2020/21), in order to save up to
20,000 tonnes CO2 equivalent/year. Ref: British Medical Association (BMA) General
Practitioners Committee England (GPC) and NHS England and NHS Improvement, Update
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to the GP contract agreement 2020/21-2023/24, 6 February 2020,
https://www.bma.org.uk/media/2024/gp-contract-agreement-feb-2020.pdf.
Kindeva is concerned that targets such as these, while well intentioned, may undermine
the incentives for industry to develop new lower GWP propellants and bring these to
market. Significant investments of money and time are required to develop and
commercialise new propellants and gain the necessary regulatory approvals, and
ultimately pharmaceutical manufacturers will not be prepared to invest these resources if
they see the market for pMDIs being undermined. Significant R&D and capital
expenditures and extended timelines would be required to reformulate for our medicinal
products. These significant reformulation costs could impact the availability of the
product to the market. For changes not requiring clinical studies, a $10MM investment
would be required to complete the change. For changes requiring clinical studies, an
additional expenditure of $50MM would be required at a minimum. This level of
investment would be required for each marketed product.
* NB: The reason why salbutamol pMDIs (which are responsible for over 40% of total pMDI
prescribing) have been excluded from the NHS switchover targets is that there are,
currently, no alternative products available as DPIs. Kindeva believes salbutamol will
ultimately be compatible with HFC152a, and notes that other companies are already
looking at developing such products. Excluding salbutamol from the switchover target
means that a larger proportion of existing pMDIs will need to be switched to DPIs, further
undermining the economic incentives for industry to develop new products using
HFC152a. This highlights how arbitrary or poorly defined targets can end up having
negative unintended consequences on industry innovation and carbon reduction.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
Switching propellant from HFA134a and HFA 227 to a lower GWP propellant, such as
HFA152a has the potential to lower emissions by a factor of 10. Over the longer term, nonsynthetic propellants offer the potential to deliver even greater savings, but these will
take some time to develop and are unlikely to be ready until the end of this decade.
Government can support the pMDI industry to bring new, lower GWP propellants to
market by:
-

Ceasing in its efforts to switch pMDI patients to DPIs
Providing financial incentives to support industry R&D efforts to develop HFA152a
and other new, greener propellants
Offering streamlined regulatory processes around these new lower GWP products
Ensuring switchover targets incentivise the development of new salbutamol
products using lower GWP propellants
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Submission: Chemical Industries Association
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
We support the Committee on Climate Change (CCC)’s assessment of abatement
potential in our sector; our emissions could be decreased by >90% between now and
2050. The vast majority of this reduction will be via three routes: carbon capture and
storage (CCS), hydrogen and electrification. The remainder will be as a result of ongoing
energy and resource efficiency improvements. (1)
The technologies needed to decarbonise our sector exist but the market conditions do
not currently allow for their adoption. This is because:
- High energy and climate-related policy prices mean the UK is not an attractive
investment location for energy intensive industry. New investment goes
elsewhere, undermining UK assets and shifting the UK’s emission footprint
overseas.
- Low-carbon manufacturing techniques are more expensive, we would need to
raise our prices to cover the higher cost of production. (2)
-

We compete on price in an international market. This means we are unable to
pass through the higher cost of low-carbon manufacturing to the consumer, as the
UK’s power sector has done for example.

Below we provide some comments on current government schemes. In our response to
question 5 we explain what is needed to overcome the barriers outlined above.
CCS
We welcome the government’s £1bn Industrial Clusters Mission, to support two industrial
clusters by the mid-2020s, and a further two by 2030. But all of our clusters are
developing plans for deep decarbonisation and these should be supported to the same
timescales, to avoid distorting intra-UK competitiveness.
Initial funding has already been distributed to clusters, to develop roadmaps for
decarbonisation. If those clusters following behind must wait until 2030 before receiving
the next tranche of government support then all of the progress they have made in the
current FEED and consenting stage is at risk; momentum and technical expertise will
decline and more materially, Development Consent Orders and other planning consents
will expire. (3)
We would ask government to compare this level of support with the more advanced
Longship project in Norway. There the government will spend £1.5bn on one cluster,
covering more than two-thirds of the total cost of developing and operating CCS at two
industrial plants, as well as transport and storage. Northern Lights, Norway’s North Sea
storage project, is now talking to more than 60 different companies about storing their
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CO2 and will shortly award contracts to build the first two CO2 transport ships. This is a
net zero industry taking root elsewhere because that is where public support has created
a business case.
The Energy White Paper commits government to a funding model for industrial carbon
capture, to be proposed in 2021 and rolled-out in 2022. We are seriously concerned that
BEIS’ initial proposed model, published December 2020, does not provide business with
an incentive to invest: it would leave industrial operators exposed to an increasing market
carbon price on an increasing portion of their emissions, even though those emissions
have been captured and stored.
Electrification
Industrial energy prices are critical to investment in low-carbon industry. Decarbonisation
in the power sector has been a recent success story, but has resulted in higher electricity
prices for industrial energy consumers. We estimate the current cost of the UK’s electricity
decarbonisation policies to the chemical sector – i.e. the pass-through cost of renewable
subsidies in electricity bills - to be £1.13 billion per year. (4)
To date >£40 billion has been spent on subsidies to decarbonise of our electricity supply through CfDs, Feed-in Tariffs, the Renewables Obligation and the Capacity Market - and
this figure increases every year. (5) These subsidies have been funded through electricity
bills. They have supported an increasingly significant decarbonisation of the grid, but
have led to spiralling network costs, as a greater reliance on renewables requires network
reinforcement and expansion to balance distributed and intermittent renewables. Energyintensive industries have disproportionately shouldered this burden, as Ofgem has shifted
the policy and network cost burden away from domestic households and onto industry.
In this way, UK manufacturers have paid for the country’s clean electricity transition at the
expense of our own competitiveness. Electricity wholesale costs now represent just 49%
of a UK industrial user’s bill, whilst policy costs make up 36% and are rising. (6) This
leaves UK industry with electricity prices >70% higher than the EU median and far above
our EU-based industrial competitors. (7) Data from the International Energy Agency shows
UK industry faces the second highest industrial electricity prices globally. (8)
Furthermore, the recent Energy White Paper’s commitments with regards to the electricity
sector - including 40 GW more wind power, expensive new large-scale nuclear and CCS
abated gas-fired power - will come with additional policy and network costs for
consumers. No measures to reduce industrial energy prices are put forward in the white
paper. (9)
Until now, carbon leakage protection in the form of electricity price compensation,
together with comparatively low natural gas costs, have helped us to remain in business.
But compensation is not available to all and does not cover enough of the increasing cost
burden. Moreover, our heating (gas) bills will rise to unaffordable levels if the cost of
decarbonising heat is levied on the bill-payer, as was done with electricity.
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Underlying all of this is the fact that if our sites close, not only will the UK lose well-paid
jobs in innovative industries but, the increased network and policy cost that industry has
so far absorbed will be reapportioned to the remaining bill-payers. On the current
trajectory, we would lose productive UK assets and end up with expensive domestic
energy bills. The huge cost of decarbonising the energy system cannot be borne by
energy users.
The CCC’s Sixth Carbon Budget makes clear that industrial electricity prices are “well in
excess” of the costs that would reflect supplying low-carbon electricity and that this is a
barrier to decarbonisation through electrification. The government should act now, to
benchmark our industrial energy prices against those of our competitor nations. Providing
UK industry with a level playing field during the clean energy transition, will mean lowcarbon UK goods are able to compete for market share around the world, lowering the
global footprint of consumption. This would show the world that it is possible to
decarbonise and to retain a world-class manufacturing base.
Hydrogen
In the Ten Point Plan, the government established a target of 5GW of low carbon capacity
by 2030, with 1GW by 2025. We welcome this ambitious target but would highlight that
France and Germany have committed to similar targets (5GW and 6.5GW respectively by
2030) and backed their goals with €7bn of public funds each, compared with just £500m
proffered by UK government.
The UK government has also committed to a Hydrogen Strategy in early 2021. Again,
although this is a positive development, others are moving faster: Australia, Canada,
Chile, China, Finland, France, Germany, Japan, Norway, Portugal, South Korea, Spain and
the European Union already have hydrogen strategies in place. The UK must move
quickly and with substance, if we are to preserve a competitive advantage in the
hydrogen economy.
The CCC’s Sixth Carbon Budget advises that government establish funding mechanisms
by 2021, which enable hydrogen-use in manufacturing. It makes clear that these should
support both the upfront and operational costs and we fully support their
recommendation. The government must also accelerate development of hydrogen
production business models. Green hydrogen production requires significant amounts of
electricity, but high electricity prices and the absence of investible business models are
driving green hydrogen investments abroad.
Carbon pricing
The main instrument for setting a carbon price in the UK is the UK Emissions Trading
System. This sets a price on emissions over and above that of the best-in-class
“benchmark” for a given sector. Installations at risk of carbon leakage receive free
allocation of emissions up to that benchmark, to provide a challenging but achievable
incentive to decarbonise. This has worked well to date. However, our industry has nearly
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exhausted our economic emission reductions, whereas the free allocation threshold is still
declining based on a historic improvement trajectory.
The next steps in the decarbonisation pathway will involve deep decarbonisation projects
like
fuel-switching to hydrogen/ electricity, or deploying CCS. The theory is that once the
carbon price gets higher than the cost of these deep decarbonisation projects,
businesses will invest in them as the cheaper alternative to buying carbon allowances in
the market. But as it stands, investing in these technologies would render UK businesses
unable to compete on price in global markets. Therefore, the actual counterfactual is that
UK assets close down and their production is replaced by cheaper, more carbonintensive imports from elsewhere.
The Energy White Paper gave us clarity on the future of UK carbon pricing post-Brexit, a
UK Emissions Trading System (ETS). However, further uncertainty was created by two
proposals, to look at: a) expanding the UK ETS to the two thirds of uncovered emissions;
b) linking the scheme to another carbon market.
Long-term policy certainty is a pre-requisite of business investment decisions and
uncertainty on market rules/ price trajectory will further deter investment in UK industry.
We saw this uncertainty impact businesses in the run up to a final decision on post-Brexit
UK carbon pricing. The cost of uncertainty was counted in lost investment and an inability
to plan ahead.
Specifically, on ETS expansion, we would caution that the UK ETS is designed with
industry in mind and may not be efficient where different sectors have a different marginal
abatement cost. This can be seen in the comparative success of the EU ETS in reducing
the emissions of power relative to manufacturing. If surface transport - which is expected
to have a significantly higher abatement cost – is added to the UK ETS, then we can
expect it to set the marginal price for UK emissions allowances at a much higher level
than industry can afford.
(1) https://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Sector-summaryManufacturing-and-construction.pdf, see figure A3.3.d
(2) Material Economics (2019). Industrial Transformation 2050 - Pathways to Net-Zero
Emissions from EU Heavy Industry
(3) Development Consent Orders have a shelf-life of 5 years and other planning
consents just 3 years.
(4) CIA (2020) Accelerating Britain's Net Zero Economy
(5) BEIS, Consumer-Funded Policies Report, November 2016
(6) 2018 large user data – in correspondence with BEIS statistics team
(7) BEIS Quarterly: Industrial electricity prices in the EU for small, medium, large and
extra-large consumers (5.4.1) – June 2020
(8) BEIS Industrial electricity prices in the IEA (QEP 5.3.1) – September 2020
(9) BEIS (2020) Energy White Paper
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Q2 – Regional disruption
The transition could have significant distributional implications. As highlighted in the
Treasury’s Net Zero Review interim report, government policy will need to respond to
counter this.
The UK’s chemical assets provide direct employment for 153,000 people, mainly in
industrial clusters in the North West, North East, South Wales and Grangemouth in
Scotland. On average our employees earn 35% more than other manufacturing industries
and 54% more than the average worker in the economy. These are highly skilled jobs in
science and engineering, and local supply chains mean that our economic contribution
has a very strong regional multiplier; we support 350,000 jobs indirectly. Annually the
industry spends around £5.9 billion on business investment and has a gross value added
(GVA) of over £18.3 billion for the UK economy, this equates to a GVA per employee of
£120,000, 82% higher than the manufacturing average and 90% higher than the
economy’s average. Our exports are worth £56bn to the UK economy each year.
In 2019 the UK chemical and pharmaceutical industry invested £5.7 billion on research
and development (R&D), up 5.8% on the prior year. This equates to 34.4% of the
manufacturing sector’s total spend and 21.9% of total UK business spend. The chemical
and pharmaceutical industry employs 14.4% of all UK R&D workers, a full time equivalent
of 39,000 people, which breaks down to around 17,000 scientists and engineers, 12,000
technicians and laboratory assistants and 10,000 in administrative and clerical roles.
Regionally, we represent 39.4% of the total R&D spend by businesses in the East of
England, 34.4% in the South East, 27.4% in Yorkshire & Humber, 27.1% in the North West
and 26% in the North East.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
How many jobs will be lost depends on how net zero is delivered (see response to
question 5). The chemical industry has made great progress in emission reduction to
date, but further progress depends on large-scale, deep decarbonisation projects. If we
do not support our manufacturers through the transition, we will lose our manufacturing
base.
We have demonstrated an 82% decrease in our scope 1 emissions between 1990 and
2018, a greater improvement than the power sector, whilst at the same time we have
increased our production by 40%. (10) (11) Looking to the future, ~70% of UK chemical and
pharmaceutical emissions are covered by public greenhouse gas targets, ~35% of
emissions are covered by carbon neutral/ positive commitments by 2025/ 2030/ 2050,
and ~65% of our emissions are counted in cluster decarbonisation projects. (12) These
latter will only progress if there is a clear business case for continued investment in UK
industry.
(10) Greenhouse gas emissions data is sourced from the National Atmospheric
Emissions Inventory (NAEI)
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(11) Production data is sourced from the Office for National Statistics (ONS)
(12) The percentages reflect sites that participate in the UK ETS, which comprise the
majority of our scope 1 emissions.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
Our sector is the foundation of a net zero economy
We provide the advanced materials used to make: batteries, wind turbine blades and
solar PV; novel fuels like hydrogen, ammonia and synfuels; lightweight materials for
transport; and insulation to keep our homes warm. Continued access to a diverse and
innovative chemical sector at home will provide the UK with the raw materials to compete
in these newly arising low- carbon industries, ensuring that the electric vehicles we drive
are made here, because batteries are made here. Without skilled, equipped, and
competitive chemistry assets, these nascent industries will take root elsewhere.
But chemistry is energy-intensive and the cost of energy is a barrier to investment in the
UK. The UK’s chemical sector competes in the global market but faces disproportionately
high and rising energy and climate-related policy costs, which are eroding our
international competitiveness. These higher prices make the UK an unattractive
investment prospect for manufacturing, meaning that new investment goes elsewhere
where it often supports more carbon-intensive manufacturing techniques. The result is
that highly skilled science-based jobs and manufacturing capability are offshored, and
global carbon emissions increase.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
Technologies for net zero
Our industry uses heat to break chemical bonds and drive chemical reactions. In the UK,
this heat is typically derived from natural gas, the most economic and widely available
fuel. Heat derived from combustion of natural gas releases CO2 emissions. To avoid
these emissions, a site could fuel-switch to electricity or hydrogen. Alternatively,
depending on the site (our sector is very diverse), it may be more appropriate to continue
using natural gas, but to capture the combustion emissions at the chimney.
We also use electricity to drive some processes, for example electrolysis, and the
generation mix for that electricity will dictate the carbon intensity of those processes.
Finally, some of our sites release process emissions, which result from chemical reactions.
Where process emissions cannot be avoided, they will need to be captured and stored in
new products (13) or underground.
These technologies are proven. The challenge with these routes to decarbonisation is
that they cost significantly more (both capex and opex), making the economics unviable
under the current market conditions. This is because chemical manufacturers compete in
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on price in global markets, so first-movers cannot pass through the cost to the end
consumer.
Government support is required
Uniform, global carbon pricing would level the playing-field for industry and allow us to
pass through the cost of decarbonisation to the end consumer, as the power sector has
done. Until we reach that point, the government must act to preserve UK
competitiveness. A just transition for industry would include the following support:
1) In the near-term, carbon leakage protection - including appropriate free allocation
under the UK ETS and insulation from high energy prices - to maintain our
international competitiveness during the transition;
2) In the near/ medium-term, tax-payer funded capital grants and subsidies to switch
to net zero manufacturing techniques, and;
3) In the long-term, carbon border tariffs and minimum carbon standards, to allow us
to pass through the cost of decarbonisation to the end consumer.
The CCC’s Sixth Carbon Budget supports this policy pathway and estimates that £2-3
billion would be needed per year, to support manufacturers at risk of carbon leakage in
the early 2030s. The CCC further recommend that the government take action
immediately to develop the longer-term options of applying either border carbon tariffs or
minimum standards to imports of selected emissions-intense products. This includes
developing carbon intensity measurement standards, mandating that these are disclosed,
and fostering international consensus around trade policies through the G7 and COP
presidencies.
It also requires a joined-up approach. The cumulative burden of energy and climate
policy threatens to overwhelm UK industry. Our industrial manufacturers are currently
facing detrimental energy price reform on top of significant carbon market reform, and all
of the business-as-usual energy compliance and pricing schemes (e.g. the Industrial
Emissions Directive, the Climate Change Agreements/ Levy, the Energy Saving
Opportunities Scheme and Streamlined Energy and Carbon Reporting).
The complex cumulative cost impact of policy on industry remains poorly understood by
government. It is not managed strategically - as in Germany for example - and, as a
consequence, acts as a significant and growing deterrent to industrial investment in the
UK. The government should use Brexit as an opportunity to reassess the palimpsest of UK
climate policy and move towards a streamlined and effective regime.
The Cabinet Committee on Climate Change and Industrial Energy Stakeholder Forum are
good steps towards a joined-up approach from government, but there is a need to go
further. A successful approach to industrial decarbonisation would see BEIS working
hand-in-hand with HMT and the energy regulator, Ofgem.
(13) See Tata Chemicals’ industrial CCS plant in Cheshire.
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Submission: The Confederation of Paper Industries (CPI)
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
UK papermakers have already acted to reduce carbon emissions. Between 1990 (the
base year for the UK Climate Change Act) and 2019, emissions of fossil CO2 (arising from
both direct and indirect fuel consumption) from UK paper mills fell from 6.6 million to 2.0
million tonnes – a total reduction of 70% (CPI, 2020). Allowing for changed production
levels, this means that in 1990, each tonne of UK made paper resulted in 1.3 tonnes of
fossil CO2 being released, while in 2019 this figure has been reduced to 0.5 tonnes – a
reduction of more than 60%, delivered by a combination of new plant and equipment,
investment in CHP, improvements in energy efficiency, fuel switching to lower carbon
energy sources, and in recent years, a reduction in the carbon content of UK electricity.
Q2 – Regional disruption
The majority of jobs in the UK Paper-based industry are based in the Midlands and the
North of England. The breakdown of jobs from CPI Member Companies are as below:
South East
London
North West
East of England
West Midlands
South West
Yorkshire and the
Humber
East Midlands
North East

17
1
42
21
12
20

2,271
74
4,609
1,872
776
1,957

10
24
7

859
2,556
940

Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Sadly, the number of UK Papermills mills has halved since 2000, with UK sites facing
competitiveness challenges, including relatively high industrial electricity prices.
Therefore, action must be taken to prevent a repeat of this pattern and further deindustrialisation and further loss of jobs in the UK Paper Industry.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
Currently the UK is the world’s largest net importer of paper. Therefore, there is an
opportunity for job retention and growth in the UK Paper-based Industries, if we work to
increase UK production and decrease the amount of paper-based products that we
import.
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Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
To move towards a decarbonised UK Paper-based industry there needs to be a
partnership with Government to deliver:
•
•

•

•

•

Innovation: Support research, development, and deployment of new solutions;
de-risking financing programmes, to mitigate the first-mover disadvantage and
make the identified areas eligible for sustainable financing programmes.
A realistic transition: natural gas still has an important role to play as a transitional
energy source, as alternative technologies are either not yet proven, are
unrealistic or currently uneconomic. Until these alternatives are ready, natural gas,
as the lowest carbon fossil fuel, has an important role to play as part of the energy
transformation. Read CPI’s full paper on this subject here:
https://thecpi.org.uk/library/PDF/Public/Publications/Discussion%20Papers/DP_Zer
o_Carbon_Feb2021.pdf
Combined heat & power technology (CHP) is a good fit for the sector; in the UK,
77% of paper is made at sites using either gas or biomass fuelled CHP, which
delivers significant energy and cost savings compared to the alternative of grid
supplied electricity and stand-alone boilers used by smaller sites. Removing CHP
from the sector would increase carbon emissions by around 28%.
Energy intensive paper mills with modern CHP powered by decarbonised gas or
sustainable biomass have an important role in ensuring security of supply by
providing the back-up required by intermittent renewables. Sites with CHP can
increase their take from the grid in times of renewable excess by turning their
generation plant down; while reducing their demand and even supplying into the
grid in times of shortage by ramping up the operation of their CHP plant. Read
more:
https://thecpi.org.uk/library/PDF/Public/Publications/Discussion%20Papers/DP_CH
P_Feb2021.pdf
There are a number of issues with electrification. Electrifying the existing paper
industry through the national grid would be hugely expensive and add extra
inflexible baseload demand to a network already struggling with managing
fluctuating supplies of renewable electricity and increasing demand.

A further 13 page document is also supplied.
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Submission: Mineral Products Association (MPA)
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
It is important to note that carbon intensive mineral production processes for cement and
lime have been regulated under an emission trading system and a range of direct and
indirect environmental taxes for a number of years. As a result of this and significant
investment many of the cost-effective decarbonisation measures have been made
already. Of the seven levers identified in the UK Concrete and Cement Roadmap to
Beyond Net zero (attached), carbonation, thermal mass and some of transport require less
technological innovation than some of the other levers but could be significantly
enhanced to bring greater emissions reduction with technological innovation. For
example, buildings can be designed to make the best use of thermal mass, a property of
heavy weight building materials that enables them to store and release heat to keep
internal temperatures steady and reduce the need for heating or air conditioning. Further
CO2 reductions can be made using construction and demolition waste which can be
processed in such a way to maximise carbonation (the ability of concrete to remove and
permanently store atmospheric CO2; lime carbonates as well). Low carbon cements are
already being produced but could be further researched, developed and deployed with
updates to standards. Fuel switching to waste biomass and waste part biomass fuels is
already well developed in cement and lime production but innovations around the use of
hydrogen and electrical energy would enable further emissions reductions. Step-change
technologies, including carbon capture for mineral products processes, are yet to be
deployed at a commercial scale and require considerably more testing and technology
development to refine them for mineral specific processes. MPA analysis suggests the
potential for mineral product technologies to remove 3.3 million tonnes of atmospheric
CO2 per year through a combination on be bioenergy with carbon capture (BECC) and
Direct Air Capture (DAC). These technologies could be used to offset emissions from hard
to decarbonise sectors but require piloting at commercial scale.
It must also be noted that there is a chance that some emissions have the potential to
increase under current Government schemes. The cement industry is a significant
consumer of waste-derived fuel, but faces the challenge of waste biomass and waste part
biomass fuels being incentivised through Government policy to alternative, less efficient
uses such as boilers and electricity generation and green gas. One industrial lime
producer has anaeorbic digesters on site but is financially incentivised to use the biogas
produced to generate electricity rather than to burn directly to replace natural gas in their
operation, which would be a far more efficient use of the biogas. MPA analysis suggests
that current policy approaches to bioenergy and waste have the potential to cost the
minerals sector £1.6 billion between 2021 and 2050 and increase sector emissions by
200 million tonnes.
Importantly, many decarbonisation and energy related Government policies have end
dates or review dates, which are a source of uncertainty or lack of visibility for the long
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term. However our industry is committed to meeting and where possible going beyond
net zero by 2050.
In transport, the shift from road to rail has been strong in recent years in our industry and
should be maximised. Even switching to diesel trains reduces emissions but electrification
of the network would make this even more significant.
For asphalt, using warm mix rather than traditional methods would reduce emissions by
around 15%. This is available now and simply requires highways authorities to agree to it
in the specifications for work.
Q2 – Regional disruption
The majority of carbon intensive mineral production sites are located in rural, isolated
locations that are outside of the industrial clusters that are currently receiving the focus
for Government support to decarbonise. As the Energy White Paper identifies, only about
half of manufacturing and refining emissions are located in industrial clusters, therefore it
is vital that dispersed sites are also supported to decarbonise if the UK is to meet its net
zero ambition. MPA is concerned that if these dispersed sites are not supported to
decarbonise, eventually they will be unable to compete with cheaper low carbon products
from overseas and the sites will close with the loss of valuable jobs and GVA in areas
where they tend to be the largest employer. This would not only impact the local area, but
it will put at risk a secure supply of essential mineral products for the £172 billion UK
construction industry.
Our industry employs 81,000 people all across the UK. A well-managed and supported
net zero transition that saw the UK produce zero or negative-carbon cement and concrete
has the potential to see growth rather than disruption. All the products produced by MPA
members will be essential for building the homes and infrastructure the UK needs so the
main risk to the sector is offshoring emissions. This is especially true for traded products
which are vulnerable to carbon leakage, where higher carbon and energy costs make
them less competitive in international markets. Cement and lime are the key materials at
risk of this. As well as construction, lime is essential product for safe drinking water and
wastewater treatment of wastewater and for steel and metal manufacturing industries,
and to clean emissions from large combustion plants.
Parts of our industry are under competition from imported material which includes both
imported mineral products or imported competing products e.g. timber where UK imports
are around 67%.
The UK concrete and cement roadmap to beyond net zero sets out a number of
Government enablers and industry accelerators that are required to deliver the transition.
If done in good time and with a clear programme these need not lead to significant
disruption. It will be a significant effort in partnership to get policy right to enable
investment that needs to make progress now.
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Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Current jobs in the minerals industry are ‘low carbon’ jobs. Our products are low carbon
and getting lower. We have research, innovation and demonstration projects that are
highly innovative and if successful will help secure jobs in our increasingly decarbonised
industry.
The loss of jobs during transition depends almost entirely on whether mineral products
can continue to be manufactured competitively in the UK, whilst decarbonisation occurs.
High energy costs are currently a barrier to competitiveness. Industrial electricity prices in
the UK are some of the highest in the world (see BEIS data here) and are only set to
increase as network capacity is expanded to deal with increased consumption as different
sectors switch to electricity for their own decarbonisation, and network balancing
becomes more challenging with increased intermittent and dispersed generation.
Protecting residential consumers by definition places a disproportionate burden on
industrial users. The introduction of the Green Gas Levy and its application on a
volumetric basis have the potential significantly increase industrial gas costs.
Imports of cement to the UK have steadily increased over the last few decades and now
make up 22% of the UK cement market. MPA is aware of a new cement import terminal
planned for Thamesport that has an expected capacity of 550,000 tonnes cement. If
domestic producers can’t compete with these cheaper imports, sites will close and jobs
will be lost. The UK will lose domestic production capacity of a strategically important
product.
Competitiveness does not only affect sectors vulnerable to cheaper imports; it also affects
export markets. The UK lime sector exports 25% of its products overseas. If they cannot
produce their products at a competitive price, they will not be able to compete in
overseas markets and the businesses will shrink or close, with associated loss of GVA
and jobs in the UK.
The cement and lime sectors in the UK together employ around 2700 people, many in
rural location with few other employment opportunities.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
Across the whole sector there are likely to be job changes as a result of a number of
trends, in particular the growth in automation and modern methods of construction, and
the creation of new jobs in carbon capture and hydrogen. On the other hand, if the policy
framework leads to the offshoring of energy intensive parts of our sector, there could be
job losses.
This is very dependent on policy. If the UK manages to be a leader in CCUS, hydrogen
and gets the policy environment right, there is no reason that the proportion of cement
imported could not reduce or even be turned into an export, and the proportion of lime
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exported increased. With net negative cement and concrete the market for our products
as a carbon sink will grow jobs alongside the use of the product.
Similarly, if the usage element of CCUS takes off, our industry will support new jobs. The
site locations of cement plants are determined by the geological availability of limestone,
so they are not near industrial clusters where CO2 transport and storage infrastructure
may be more accessible. Widespread usage of carbon dioxide would therefore be very
welcome supporting our industry to supply new markets. There are opportunities for
mineral products to use, and permanently store, CO2 which may be an option for sites
that are particularly inaccessible to CO2 transport networks.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
The roadmap for cement and concrete shows CCUS, fuel switching and low carbon
cements and concretes to be the most important technology levers for decarbonisation.
Government support for CCUS is vital, both financially but also in setting the regulation
and market frameworks for how it will be deployed whilst ensuring industry remains
competitive. In the roadmap, we call for Government to support the essential networks for
CCUS and hydrogen, as well as setting out the business model for CCUS, and measures
to support for utilisation of carbon dioxide. This support must be provided to dispersed
sites and not just those located in clusters.
We also called for a demonstrator project for a waste biomass fueled CCUS-enabled
cement plant. A number of demonstrators are taking place in other countries and the UK
needs to be learning by doing too. MPA, two member companies and BEIS are already
working together on trials for hydrogen in lime production and electrical plasma in
cement.
One key policy the Government should revisit now is its subsidy of biomass and biogas
into electricity generation and green gas; both are poor value for public money because
they divert this material away from more efficient uses. The MPA is particularly concerned
that the green gas levy is being implemented before the Government produces its
biomass strategy in 2022 and so will lock in financial incentives before the best use of
these resources has been determined. In the sixth carbon budget the CCC recommended
that bioenergy is used with carbon capture to produce net negative emissions - which will
be challenging if it is used to fuel the gas grid.
Also attached in the submission is the ‘UK Concrete and Cement Industry Roadmap to
Beyond Net Zero’, a report on ‘Warm Mix Asphalt: reducing carbon emissions and
improving efficiencies’, and the 2020 ‘Profile of the UK Mineral Products Industry’.
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Industry: Construction
Submission: Travis Perkins plc
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
We anticipate that we can remove 60% of emissions under existing technology and
current schemes - but we target a reduction of 80% in the anticipation of new
technologies and improved schemes, particularly around fleet infrastructure and vehicle
availability.
Q2 – Regional disruption
Based on the volume and location of our fleet and estate, England will have the bigger
challenge to adapt.
Based on government regulations, Wales will have the bigger challenge to adapt as they
are accelerating the move to net zero homes, which is really challenging corporations to
step up and find solutions.
Based on infrastructure needs, Scotland will have a bigger challenge due to the disparate
locations of branches and greater travel lengths - and potentially more challenges around
fuelling.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Limited - we anticipate more of an evolution of roles to accommodate new technologies,
business models and other changes.
For Travis Perkins Group, as a distributor, not a manufacturer, we adapt our product
ranges and suppliers as needed, but will still be distributing product in years to come.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
An increase in roles in the following areas is anticipated:
• Digital expertise
• Sustainable product expertise
• Future fleet team (managing new shared-assets and vehicle and fuel types)
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
For Travis Perkins group we see the following opportunities:
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•
•

In the estate, solar will play a significant role for green electricity and air source
heat pumps for green heat.
In the fleet, alternative fuels such as HVO in the short term will likely be replaced
by new technology such as electric (mid term, smaller fleet) and hydrogen vehicles
(longer term, HGV fleet).
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Industry: Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning Supply
Submission: EDF Energy
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
No Answer
Q2 – Regional disruption
Major energy infrastructure projects will create billions of pounds of investment and
thousands of high-quality, long-term jobs across the UK. Hinkley Point C, the new nuclear
power station that EDF is building in Somerset, has already had a significant national
economic impact as well as delivering huge investment into the UK’s regions.
£1.7bn has been spent with businesses in the South West five years ahead of schedule.
£1.1bn has been spent in the Midlands and the North of England. The project has also
delivered a multi-million-pound investment into skills and training in the South West. The
investment is focused on developing the UK’s engineering and nuclear expertise – skills
which can be transferred to other major low carbon projects across the UK, including
Sizewell C.
Sizewell C will contribute massively to the economic development of the East of England
and every region of the UK, creating over 25,000 job opportunities, 1,600
apprenticeships, and sourcing 64% of construction value within the UK. The project will be
the source of £125m investment in the local economy during construction, and £40m per
year during its 60 years of operation.
While new low carbon energy projects will provide a significant boost to jobs, similarly,
the decline of traditional industries may cause job losses in some areas. Closure of coal
power stations in line with the Government’s plans to phase out unabated coal by 2025 is
a prime example. In many cases, these stations have been a major source for local jobs
for years, even decades.
In September 2019, EDF ended generation at Cottam coal-fired power station following
more than 50 years of generation. Throughout the closure process, we worked closely
with the station workforce and the local community as part of our support for a just
transition to a low carbon energy system, including helping workers to find employment at
low carbon projects, such as EDF’s Hinkley Point C station.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
As countries around the world increase their efforts to combat climate change, there is
the possibility that some UK businesses could look to transfer operations abroad. One
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approach that could be taken to help counter the possible impact on jobs would be to
place increasingly prescriptive UK content requirements on supply chains or make the
award of grants or contracts conditional on commitments of this kind.
However, this approach also carries challenges that require careful consideration. Firstly,
there is the potential to fall foul of wider competition or subsidy control principles
embedded in trade agreements. Secondly, low carbon industries are, by their nature,
international and the UK cannot reasonably expect to benefit from growth amongst global
markets in low carbon goods and services if it is seeking to restrict access to the UK
market for goods and services from international providers at the same time. Thirdly,
delivering high quality reliable and efficient low carbon infrastructure at lowest costs to
UK consumers demands that those responsible for constructing, operating and
maintaining that infrastructure can contract with those companies best able to deliver.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
Decarbonising the energy sector will create thousands of jobs. To achieve the sector’s full
job creation potential, UK Government needs to support the injection of private
investment into the development of new low carbon projects and technologies.
Hinkley Point C, the new nuclear power station that EDF is building in Somerset with the
support of countries across the UK, will create 25,000 jobs. More than 10,000 jobs have
already been created to support the project and 650 apprentices have been hired and
trained, out of a target 1,000.
A new engineering design centre has opened in Bristol to support the next phase of
construction at Hinkley Point C. Led by EDF, around 700 people from different companies
from the UK and abroad will be employed there by 2021. In total, the centre will bring an
additional 300 jobs to Britain to support the design, construction and commissioning of
UK EPR nuclear reactors at Hinkley Point C in Somerset and Sizewell C in Suffolk, which
will make an equal contribution to UK jobs with 25,000 new employment opportunities.
The energy sector’s investment in renewable generation is also delivering significant job
and export opportunities. Analysis indicates that deploying 35 GW of onshore wind by
2035 could support 31,000 jobs, lift productivity throughout the UK and enable a £360m
export industry. In Scotland, research by industry body Scottish Renewables suggests that
every gigawatt of renewable power installed creates 1,500 jobs and adds £133 million of
Gross Value Added (GVA) to our economy.
Growing new industries in low carbon heating, electrified transport and low carbon
hydrogen will also significantly extend the skills base of the UK workforce, in areas of
science, engineering and technology which will be central to the UK’s long-term
competitiveness. Last year, EDF acquired Pod Point, one of the UK’s leading EV charging
infrastructure companies. Pod Point has grown significantly over the past decade and
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now employs more than 300 people – with much more investment in charging
infrastructure required over coming decades.
Continuing to grow emerging low carbon industries will lead to even greater economic
and export potential in years to come. The key skills need to grow these industries will be
best developed through practical learning gained from experience of working on projects
meaning that delivering investment into new low carbon infrastructure will be key.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
No Answer

Submission: Energy & Utilities Alliance
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Decarbonising the heating sector will require a wholesale move to either 100% electrical
heating or a move to using decarbonised gas like hydrogen. Without this radical change
emissions will not be able to be reduced to meet our carbon targets.
Hydrogen boilers have now been developed and the gas system is being upgraded to
allow it to transport hydrogen to UK homes.
Electric heat pumps would be the main route for electrical heating. They are currently
installed in very low numbers even with two government schemes supporting them.
The heating sector will not be able to be decarbonised without Government making a
final decision on how it will be done, and this needs to be decided by the end of this
decade.
Q2 – Regional disruption
All homes in the UK will need to be upgraded in order for heat to be decarbonised. For
rural homes that do not have mains gas they will probably need to move to some form of
electrical heating or use biofuels.
For homes on the gas grid they will need changes as well. These will vary depending on
the type of fuel used. For electrical heat pumps they will need their home renovated
which will cost circa £20k per property. The majority of this cost will be for insulation
measures. A heat pump will cost circa £10k to install.
For hydrogen boilers the cost will be around the same as it is today, so around £2.5k.
Insulating the property is not necessary but may be desirable in order to minimise energy
use.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Currently there are around 200k people employed in the heating industry. 130k of these
are heating engineers.
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We don’t believe this will change due to transition to net zero if it includes hydrogen. This
is because this would include hydrogen boilers and these would be made in the UK.
Currently the boiler manufacturing industry employs around 10k people.
However the majority of heat pumps are made abroad and so we would expect that a
wholesale move to heat pumps would cost jobs. These would moslty affect Worcester,
Belper, Hull and Preston.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
There will be opportunities in the production of hydrogen whether blue or green.
There will not be jobs created from the installation of appliances as this is a well-served
sector already.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
The transition to net zero heating will be a key aspect of the strategy to reach net zero
across the economy by 2050. Bringing consumers along this journey will necessitate
changes to the way they heat their homes and other premises. We believe that
empowering consumers to make choices for their own home will deliver far better
outcomes for all concerned than ‘picking winners’ and specifying certain types of
appliances they must use. To this end, the Government should continue to push forward
with assessing the feasibility of a hydrogen gas grid and the associated work that goes
alongside this. The UK has a window of opportunity to become a world leader in the fields
of hydrogen production, transmission, storage and usage and of carbon capture, usage
and storage. These technologies could play a critical role in the decarbonisation of many
sectors and could protect and add to the high skilled jobs in our energy sector. We await
the forthcoming Hydrogen Strategy and hope that it will include further commitments to
the creation of a hydrogen economy for the UK and much-needed detail on the timeline
for switching our gas grid to this clean and sustainable fuel.
EUA believes that a clear policy position which the Government should adopt is to
mandate the phasing in of ‘hydrogen-ready’ boilers to replace natural gas boilers. This
would incur very little additional cost for the consumer but it would enable their boiler to
be easily converted to run on hydrogen at the point where their local gas network is
converted. This one requirement would, over time, prepare millions of homes for a
transition to a decarbonised gas grid and in the process would reduce disruption for
consumers and also make them aware of the impending transition to low carbon heating.
In consultation with their trained installer, consumers can then make choices on which
type of low carbon heating system would be most suitable for their home and lifestyle.
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Submission: Cadent Gas
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
No Answer
Q2 – Regional disruption
Hydrogen for Industry
The scaled use of hydrogen at industrial clusters is likely to be one of the first and major
users of hydrogen. For many applications there are limited alternative choices to deliver
low carbon solutions, particularly for high heat industrial requirements such as steel
production and chemical processing. Various reports show a need to deliver industrial
fuel switching to hydrogen of between 100-135TWh/yr by 2050.
For example, HyNet industrial cluster (name for North West Industrial cluster consortium)
is engaged with over 30 industrial users with an interest in using hydrogen to reduce
carbon intensity of their processes. Several existing facilities across the UK produce
hydrogen or hydrogen-rich fuels as a by-product and use this fuel onsite, examples are
INOVYN’s chlor-alkaline process, Sabic’s processing plant, and refineries and steelworks.
In terms of timescales to deployment, the Hy4Heat programme indicates that many
applications will be commercially ready for deployment during the early 2020s, with
boilers, indirect users, heaters, kilns and many furnaces all able to be deployed between
2023-2025. The third phase of the BEIS Industrial Fuel Switching programme sets out to
provide the necessary demonstration across a range of applications to expedite
deployment.
In addition to the Government competitions that have made the industrial pre-FEED and
FEED work possible, there needs to be confirmation of the business models and
regulation that will underpin the schemes. This includes hydrogen production, CCUS,
storage, and distribution. Without certainty of the regulatory model that will support these
assets (e.g. RAB based models, production incentives etc), attracting private sector
investment will be difficult.
Hydrogen for Domestic Heat
Over 23.5m homes (83%) in the UK are connected to the gas network. Gas boilers are
currently low cost and well suited to the fabric of the UK’s Housing stock. They deliver
high heat rapidly and efficiently for the periods of time that users require it. It is projected
that 80% of the 2050 homes have already been built with their inherent fabric of
construction. Plus, the existing gas network provides high levels of resilience, capacity
and flexibility (meeting 20-year peak 6-minute demand as well as summer lows).
Heating for buildings can be decarbonised in several ways, including hydrogen,
electrification/heat pumps and district heating networks. All three technologies will play a
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role, although there is currently no clear consensus on the optimum mix. Hydrogen has
two key advantages over the other options that will make it particularly attractive to some
homeowners. First, existing gas central heating systems can be very easily converted to
hydrogen. Currently 23.5m homes are currently heated by gas boilers. There are
significant barriers to change for householders including available space, suitability of the
property, need to change out the whole heating system, access to capital, as well as
simple inertia to change, The relative ease and low up-front cost of converting to
hydrogen is therefore a fundamentally important benefit. A future mandated switch from
natural gas to hydrogen for gas users as part of future regulation will be important so
customers can not delay the switching of the network to a carbon neutral solution.
By contrast, converting to electric heat pumps could require higher upfront costs than a
hydrogen boiler (an air source heat pump costs £9-11k to install, versus c.£2k for a new
boiler) and is more disruptive. Electrifying heat would also require a massive and
disruptive expansion of the UK’s electricity infrastructure as the gas network currently
supplies six times more energy at peak in the coldest winters than the electricity network.
This issue of peak demand is then further compounded as the performance of air source
heat pumps declines in cold, peak demand conditions, often requiring the use of further
electric resistive heating. Hydrogen boilers can generate significantly higher
temperatures than heat pumps, which makes them better suited to heating poorly
insulated buildings (which are also often hard and costly to retrofit to higher energy
efficiency standards). 70% of homes in the UK are still below EPC – C, equivalent to 19
million homes.
Blending hydrogen as a first step
Blending hydrogen into the gas network provides an immediate means to reduce the
carbon intensity of gas without requiring the users to make changes. The HyDeploy
project is demonstrating that levels of 20% by volume (7% by energy) can be achieved in
the gas distribution network without requiring changes to appliances. If expanded across
the UK, this equates to 29TWh of hydrogen. The National Grid Transmission is also
commencing work on assessing the feasibility of blending into the transmission network.
The HyNet industrial cluster plans to deliver blends of hydrogen and natural gas to
around 2 million households as well as commercial and industrial users from the early
phases of the project with potential for further expansion to other nodes on the gas
distribution network.
Blending will only be a temporary first-step towards decarbonisation because the endpoint is a shift to 100% hydrogen. However, enabling blending would give confidence to
producers that there is sufficient demand and enable early bulk hydrogen production,
developing hydrogen infrastructure, and building associated supply chains. To support
blending, a regulatory regime will need to be established that supports blending also
allows retailers to sell the hydrogen to consumers.
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Conversion to 100% hydrogen
Due to the merits of using a molecular-based vector for consumer heating, including the
opportunity provided by the mature gas network, consideration is being given to the
conversion of the gas network to full hydrogen. This was initiated by the original H21
Leeds City Gate Project (NGN, WWU 2016), the H21 North England project (NGN, Cadent,
Equinor 2018) and is developing further through the H21 NIC programme and BEIS’s
HyHeat project. This programme is establishing the developments required for gas users
to use 100% hydrogen. Boiler manufacturers such as Worcester Bosch are actively
developing ‘hydrogen-ready’ appliances. The H21 North of England programme predicts
an increase of hydrogen demand through 100% conversion to 194TWh by 2050.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
No Answer
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
Many major economies have identified hydrogen as a key part of both decarbonisation
and economic recovery. The hydrogen economy presents a huge opportunity for the UK
to take a global lead on a key zero carbon technology that has the potential to create
over 220,000 jobs and £18bn of GVA across the UK as well as a net benefit to customers
of £89bn by 2050. The Hydrogen Council estimates a future hydrogen and equipment
market worth $2.5 trillion globally by 2050, supporting 30 million new jobs. Hydrogen
offers the UK a pathway to deep, cost-effective decarbonisation while delivering
economic growth and job creation, from apprenticeships and graduate hires, across the
supply chain. It should therefore be at the heart of the Government’s green recovery
programme, ensuring that the UK builds back better and greener.
The characteristics of the industrial sector make it particularly well suited to a hydrogenbased decarbonisation pathway. This has been identified by both the Committee on
Climate Change and BEIS . If the UK is going to meet its net-zero target, then industrial
processes must be decarbonised; the alternative is for these operations and jobs to be
lost in the UK. Many of these jobs are concentrated in areas that have been hit hardest by
COVID-19. The development and scaling of hydrogen solutions for industrial
decarbonisation is therefore essential for protecting jobs, as well as creating new ones.
Cadent's HyNet North West project has the potential to transform the North West. The
concentration of industry, existing technical skill base and unique geology in North West
England and North Wales offers an unparalleled opportunity for a hydrogen energy
cluster. The North West has a long and rich history as the home of industry in the UK and
has the most manufacturing jobs of any UK region. Leading the way in hydrogen
innovation is the next chapter in its story.
The North West has the most manufacturing jobs of any region in the UK, employing
345,000 people in 2019 (Office of National Statistics). A hydrogen-fuelled local economy
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will support ongoing growth for the region, while protecting and creating high-skilled
career opportunities. HyNet North West will help maintain existing jobs and create a
further 6,000 permanent jobs in the region, and many more during construction and
across the wider UK. By kick-starting the hydrogen economy, HyNet will help support up
to 75,000 jobs across the country by 2035.
The combined effects of direct spend on HyNet North West,and from related inward
investment, will result in £31billion GVA for the UK as a whole and around £17 billion for
the North West to 2050.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
Cadent welcome the Government’s focus on hydrogen as a route to achieving net-zero.
In particular, recent announcements, including the Prime Minister’s ‘10-point plan for a
Green Industrial Revolution’ and the Energy White Paper, provide much needed clarity on
Government support for hydrogen as a future fuel. We are clear that if the UK is to reach
net-zero by 2050, then there is a critical role for hydrogen to play, and we welcome this
recognition from Government.
Building further momentum now requires a step-up in policy and regulatory support along
the whole hydrogen value chain, from upstream (to support hydrogen production and
drive cost reduction) through the midstream (to create a hydrogen-ready distribution
networks) to the downstream (to stimulate end-user demand and support for hydrogen).
At the highest level, and in line with other countries (e.g. Germany, Netherlands, Japan)
where hydrogen development is further progressed, support for a hydrogen economy
starts with the UK Government commitment to the need for significant levels of hydrogen
in the energy system. This could take an initial form of a target for hydrogen production in
the short to medium term and does not necessarily need to be linked to specific end use.
The policy levers could then follow.
The following policy measures should sit within a coherent hydrogen strategy, which
should itself sit within the UK’s overall Net Zero strategy:
•
•

•

Incentivise investment in hydrogen production (and associated infrastructure) and
accelerate cost reduction
Develop regulated asset base (RAB) models for hydrogen infrastructure
investments (including CCUS facilities, storage facilities and dedicated hydrogen
and CO2 pipelines), with ownership competed through a ‘direct procurement’
model
Establish new contracts for difference (CfDs) for hydrogen production (with
separate arrangements for blue and green hydrogen, given current cost disparity
and the desire to incentivise both blue and green hydrogen production). Blue will
deliver cost effectively at scale and at speed, providing the basis to develop
infrastructure
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that the support for green hydrogen enables programme to acceleration of
cost reduction in electrolysis
Create hydrogen-ready distribution network
Align RIIO-GD2 settlements to enable gas distribution networks (GDNs) to make
100% of the network hydrogen-ready, starting with regions close to planned
hydrogen industrial clusters
Update Gas Grid Code and safety regulations to enable both the blending of
hydrogen (and other low-carbon gases) and discrete 100% hydrogen networks
Stimulate and support end-user demand and support for hydroge
Establish region-specific, technology-agnostic Low Carbon Obligations defining
heat decarbonisation goals and trajectories – placing the onus on Local/City
Authorities to establish their preferred heat decarbonisation strategy
Mandate hydrogen-ready for boiler sales by 2025 (with the flexibility to run on
100% hydrogen, 100% natural gas or blends)
Add hydrogen to existing policy such as the Renewable Transport Fuel Obligation
Enhance public narratives around hydrogen to address known areas of concern
and misconceptions

Some of the options presented above are essentially ready to be implemented, such as
updating the Gas Grid Code and safety regulations and mandating hydrogen-ready
boilers. In parallel there is a real urgency to delivering the hydrogen business models to
support production and use. It is imperative that the promised hydrogen business model
consultation is issued early in 2021 with a strong “minded-to” position on the preferred
option, such that projects are able to progress to financial close rapidly. In parallel
demand side policies such as a Low Carbon Obligation must be developed to build the
customer base.
Supporting document uploaded - need to request access

Submission: Wales & West Utilities
We are Wales & West Utilities – the gas distribution network and system operator
keeping the gas flowing to heat homes, power businesses and keep the lights on for 7.5
million customers across Wales and south west England. We respond to gas
emergencies, connect new homes and upgrade the gas network, making sure it’s ready
to deliver reliable, affordable and sustainable energy long into the future.
Our network acts as a large battery that stores and releases 58 GWh of energy each day,
used to heat homes and power businesses: equivalent to six million Tesla Powerwalls.
The inherent UK gas system provides a seasonal storage capacity of 210 TWh – that’s 21
billion Tesla Powerwalls. The daily demand for energy from our own gas network ranges
from 77 GWh in the summer to 517 GWh on a peak winter day. On cold days, over 80% of
heat and power demand (for homes, businesses and heavy industry) is provided through
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our gas network. In the evening on 16 June 2020, 70% of electricity generation in GB
came from the gas grid.
We are already making progress in decarbonising gas. In recent years we have
connected 19 biomethane sites to our network – enough capacity to supply 150,000
homes with green gas, or 750,000 homes using hybrid heating systems which are a
combination of a green gas boiler and an electric air source heat pump. With current
capacity bookings for five new renewable gas sites, this will rise to 180,000 homes, or
900,000 homes using hybrid heating systems.
We have seen a rapid increase in the number of flexible power stations connecting to our
distribution network, with 42 connected at a total capacity of over 1.5GW. These integrate
the gas and electricity distribution networks and support the increase in electricity
demand from heat pumps and electric vehicles, whilst enabling renewable generation
through backfilling for when the wind doesn’t blow and the sun doesn’t shine.
Currently we have four vehicle refuelling stations connected to our gas grid for both
freight and bus fleets, with a fifth due to connect.
Alongside the other UK gas networks, we are part of the Gas Goes Green programme,
which is demonstrating how converting our safe and reliable gas network to run on green
gases like biomethane and hydrogen will not only help the UK get to Net Zero, it will also
save consumers £13bn a year when compared to alternatives.
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Around 10% of emissions from gas could be removed using biomethane in place of
natural gas – an area of success and growth. The Renewable Heat Incentive for
biomethane producers has supported this sector, with the replacement Green Gas
Support Scheme soon to take over. A further 6% emissions reduction can be achieved by
the Prime Minister’s plan to blend hydrogen in the gas grid, starting by 2023.
Q2 – Regional disruption
Without hybrid heating or hydrogen, most gas grid connected homes in the UK face
significant disruption to decarbonise home heating. To deploy the full electrification of
heat will require a great deal of intervention at the individual property level, including
building fabric retrofit beyond economic viability (e.g. internal/external wall insulation),
new heat delivery systems (e.g. larger pipework, larger radiators, re-installing a hot water
cylinder, underfloor heating) and space requirements (e.g. external and internal space for
a heat pump, ancillary equipment and the hot water cylinder). Disruption in voter’s homes
would also come in the form of significant behaviour change and accepting a lower
temperature heating system. It doesn’t, however, need to be this way – disruption can be
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mitigated with hybrid heating systems using renewable electricity and green gases like
hydrogen and biomethane.
Industrial clusters of the UK are undergoing a rapid decarbonisation process, involving
fuel switching to hydrogen. This transition is a catalyst for wider sectoral uptake of
hydrogen for heating homes, transport (at least HGVs, rail and bus fleets) and back-up
power generation in these regions. These industrial clusters provide many jobs and
contain approximately 40% each of GB domestic heating demand and HGV registrations.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
The gas sector today employs approx 162,000 people. Breaking this down, gas networks
employ approx. 27,000 people (directly employed and embedded contractors), the gas
network supply chain employs approx. 15,000 people and there are approx. 120,000 Gas
Safe Registered Engineers. The future of many of these jobs could depend on the
method with which the UK transitions to Net Zero.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
If hybrid heating, hydrogen and biomethane are supported then all 162,000 jobs could be
retained, with the possibility of tens of thousands of additional jobs created.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
Hybrid heating – utilising green gas like hydrogen and biomethane in the boiler and
offshore wind in the heat pump – offers the greatest opportunity for decarbonisation of
home heating. They are limited disruption, offer a solution with only limited behaviour
change and are easy to implement now – they can be plugged-in to existing heating
systems and come without any prerequisite for insulation measures. The UK Climate
Assembly heard a vast amount of evidence and concluded hydrogen as their first choice
over heat pump-only systems, recognising the evidence they were given about hydrogen
included the advantages of hybrid heating systems.
Relying on disruption in a net zero strategy depends on consumers electing to disrupt
their lifestyle more than they have to. Domestic heat solutions that minimise the degree of
changes to homes should be favoured over deeply disruptive solutions.
Delivery of change is easier if the number of stakeholders required to take action is
reduced; favouring strategies with fewer active participants. Strategies that can be
mandated in a politically acceptability framework are inherently more deliverable:
consumer acceptability, fewer active participants & ease of delivery improve political
acceptability. Energy supply decisions improve decarbonisation strategy deliverability e.g.
removing carbon-based energy rather than carbon-based demand.
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A brief introduction to Wales & West Utilities and additional supporting material regarding
hybrid heating systems has been provided via email, since the online upload facility failed
to attach the document.
Further 4 pages of information regarding hybrid heating systems is provided under the
‘WWU Response to Onward Call for Evidence’.

Submission: United Kingdom and Ireland Fuel Distribution
Association
UKIFDA Commentary
UKIFDA is the trade association that represents the interests of liquid fuel distributors in
the UK principally the supply of fuel oils to the residential, agricultural and industrial
markets. The industry supplies directly 1.5m homes and 250,000 businesses in the UK
with fuel for heating (at present predominantly kerosene based) and employs directly
10,000 people. We totally support the net zero ambition as laid out by legislation. We
support the concept of finding low carbon technologies that are matched to the homes of
our customers, cost the least to install and cause the least amount of disruption – we
believe in the end this mix will provide the most successful result rather than a one size
fits all mentality.
There are a number of possible alternatives for our customers – replacing their existing
oil based system with a heat pump, connecting to the gas grid which would then need to
be converted to hydrogen or replacing the existing fuel with a fully sustainable liquid
renewable fuel (often called liquid biofuels). We are under no illusion that some homes
currently heated by kerosene will be able to
be converted to other solutions. But for the majority of our customers replacing the
current fossil fuel kerosene, with a low carbon liquid heating fuel (LCLHF) will provide
them and the government with a
decarbonisation solution which is relatively painless. In addition, the use of new efficient
condensing boilers if encouraged will also play an additional important role.
Key Facts about our customers
Of the 1.5m households in the UK that use liquid fuel for heating the split is as follows:
• England 848,000
• Wales 114,000
• Scotland 135,000
• Northern Ireland 437,000
• The annual cost of heating a 3-bedroom home using kerosene is £636
• The annual carbon emissions from these homes is 6million tonnes. Total carbon
emissions in UK are 367m tonnes
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•

•
•

43% of existing dwellings in England are in EPC band D, 14% in band E and 37% in
band C. 31.74% of oil households are in band D EPC Rating and over 38% are in
band E. Only 3% of all homes in GB achieve an EPC rating of A, B or C i.e are
suitable for conversion to electric solutions with low insulation or infrastructure
costs.
46% of oil heated homes in England were built pre-1919 and have solid walls
making retrofit solutions extremely difficult.
12% of English rural households are classed as fuel poor and 16%. not connected
to the gas grid in England, are classed as fuel poor. 11.2% who use oil are classed
as fuel poor. 18.5% who use electricity are classed as fuel poor.

Future decarbonised solutions
Heat Pumps
• Sutherland Tables suggests that the annual cost of heating a 3-bedroom home in
GB based on Q1 2021 data using liquid fuel was £747 versus £1,560 for LPG and
£1,768 for air source heat pump (ashp) with radiators (an ashp solution is likely to
be a combination of underfloor heating downstairs and radiators upstairs)
• The cost of installing an ashp is between £9,000 and £11,000 according to the
https://energysavingtrust.org.uk/advice/air-source-heat-pumps/

•

According to The British Energy Efficiency Federation just 0.8 per cent of homes
currently occupied have a heat pump of any description. And in 2019 the tiny
number of new homes where a heat pump was installed halved in Wales and
dropped by one-third in England. In 2019 just 27,000 heat pumps were installed in
Britain. (https://www.acrjournal.uk/heat-pumps/air-source/uk-targets-600-000heat-pump-installations-a-year-by-2028/)
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•

The cost of a new liquid fuel condensing boiler and tank is between £3,000 and
£5,000 dependant size of property and tank location. The cost of burner tweaks
to accept HVO is estimated to be £500. (OFTEC estimate)

A Renewable Liquid Fuel Replacement
Both the Climate Change Committee (CCC) and the National Grid Future Energy
Scenarios (FES) predict c900,000 of our customers will require some form of biofuel by
2050 to help meet the UK’s net zero commitment. We support these assertions as these
homes tend to be rural and therefore difficult to reach for grid purposes and/or of an age
and construction that make retrofitting for heat pump compliance difficult technically or
economically.
Given the importance of decarbonisation, our industry using its own resources started
field trials in December using Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil (HVO) as the renewable fuel.
This fuel has been fully certified under government guidelines and legislation as being
fully sustainable and the Building Research Establishment (BRE) has established on a
CO2e per kWh basis a 90% reduction compared to kerosene.
We have been extremely pleased with the results to date. From a technical view we have
used the fuel in a number of different appliances with no issues. In addition, we have also
seen a fuel usage reduction compared to kerosene which is extremely encouraging and
will improve the BRE figures further.
Perhaps our biggest surprise was the level of interest shown by our customers in the
areas where the trials have been publicised. This is extremely encouraging as we know
resistance (for whatever reason) to change is a potential barrier.
The next step for us is to broaden the trial geographically and the range of appliances
being tested, which we hope to start planning for immediately to be ready for the next
winter period.
In 2019, a study by In Perpetuum (commissioned by OFTEC) clearly showed that the most
cost-effective solution for reducing carbon emissions in off grid homes was liquid biofuel.
A B100 fuel (containing zero fossil fuel) would result in a cost of £122 per tonne of carbon
saved which compared very favourably with other possible solutions currently supported
by the Government. Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil (HVO) offers a rapid, convenient and
cost-effective solution to decarbonise the existing off gas grid housing stock. It has been
independently confirmed that HVO has one of the lowest carbon intensities of all
domestic heating fuels listed in SAP Table 12 – 0.036kgCO2e/kWh (for comparison
Biomass is listed at 0.053 and electricity 0.233 kgCO2e/kWh).
Global and European production of the fuel is increasing. In 2017 the global capacity of
HVO was 4.75 million tonnes. The expected capacity in 2020 is 6.8 million tonnes of
which 3.87 million tonnes of installed capacity is in Europe. The capital cost of conversion
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from kerosene to HVO is around £500 (OFTEC Decarbonisation Strategy August 2020)
and requires no fabric improvement to the
property. Running costs have been independently modelled and suggest that the annual
heating and hot water running cost of a three-bedroom house would be £1,859 for an
ASHP serving radiators and £1,628 if using wood pellets. A condensing boiler using
rebated 100% HVO would cost £35 less per annum than an ASHP, but £196 more than
using biomass. However, a fully controlled and interlocked condensing boiler would cost
£24 per annum less than biomass (OFTEC Decarbonisation Strategy August 2020)
Our Next Steps
Currently heat pump technology appears to be the Government’s go to policy option
particularly for off-grid homes. We hope the evidence above shows that for many of our
customers there is a less costly and disruptive alternative.
There are a number of issues we need to address:
a) There appears to be an anomaly in the way HVO for heating is treated for duty
purposes at c11p per litre. We do not believe it is the Government’s intention to
discourage consumers using a net zero compliant fuel and we believe this could
be enacted quite simply by allowing the same duty level as for kerosene at limited
cost to the exchequer.
b) Despite the encouraging signs from our customers, the immediate price of HVO
will be a major deterrent to consumer uptake as it is up to 3-4 times that of
kerosene. This of course will come down as demand increases and we are
encouraged by the discussions we have had to date with suppliers. In other
markets the Government has sought to encourage decarbonisation through
mechanisms such as the RTFO and RHI. These have both worked well in
encouraging the market to grow and send the appropriate investment signals to
suppliers. We would like to have some meaningful discussions to encourage a
similar mechanism for liquid renewable fuel solutions.
c) The next stage of our trial is beyond our self-funding mechanism. We believe the
costs to be relatively modest at £500,000. This would give us the ability to add an
additional 250 homes in the next heating season.
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Submission: Energy Networks Association
Getting to Zero: A Call for Evidence, ENA response
Energy Networks Association (ENA) represents the companies that operate and maintain
the gas and electricity networks in the UK and Ireland. Serving over 30 million customers,
they are responsible for the transmission and distribution network of “wires and pipes”
that keep our lights on, our homes warm and our businesses running.
Decarbonisation is changing our energy system rapidly, and the way in which energy is
produced, supplied, and consumed is already very different from only a few years ago.
The pace of change we are seeing is set to accelerate as the adoption of new
technologies, such as smart meters, energy storage and zero carbon vehicles increases,
all whilst we shift to decarbonised heating. In addition, our customers are exercising
greater choice and control over the way in which they use energy.
As the UK navigates the clean energy transition, our energy networks will have a key
impact in supporting the decarbonisation of the entire economy, acting as a foundation to
the decarbonisation, decentralisation, and digitalisation of not only our energy system, but
the way we heat our homes, travel, and how industry operates.
As a foundational sector with a geographic footprint across the United Kingdom, energy
companies are at the forefront of the transition. As such, they have robust plans to
perform a clear role in the shift to net zero. Central to these plans is the ability to make
strategic investments, delivering infrastructure ahead of need. With some of our
equipment in situ for decades at a time it is essential that we start building for a net zero
future now to avoid the costly disruption of retrofitting network assets at a later date. To
achieve this the networks are working closely with our regulator, Ofgem, to ensure that
the RIIO price control (1) embeds an agile framework that reflects this need. This will
ensure that the industry is able to make the right investments, in the right places at the
right time, at least cost to consumers.
These investment plans heavily influence the number of people employed by the energy
networks. With regulations that are fully aligned with government ambition we are
confident that job losses across the sector would be minimal.
At a macro level, National Grid (2) predicts around 400,000 jobs in the energy sector will
be needed to deliver the Net Zero carbon emissions in the UK by 2050. Of this, 260,000
will be new roles and 120,000 will be roles that need to be filled in the next decade.
Accelerating investment now will bring forward these job opportunities, building the
businesses of the future.
The UK’s energy networks already employ 36,000 people and their apprenticeship
programmes support over 1,200 people across the UK. However, what is needed more
urgently is the reskilling of those affected by the coronavirus pandemic such as people
who work in the UK’s oil and gas industry or out-of-work tradespeople from other
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industries. A green recovery will need the reskilling of a significant portion of the
workforce and the networks are uniquely placed to support these people in the new jobs
of the future. We are working closely with BEIS and Ofgem to deploy the technologies
which will define the energy market of tomorrow whilst driving a green recovery – you
can find out more here.
With power being rapidly decarbonised, the foremost challenges to hitting Net Zero are
the decarbonisation of heat and of transport. The proliferation of the electric vehicle (EV)
market will mean great change for the energy sector – specifically the electricity
networks. The high-power consumption of EVs combined with increased uptake of heatpumps and existing demand will place an unprecedented strain on the grid at a high level
of market penetration. This strain is, however, an opportunity for UK network companies.
Our world-leading flexibility markets are moving from strength to strength with other
countries already exploring how to develop their own. Independent research carried out
by Pöyry for Ofgem has shown that innovation projects by electricity Distribution Network
Operators (DNOs) could deliver up to £1.7bn of benefits by 2031.
The hydrogen economy similarly presents a huge opportunity for the UK to take a global
lead on a key zero carbon technology that has the potential to create over 220,000 jobs
and £18bn of GVA across the UK as well as a net benefit to customers of £89bn by 2050.
We encourage the Government to back our Zero Carbon Commitment package of £904m
of investment in gas infrastructure, both as part of its plans for the UK’s economic
recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic and its long-term decarbonisation policy. This
£904m would bring forward the live network trials which are critical to deploying
hydrogen as quickly as possible -a direct benefit of which would be to confirm the UK’s
place at the front of the race to decarbonise gas.
‘Green’ investments of this nature are jobs-rich and, furthermore, create high-value, longterm jobs across the UK. However, the ability to deploy such projects is conditional upon
a consistent policy and regulatory regime which is internationally attractive for investment.
According to recent research from the GIIA this ability could be impeded with investors
citing recent regulatory trends and negativity towards the private sector as having an
adverse impact on the UK’s attractiveness (3).
The Government has made clear the overarching objectives and ambitions for net zero
through the Prime Minister’s recent Ten Point Plan. We now need both BEIS and Ofgem
to work closely with industry to make sure that the RIIO framework delivers this
overarching vision in addition to the significant economy-wide benefits that are possible.
The UK is becoming a world leader in clean energy – and this provides a multitude of
export opportunities – however, there are policy and regulatory barriers that first need to
be addressed. The infrastructure required to meet net zero emissions is not in place, but
with the right policy signals and an enabling regulatory framework, energy network
companies can invest strategically to deliver low regrets, high benefit projects ahead of
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need, expediting the transition to Net Zero and confirming the UK’s place at the forefront
of it.
The gas networks need support in conducting real world mass trials of both the blending
of up to 20% hydrogen in the existing natural gas network, in addition to live trials of 100%
hydrogen. This will stimulate the growth of a hydrogen production market,support the
development of industrial clusters, and provide distribution infrastructure to support fuel
switching to hydrogen. In order to plan for the future, the UK’s gas networks recently
published a Hydrogen Networks Plan. This plan aims to deliver the UK’s first Hydrogen
town by 2030 and builds on the existing hydrogen research developed through the H21
and H100 projects which will test and ensure the safe delivery of hydrogen to homes and
communities, ensure security of energy supply, work with customers to ensure choice,
and deliver jobs and investment.
A green gas grid, using hydrogen will also support the mass roll out of EVs (with the
target coming forward to 2030), gas vehicles, and the electrification of heat through heat
pumps. Funding networks to invest ahead of time will ensure that we are able to create
customer-led networks that deliver all the benefits for the public quicker and at lower
cost.
Net zero is the defining challenge of our time, as an industry central to delivering a green
recovery from COVID-19 we will continue to work with government to fulfil this core
priority. We look forward to working with BEIS in the run-up to COP 26, a prime
opportunity for us all to champion our world-leading energy industry.
(1) Ofgem (2021) Regulating Energy Networks https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/regulatingenergy-networks/networks-explained
(2) National Grid (2020), Building the Net Zero Energy Workforce
https://www.nationalgrid.com/stories/journey-to-net-zero/net-zero-energy-workforce
(3) GIIA (2020) Unlocking capital for Net Zero infrastructure, http://giia.net/wpcontent/uploads/2020/11/Unlocking-Capital-for-Net-Zero-Infrastructure-17-Nov-2020-2.pdf

Submission: HartlePower CIC
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Our community interest company operates a micro business centre, supports voluntary
development work in the community, provides energy advice to the town from a market
stall base, offers an affordable broadband access scheme and provides a wheel to work
scheme. Like many CICs and charities we operate from old and energy inefficient
buildings, mainly because they are cheap to rent and we take on repairing leases
relieving landlords of any ongoing financial obligations.
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The sector is huge, see attached, and must be a large energy consumer in terms of
heating, lighting and transport. Think of community centres, church halls, scouts huts,
boxing clubs, schools etc.
Many thousands of smaller organisations just get by and have little or no funds for
investment in energy efficiency schemes.
With the ending of generous feed in tariffs at the end of 2015 for solar, the community
renewable movement dried up.
The sector has huge potential for renewables with innovative and collaborative ideas
which would help the transition and increase the resilience and impact potential of the
sector.
Q2 – Regional disruption
Organisations with older premises across the country will be mostly affected by the need
for major investment to upgrade facilities or pay more for energy. Worst case would be a
major contraction of the sector as ongoing activities would not be financially viable.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Unable to say but the sector employs over 750,000 and interacts with millions of
volunteers and members of the community.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
The whole sector has the potential to expand, consolidate and offer a more structured
impact to the community if its transition were supported.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
The easiest and one we have adopted is solar panels, we installed a 25 kW system on a
local school in 2015 and its proven very beneficial. Its non-invasive and together with
some limited battery backup, which is now becoming cheaper, the solar option is a no
brainer.
Onshore wind is an option, smaller urban sized units plus larger multi megawatt units
these could be owned by charitable consortiums and would make a huge impact and
would probably gain public acceptance for this sectors use.
Electric vehicles and charge points are area which the sector could embrace immediately
with significant impact on emissions and costs per mile travel benefits to the
organisations.
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Submission: National Grid:
National Grid sits at the heart of Britain’s energy system, connecting millions of people and
businesses to the energy they use every day. We understand our responsibilities to the
environment and future generations, so we are working to develop solutions to make the
transition to a clean economy, in which nobody is left behind. It is our view that the postpandemic world presents an opportunity to reset the economy via a green recovery that
delivers on green-collar jobs whilst tackling regional inequalities and embracing the new
opportunities that net zero necessitates. This will drive economic growth in the short-term,
whilst establishing the robust foundations upon which the economy can flourish over the
longer-term. The delivery of net zero energy infrastructure will be a central component of
this, providing an opportunity to unlock hundreds of thousands of skilled and meaningful
jobs in the process.
We welcome the scale of Government ambition in this space, as set out in the Prime
Minister’s Ten-Point Plan, the Energy White Paper, the Spending Review, National
Infrastructure Strategy and the creation of the BEIS/DfE Green Jobs Taskforce, all at the
end of the last year. Having articulated a clear vision for a net zero economy, it is critical
that Government and business now work together to translate ambition into delivery at
pace.
National Grid is supporting the UK’s economic recovery through investing and innovating
across strategic infrastructure solutions which support key decarbonisation technologies,
such as offshore wind connections, hydrogen, electric vehicles and carbon capture, usage
and storage (CCUS). In combination, these solutions will position the UK as a net zero leader
globally in the run up to COP26, whilst delivering clear benefits locally. As we look to
achieve net zero, it is also critical that the right governance, policy and regulatory
frameworks are in place, and fully aligned, to deliver transformational change for the energy
system over the coming decades.
Our response to this call for evidence is structured around two sections which focus
specifically on questions 4 and 5, the ones we feel best placed to contribute to. For further
information, please contact Scott Couldridge (Scott.Couldridge@nationalgrid.com).
Supporting young people into the net zero energy workforce
One of the many negative impacts of this pandemic is the huge loss of jobs right across the
economy with young people particularly hard hit. However, continuing to invest in the clean
energy transition provides a huge opportunity to create skilled and meaningful jobs, drive
prosperity across the UK and tackle climate change. There is also scope to redeploy those
in high-carbon industries and sectors which have been hard hit by COVID-19, for example
in oil and gas.
National Grid occupies a unique position in the energy system, and we believe that we
have an important part to play in driving the clean energy workforce from the ground up.
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We have invested £20m in training over the last 10 years and are very proud to be the first
UK apprenticeship provider to be rated “outstanding” by Ofsted for three consecutive
inspections. Like many in the UK energy sector, we are a living wage employer.
More broadly, the path to net zero will necessitate the creation of new roles across the
energy industry, based around cutting edge skills including carbon capture scientists, clean
gas experts, engineers with renewable energy skills, and heat pump and EV charge point
installers. Our Building the Net Zero Energy Workforce report released at the start of 2020
found that 400,000 roles will need to be filled within the energy sector by 2050 in order to
reach net zero, with 117,000 of those needed in this decade.2 The case study below
includes a full regional breakdown of these roles. Simply put, we will not fill these roles and
meet our net zero target unless we can attract those who have, so far, not considered a
role within the energy sector. That means attracting diverse talent from across the UK,
especially women, those from
minority ethnic groups and lower socio-economic backgrounds. This will require
investment in retention and retraining and collaboration between government at all levels,
trade unions and business. Industry also has an important role to play in tackling those
barriers and perceptions that see many young people opt out of a career in STEM. Last
autumn, National Grid launched its Responsible Business Charter which includes
commitments and ambitions in a range of areas, including commitments to achieve 50%
diversity in our Senior Leadership group and in all our new talent programmes by 2025.
We will be reporting against all the metrics included in the charter yearly alongside our
annual report and accounts via a new responsible business report.

2

National Grid (January 2020), Building the Net Zero Energy Workforce
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Case Study: Building the Net Zero Energy Workforce
Research conducted for National Grid as part of our Building the Net Zero Energy
Workforce report at the start of 2020 showed that to reach our net zero target, the
energy industry would need to recruit for 400,000 jobs by 2050, with 117,000 of these
needed between now and 2030. Importantly, these roles will be spread across every
nation and region of the UK, presenting a significant opportunity to tackle some of
the regional inequalities currently present in the UK economy. For example, the
expansion of offshore wind and workforce attrition in the North West will mean 60,000
roles need to be filled; the North East, Yorkshire and the Humber will need to recruit for
almost 40,000 more jobs to deliver offshore wind, Carbon Capture and Storage
(CCS) and support decarbonised industries; and the continued growth of on-shore
and offshore wind power will drive the need for almost 50,000 jobs in Scotland by
2050. More than half of the 117,000 jobs required this decade (65,000) will be needed
to fill new roles such as data analytics to forecast energy demand and engineers with
expertise in renewables. The remaining 52,000 recruits will be needed to replace
workers forecast to leave the sector.
Geographical breakdown of jobs needed to get the UK to net zero by 2050
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Unlocking further opportunities for communities and consumers through net zero
infrastructure solutions
To drive forward an ambitious net zero recruitment programme requires investment and
innovation within energy and related sectors, both now and for the long-term. Private sector
investment has been a key part of the sector’s success over the past decade and will play
an essential role as we look towards future economic growth, with the right policy and
regulatory frameworks in place.
We welcome the scale of Government ambition in this space as set out in the Prime
Minister’s Ten-Point Plan, the Energy White Paper, the Spending Review, National
Infrastructure Strategy and the creation of the BEIS/DfE Green Jobs Taskforce, all at the
end of the last year. The priority now must be delivering and progressing at pace upon
these commitments which will take Government and the private sector working together in
partnership. To capitalise on and unlock the job opportunities net zero presents, the UK
should:
Accelerate transport decarbonisation
Consumer “range anxiety” presents a significant barrier to EV take up so a high-powered
EV charging backbone, alongside other charging solutions, will be necessary along the
strategic road network if we are to provide everyday consumers with the confidence to
purchase an electric vehicle. The Government’s commitment of £950m in the Spending
Review to help service stations with the cost of connecting to the electricity grid, to help
unlock the electric vehicle (EV) charging market, is, therefore, hugely welcome. It is
important to deploy this enhanced Rapid Charging Fund quickly, in order to meet the
Government targets and to support the EV market.
There is also an opportunity to support other modes of transport decarbonisation. Given
that there are 300 Heavy Goods Vehicle (HGV) parks on the Strategic Road Network, which
includes 75 Motorway Service Areas (MSAs), there is an opportunity to efficiently support
the decarbonisation of HGVs by broadening the scope of Project Rapid to support HGVs
in these locations.
Harness the economic opportunity of offshore wind in the North Sea
The Government has shown a clear commitment to developing further offshore wind at
scale with the target to deploy 40GW by 2030. This ambition provides not only an
opportunity for the UK to continue to be a world leader in offshore wind and
interconnection, but to also gain the broader economic benefits through the supply chain
and the creation of high-skilled, well paid green jobs.
However, this unprecedented level of offshore wind will require major development of both
the onshore and offshore electricity networks to accommodate it, as well as a step change
in how industry consents, consults, procures and constructs infrastructure. National Grid is
committed to developing this infrastructure in a way which minimises the impact and brings
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benefits to both the environment and local communities, whilst delivering the best value
for consumers.
We welcome the BEIS Offshore Transmission Network Review (OTNR), which seeks to
address these challenges and opportunities. It is critical however that this moves at pace,
and places equal weight of importance on developing the onshore transmission network,
whilst seeking opportunities for early co-ordination in parallel with continuing to work on
the development of the longer-term offshore co-ordinated vision. We were also pleased to
see further commitments in the Energy White Paper which should support the timely
investment in infrastructure to support offshore wind deployment, including the pledge to
review the National Policy Statements and the intention to introduce onshore network
competition. For the latter, the Government should bring forward legislation at the earliest
opportunity.
Scale up Carbon Capture Usage and Storage (CCUS) to deliver the world’s
first net zero carbon industrial cluster
As the Prime Minister set out in the Ten-Point Plan, CCUS can play a significant role in
protecting thousands of jobs linked to carbon-intensive industries while decarbonising. The
Government has shown an increase in its ambition by raising the CCUS Infrastructure Fund
to £1bn and committing to four industrial CCUS clusters which is a positive and welcome
move. National Grid is working with a broad range of energy and industrial companies to
develop the world’s first net zero industrial cluster in the Humber region, which will leverage
the skillset of the fossil-fuel dominant industry
there and has the capacity to protect 55,000 jobs.2 We welcome the update on business
models issued at the end of last year and would encourage Government to finalise these
at the earliest opportunity, ahead of the 2022 date stated in the Ten-Point Plan, to provide
the best possible chance of achieving the target of two CCUS clusters by the mid-2020s
and four clusters by 2030.
Case Study – Zero Carbon Humber
National Grid is working with a consortium of industry partners to develop a plan for the world’s first zero carbon
cluster, in the UK’s Humber region. The project has secured an initial award from the UK’s Industrial Strategy
Challenge Fund and has identified anchor projects across the region that can kick-start decarbonisation of
the Humber industrial region. The project has the potential to capture and store around 10% of UK carbon
dioxide emissions per year by 2040. The plan is a coordinated approach to reduce carbon dioxide emissions by
maturing options to deploy capture and storage of emissions (CCS), negative emissions (through bioenergy with
CCS), fuel switching to low carbon hydrogen (produced from natural gas using CCS) and looking into future
options of hydrogen through electrolysis. This has the capacity to protect 55,000 jobs associated with the
cluster.
Support innovation, trials and scale up of hydrogen-related technologies
Hydrogen and low carbon gases have a role to play in enabling net zero by supporting the
decarbonisation of multiple sectors such as transport, industry, power and heat. It could be
an important option in high carbon, energy-intensive sectors, such as industrial processes,
where existing alternatives may not present a viable economic or cost -effective option to
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decarbonise. The private sector is already innovating in the hydrogen space, for example
National Grid is partnering with other leading energy companies on a project in the South
East to develop an ‘at scale’ supply chain for the production, transport and use of low
carbon hydrogen.
Key to expanding and enabling hydrogen at scale will be the publication of government’s
Hydrogen Strategy later this year to unpack the detail behind the commitment set out in
the Prime Minister’s Ten-Point Plan, and the development of hydrogen business models. A
clear and ambitious strategy would signal Government commitment to hydrogen and
provide a boost to investor confidence to support commercial solutions, thereby unlocking
the private capital needed to drive a hydrogen transition for the UK.
Case Study: Project Cavendish - Hydrogen for London and the South East
This project forms part of ‘HyNTS’, National Grid’s programme of works to identify the opportunities and
address challenges of transporting hydrogen through the National Transmission System. Located in the Isle of
Grain region, Project Cavendish aims to leverage existing infrastructure and supply chains to produce
hydrogen for London and the South East. Hydrogen will initially be used by the neighbouring power stations,
followed by wider hydrogen use cases – including industrial, heat and possibly transport – through a dedicated
hydrogen pipeline between the Isle of Grain and London.
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Industry: Land Transport
Submission: Rail Delivery Group
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Rail is already a low carbon transport mode accounting for 10% of all passenger
kilometres and just 1.4% of the UK’s domestic transport emissions in 20181. Even with
electrical power generation only partially decarbonised, high speed rail has emissions per
passenger-km that are only 12% of those incurred by private car use and 5% of air travel.
Pre-pandemic, rail carbon emissions per passenger km had been cut by nearly 30% since
2005 - with rail’s strong environmental performance helping to reduce UK carbon
emissions by up to 7.7 million tonnes every year.
Increasing railway patronage to pre-pandemic levels will be essential if we are to meet
the Government’s legal commitment of reaching net zero carbon emissions by 2050 and
its aim for at least 68% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by the end of the decade,
compared to 1990 levels.
At present 42% of the network has been electrified but a significantly higher percentage
of passenger journeys are made on electrified lines, as these tend to be the more
intensively used routes. In recent years the passenger rail fleet has evolved markedly,
with operators investing in more environmentally efficient rolling stock, further reducing
the railway’s reliance on diesel. For example, several operators are now using Hitachi
“bi-mode” trains that draw power from overhead electrification where it is available and
only switch to diesel on non-electrified stretches of track.
In July last year Network Rail published a high level strategy – the Traction
Decarbonisation Network Strategy (TDNS)2 - which assesses the role that different
technologies such as electrification, hydrogen and battery power could play in
decarbonising the rail network. The TDNS considers the pros and cons of each of these
technologies in terms of their cost and performance. It recognises the versatility of
electrification given that it can successfully provide energy for all types of journeys albeit
at relatively high capital cost compared with battery and hydrogen technology (which
require less infrastructure investment).
Overall, the TDNS concludes that to decarbonise the rail network significant levels of
further electrification (around 11,700 single track kilometres) would be required. The
performance and range limitations of battery and hydrogen technologies would restrict
their use to less intensively used parts of the railway, such as regional and rural lines. The
TDNS suggests battery powered trains would be suitable for operation on around 400
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single track kilometres of the network and hydrogen fuel cell trains on 900 single track
kilometres.
Electrification is a tried and tested solution that works for both passenger and freight
services. Despite already having lower lifetime costs than alternative solutions there
remains opportunities to deliver projects more efficiently through a rolling programme of
electrification.
The Scottish Government has maintained a steady flow of investment in new
electrification projects over the last ten years which has provided more certainty to the
supply chain. However, this contrasts with the feast or famine approach that has applied
across the rest of Great Britain which has led to high electrification costs and poor
productivity, for example in the case of the Great Western Mainline electrification scheme.
A GB-wide rolling programme of electrification would help to drive down unit costs while
creating high-skilled jobs supporting the economic recovery from Covid-19. The Railway
Industry Association (RIA), which represents rail’s supply chain, estimates that a ‘simple’
electrification programme should cost between £750k-£1m per single track kilometre and
more complex projects should not exceed £1.5m per single track kilometre3.
A rolling electrification programme that prioritises delivery in areas of the network most
extensively used by passenger and freight operators would deliver considerable carbon
savings before the 2050 target to achieve net zero. What’s more, as electricity
generation moves towards more renewable sources, the carbon emissions associated
with electrified rail services will continue to reduce.
The GB rail network consumed just over 4 terawatt hours (TWh) of electricity in
2019/2020. To put this into perspective, 1 TWh is 1 billion kWh, which is enough electricity
to power 250,000 homes for a year.
RDG is currently working with Train Operating Companies through the Electric Current for
Traction (EC4T) Scheme Council to explore how the industry can progressively move to
renewably generated electricity in order to reduce still further its carbon emissions. In
particular, the Council is exploring the potential procurement of energy through Virtual
Power Purchase Agreements (VPPAs). A VPPA enables a company to purchase power at
an agreed rate from a renewable source (e.g. wind or solar) over a predetermined number
of years. This approach – which would see investment in additional renewable electricity
generation - will result in a significant reduction in CO2 emissions and provide longer
term financial savings and cost assurance to operators. To bring this forward, the Council
has agreed to develop a Renewable Electricity strategy for traction consumption which
will provide a roadmap towards 100% renewable sources by an agreed target year.
Q2 – Regional disruption
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While disruption is inevitable during the delivery of infrastructure projects, it is always
timed to minimise the impact on the customer and ensure cost efficiency. The pandemic
has increased collaboration and rail companies work closely together locally to ensure
disruption is minimised. Where temporary line closure is required operators will offer rail
replacement services and where appropriate additional rail capacity on neighbouring
lines will be provided. The level of disruption across the UK will depend on each nation’s
electrification targets, for example the Scottish Government has committed to electrifying
its passenger rail network by 2035.
Disruption will be experienced on lines where electrification is yet to be delivered.
Typically, these lines are regional lines with lower frequency service as the majority of
GB’s mainline network is already electrified. While the electrification of regional services
will result in more significant disruption outside of London and the South East, it is a vital
step in the levelling up agenda and will enhance union connectivity. Beyond the
environmental benefits, rail electrification will reduce journey times and improve network
performance.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
It is unlikely that jobs will be lost as a result of the transition to net zero over the next thirty
years.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
If governments provide long-term assurance around projects the industry will be able to
invest in the jobs and training needed to deliver on large scale electrification projects and
to support the development and delivery of alternative low carbon rail technologies such
as hydrogen and battery powered trains which could provide a growth and export
opportunity for UK industry.
What’s more, if the transport sector is to fully decarbonise, modal shift towards passenger
and freight rail is essential. Therefore, it is expected that demand for rail services will
grow, particularly if there are policy incentives to drive this transition. Modal shift will help
to create additional high-skilled jobs in the rail sector.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
As demonstrated in Network Rail’s Transport Decarbonisation Network Strategy, the
decarbonisation of the railway will be achieved through a blend of widespread
electrification, battery and hydrogen technology.
Electrification can provide sufficient energy for all types of rail journeys including high
speed and freight services. However, its relatively high capital costs mean that it is most
cost effective on busier lines. Battery and hydrogen technologies are unsuitable for longdistance high-speed and freight services as these services have higher energy needs
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than battery and hydrogen can provide. So, in general, battery and hydrogen may offer a
better value for money way of achieving a zero-carbon railway in areas of the network
where fewer trains run such as shorter distance regional or rural services.
A fully decarbonised rail system, including an electrified national high-speed rail network,
will deliver modal shift by taking passengers off planes and giving long distance car
travellers a better option. It will also enable more local trains to run on existing lines,
reducing congestion in towns and cities where HS2 doesn’t even stop.
In making the green case for rail investment, we are proposing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A national high-speed rail spine, which builds on the sustainable credentials of the
railway while also creating jobs across the nation;
Investment in low carbon infrastructure which will support a long-term steady
programme of electrification;
More rail freight capacity to reduce carbon emissions and decongest the road
network;
Growing rail’s market share in the domestic long-distance market by improving
connections between Scotland and the north of England to the high speed
network;
A reformed, up to date fares and ticketing system to incentivise more passengers
to use the network;
A change in transport tax policy to create a level green playing field which reflects
the environmental impact of the transport mode.

The UK needs to commit to delivering the necessary infrastructure now, and support a
long-term steady programme of electrification, to develop an integrated transport network
with minimal dependence on fossil fuel-based car, van and lorry use, or on domestic
aviation. The long-term programme will also provide the certainty needed for industry to
invest in the technology and skills needed to achieve net zero by 2050.
Investment in green rail infrastructure should be supplemented by a reformed fares
structure which encourages passengers to travel by rail as a low-carbon mode,
accompanied by a transport tax policy system which reflects the environmental impact of
different transport modes and creates a level green playing field.
With its green track record and as the here-and-now clean solution to long-distance
travel, continued high levels of investment is essential for rail to reach its full potential and
for unlocking low carbon transport across the UK.
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Submission: Institution of Civil Engineers
Q1-4 –
No Answer
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
The transition of the UK’s infrastructure to net zero is expected to create new industries
and green-economy jobs. This could make a significant contribution to regional
development and the rejuvenation of disadvantaged areas of the UK, providing new
infrastructure and local employment.3 The opportunities and benefits associated with the
transition must be fairly distributed throughout the UK. Equally, it will be important to
mitigate adverse effects by supporting sectors and regions affected by the transition.4
Transport and energy are the largest source of CO2 emissions in the UK – 60% of the
total.5 While progress has been made in reducing emissions, the UK is not currently on
track to meet its target of net-zero emissions by 2050, nor the intermediate carbon
budgets recommended by the Committee on Climate Change.
There is no plausible path to net zero without major emissions reductions in transport and
energy – reductions that need to start being delivered soon. ICE believes that in order to
deliver major projects while ensuring the Government meets its 2050 net-zero targets, a
Net-Zero Infrastructure Plan for transitioning the UK’s economic infrastructure systems to
a net-zero footing must be put in place.6 We recognise that BEIS plans to launch a net
zero strategy prior to COP26, including sector-by-sector strategies setting out pathways
to decarbonisation by 2050.
This should cover four key policy areas:
•
•
•
•

Future of energy mix.
Pathways to decarbonising transport.
Pathways to decarbonising heat.
Reducing emissions from harder to abate sectors.

ICE’s policy paper on transitioning infrastructure to net zero outlines options in these
areas in greater detail.

Local Government Association (2020) Local Green Jobs – Accelerating a Sustainable Economic
Recovery
4
ICE (2020) State of the Nation 2020: Infrastructure and the 2050 Net-Zero Target
5
BEIS (2020) 2019 UK Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Provisional Figures
6
ICE (2020) State of the Nation 2020: Infrastructure and the 2050 Net-Zero Target
3
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This plan should set the overarching framework and policies for transitioning
infrastructure to net zero, while providing clear direction to other levels of government
and to industry, including subsidies and incentives required to support the transition to
net zero. Investors and industry seek clear and stable direction from the government and
a simple, investable set of rules and incentives to enable them to act and innovate for net
zero.
Financing and Funding
The financial sector has a vital role to play in delivering increased or redirected capital in
support of net-zero-aligned objectives.7 Financing offers an opportunity to spread the
costs and risks across multiple parties and longer timeframes.
For the most part, the funding and financing mechanisms required to support
infrastructure’s transition to net zero already exist. The key will be adapting and iterating
existing mechanisms so they can be deployed where appropriate and are tailored to netzero outcomes. In many instances, this work is already underway within government,
including a review of the Regulated Asset Base model8 and amendments to Contracts for
Difference.9 These mechanisms could also be considered for the deployment of carbon
capture and storage technologies, hydrogen infrastructure and other sources of
renewable energy, such as tidal lagoons.
ICE has also recommended that energy storage and other emerging technologies receive
enhanced government support, drawing on the successful impact of Contracts for
Difference on the renewable energy market.10
The recent confirmation that a UK infrastructure bank will be set up is a welcome
development. ICE has consistently advocated for a bank of this nature to be created since
2017. A UK infrastructure bank should manage and reduce risk in infrastructure projects
and leverage private finance.11 It should invest in projects that demonstrate good value
(i.e. socio-economic, environmental or regional development benefit) beyond commercial
considerations.
This approach helps to crowd-in private investment in projects with risk profiles
incompatible with private markets, such as risky early-stage projects or unproven
emerging technologies.12 Ultimately, a UK infrastructure bank should overcome market

7
8

BEIS (2019) Green Finance Strategy
BEIS (2019) RAB Model for Nuclear

9

BEIS (2020) Contracts for Difference for Low Carbon Electricity Generation
10
ICE (2020) State of the Nation 2020: Infrastructure and the 2050 Net-Zero Target
11
Allan, J., et al. (2020) A Net-Zero Emissions Economic Recovery from COVID-19, Oxford Smith School of Enterprise
and the Environment | Working Paper No. 20-01
12
ICE (2019) Response to Infrastructure Finance Review
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failure and facilitate the movement of capital at scale towards net-zero-aligned projects
that cannot currently be financed by the market.13
Transport
The largest contributor to transport emissions derives primarily from the use of petrol and
diesel in road transport.14
Government policy is for the sale of all new cars and vans to be effectively zero emission
by 2030. An increasing number of vehicles exempt from fuel duty and a continuation of
the fuel duty escalator freeze will mean that fuel duty will likely raise significantly less than
it does at present by the end of the next decade.
VED revenues are also a concern given the exemptions and discounts that currently exist
for electric and lower emission vehicles. As ultra-low and electric vehicles attract reduced
duties, this implies a long-term future trend of decreased VED revenues, in the absence
of government intervention, and is especially important considering that VED is
hypothecated to fund Highways England’s second Road Investment Strategy, and will
potentially do so for future Road Investment Strategies.
Due to these changes in how vehicles are fuelled, as engines continue to improve in
efficiency and as traditional ownership models are stressed by technological
developments and social change, taxation of roads will need to be future-proofed.
ICE has explored this issue, producing a policy paper that examines the practical,
technological, social, political and regulatory challenges which exist to establishing a ‘pay
as you go’ (PAYG) model for the Strategic Road Network (SRN).15 In doing so the paper
does not put forward a preferred option. Rather, it outlines a range of high-level
recommendations that must be delivered in order for any future PAYG model to be
effectively and fairly administered.
A shift to ultra low emission and electric vehicles present enormous opportunities for
decarbonisation, and it is clear that the Government must examine the tax revenue
implications of this shift and support their rollout with an appropriate tax regime.

13
14
15

London School of Economics Growth Commission (2020) Delivering Strong and Sustainable Growth in the UK
BEIS (2020) 2019 UK Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Provisional Figures
ICE (2019) Pay As You Go – Achieving Sustainable Roads Funding in England
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Submission: Society for Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT)
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Decarbonisation is leading to massive changes in the automotive industry. The UK
automotive industry is fully committed to achieving zero tailpipe emissions and minimising
the environmental impact of its operations, helping to achieve the goal of net zero
greenhouse gas emissions in the UK by 2050. As Ultra Low Emission Vehicles (ULEVs)
remain a small part of overall registrations, a significant increase will still be needed to
reach current government ambition levels of uptake (50-70%) by 2030, and to reach 100%
of registrations by 2040. For vans, 0.9% of the new registrations in 2019 were
alternatively fuelled (BEVs and PHEVs) - for vans, the market for ULEVs is only just
developing.
Combined with ongoing improvements to petrol and diesel engines, average vehicle CO2
dropped to 112.8g/km – a reduction of -11.8% compared to 2019 and -37.7% compared to
2000 (1). Drivers behind this are extensive and complex and include industry-led
technological investment and development, customer demand, fiscal and policy
measures.
A range of technology options will be needed to provide choice to consumers that can
reduce carbon now and increasingly in the near to medium term. We should take a
technology neutral approach, setting targets while not imposing the types of vehicle
technology that should be used. Passenger cars and light commercial vehicles make up
the bulk of road transport greenhouse gas emissions and are the segments with the
clearest technological pathway towards decarbonisation, via electrification, with battery or
hydrogen fuel cell technology. However, the technology pathway for Heavy Duty Vehicles
(HDVs) is less clear and rapid development of battery and hydrogen technologies is
needed, alongside the necessary charging/refueling infrastructure. This means rapid
technological development is needed in battery technology and fuel cell technologies,
and other technologies should also be supported. Low carbon fuels, such as biofuels and
synthetic fuels, such as e-fuels, also have the potential to further lower overall CO2
emissions. SMMT believes it is vital significant investment is made into such fuels, as this
would address CO2 emissions of new internal combustion engine vehicles, as well as the
circa 40 million vehicles already in the parc (approximately 35 million cars and 5 million
vans and trucks). When combined with hybridisation and optimised engines, CO2
emissions will be even lower.
Additionally, in automotive manufacturing, energy is typically the second largest variable
cost, after
labour, and is key to the competitiveness of UK manufacturing plants. The industry has
invested heavily in reducing energy consumption over the years – with energy per
vehicle produced down -43.3% over the past 20 years, delivering a -23% reduction in
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2017/18 versus 2008 in the Climate Change Agreements (CCA) and a -25% reduction in
EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) emissions in 2019 versus 2013 (2).
(1) https://www.smmt.co.uk/2021/02/new-car-registrations-fall-39-5-as-showroomclosures-stifle-demand/
(2) https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/SMMT-Sustainability-ReportOct-2020.pdf
Q2 – Regional disruption
The automotive industry is UK wide, with its footprint not focused in one single area. The
industry supports employment across the whole country, including high quality, high value
jobs. Automotive builds communities across the country. It is estimated that there are nine
local authorities in Great Britain where automotive manufacturing accounts for over 40.0%
of total manufacturing employment. Automotive manufacturing makes up 6.9% of all
manufacturing jobs, which are on average 21% higher paid than the average UK wage. It
is clear that when automotive succeeds so does every region in the country.
As the industry transitions to more ultra-low and zero emission vehicles, the UK’s offering
as a globally competitive country in which to produce and export alternatively fueled
vehicles, and develop the necessary supply chains, needs to reflect this. Government’s
commitment to scale manufacturing of batteries and the wider electric vehicle supply
chain as part of the up to £1 billion funding announcement in September 2019 is a step in
the right direction. The Automotive Transformation Fund (ATF) (£760m) needs to be
launched in full now. Project funding by the Advanced Propulsion Centre (APC) (£225m)
needs to be extended by an additional three years. But much more needs to be done and
government support upscaled to match the automotive support packages advanced by
other nations such as France, Germany and Spain (see Appendix 1). The UK is trying to
attract investment in a competitive international market and needs at least comparable
financial support to other European countries to be competitive and achieve the
ambitious policies we have seen announced.
The UK requires at the very least four, but ideally eight, gigafactories, each with a capacity
of around 15 GWh per annum, by 2040. These figures were calculated prior to the
announcement of 2030 as the end of sale date and progress may now need to be
accelerated/expended in scope. Achieving this will help anchor vehicle production in the
UK and sustain and grow the domestic EV supply chain – power electronics, motors and
drives (PEMD). Significant opportunities lie in the electrical and electronics value chain
where the UK has deep capabilities. Similarly, lightweighting and advanced materials,
which play an important role in the decarbonisation of road transport and especially in the
UK’s world leading specialist, luxury and sports vehicle segment, must be further
supported in the transition to net-zero. Supporting these essential net-zero technologies
and supply chains is critical to increasing UK capabilities, IP and content in finished
vehicles.
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Furthermore, there are examples of regional initiatives in automotive which fully align with
the net-zero and levelling-up agendas and have the potential to deliver not just locally or
regionally but could be scaled up nationally. To protect and grow net-zero R&D
capabilities and jobs, cross-sectoral proposals like the £65m ‘Lifeboat project’ in the areas
of energy storage, PEMD and full system energy efficiency, led by Warwick Manufacturing
Group and the West Midlands Combined Authority, should be supported and potentially
expanded nationally in consultation with the industry.
Policies which support the remanufacturing sector would also be welcome.
Remanufacturing is inherently performed close to the markets it is serving, therefore
providing not only short, resilient supply chains but also creating local jobs. A large
number of industrial scale remanufacturers are located in deprived areas of the country,
providing valuable skilled employment in these local economies.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
The automotive industry is a vital part of the UK economy accounting for some £79 billion
turnover and more than £15 billion value added. With some 180,000 people employed
directly in manufacturing and 864,000 across the wider automotive industry, it accounts
for 13% of total UK exports with over 150 countries importing UK produced vehicles. 30
manufacturers build in excess of 70 models of vehicle in the UK supported by more than
2,500 component providers and some of the world's most skilled engineers.
The shift away from traditional internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles towards
automated, connected and electrified (ACE) technologies has a direct effect on the
automotive workforce which is already beginning to see drastic transformation. The
sector is facing a huge shift in capabilities driven by rapid changes in future societal and
mobility requirements. At the same time, Covid-19 has delivered acute impacts on the
labour market which may have long term repercussions that affect previous production
forecasts and expectations on electric vehicle update.
With the UK Government’s decarbonisation agenda and industry ambitions to place UK
automotive at the forefront of new technological advancements, the required rate of
competence shift now requires transformational change of the entire UK automotive
workforce. There are now clear dates for the end of sale of combustion engine
powertrains in passenger vehicles and light commercial vehicles which will have a
profound impact on the pace and scale of change required to deliver on these ambitions
across the entire automotive value chain.
Analysis carried out pre-Covid by the Automotive Council Skills Working Group in 2019
estimated 120,000 job roles in automotive manufacturing alone will be impacted by the
onset of new technologies. Industry believes that over 80% of job roles that involve
powertrain competencies today will be impacted in the next ten years by the use of
transforming technologies in Engineering, Materials, Planning & Logistics, Purchasing,
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Quality and Manufacturing. Key roles that will be significantly impacted are in
procurement, cost estimating and supplier quality.
Since automotive has such high retention rates and low levels of workforce churn, the
priority for the sector is around retention of talent and transitioning the existing workforce
as the sector itself transforms. Many of the skills, tools and metrics are transferrable, while
technical skills will need to be taught. Government support and funding is therefore
required to reskill and upskill large cohorts of the existing workforce to ensure the right
skills are available for the design, engineering and manufacturing of electrified vehicles
and related components and systems. New roles will also evolve to service the needs of
both new electrified and connected and autonomous vehicles. The uptake of electric
vehicles will have a direct correlation to the rate of change in workforce requirements in
order to support the next generation of automotive vehicles.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
People are an integral part of the UK automotive industry. Currently, the sector employs
180,000 in manufacturing and supports 864,000 jobs across the wider automotive sector.
The skills capability in the UK must be significantly enhanced if the UK is to capitalise on
the developments and opportunities seen with a move to a zero-carbon industry.
The automotive industry is re-gearing towards producing batteries, battery materials and
chemicals, and components for electrified vehicles will require different skills and
qualifications. Around three quarters of the industry’s future workforce are expected to be
made up of operators and technicians who perform codified manual tasks of varying
complexity and are responsible for the efficient functioning of automated manufacturing
processes. Specialised training is most likely required for those handling chemicals and
hazardous materials. The other quarter of the workforce is likely to comprise highly skilled
engineering jobs that require higher level skills and qualifications. Some of these jobs are
not only likely to be in R&D and systems and production engineering, but also in technical
aspects of processes including digital simulation and verification, optimisation and
analytics.
Specialist skills for electrification and battery production do not currently exist at scale in
the industry. With investment in developing these skills, the UK could become a global
leader in both the manufacturing of electrified vehicles and the production of batteries.
With substantial increase in vehicle production relative to today and a strong industry in
battery pack, cell and electrode manufacturing, the Faraday Institution estimates direct
employment in automotive and battery manufacturing would grow by 29% from 168,000
to 220,000 by 2040. This includes 78,000 new jobs created in battery gigafactories and
the battery materials supply chain. The importance of UK battery production is
underscored by the recent UK-EU Trade & Co-operation Agreement which includes.
provisions which will require UK domestic production of electrified powertrains to ensure
the UK retains a globally competitive automotive sector. Nurturing the nascent skills
needed by the evolving automotive sector will further help the UK workforce to grow,
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develop and compete for the skills the jobs of the future will require to secure net zero
targets.
For engineering, the Automotive Industrial Partnership (AIP) identified an existing skills
gap of 5,000 which is expected to become more significant in 2025 and 2030. For
manufacturing, this includes 10,000 workers in need of reskilling now, increasing to
50,000 by 2025 and 100,000 by 2035/40 according to estimates by the Auto Council
Skills Working Group, led by WMG in conversation with major automakers and suppliers.
For battery cell manufacture, the Faraday Institution identifies several hundred qualified
workers are needed now, increasing to 3,000-4,000 by 2025 and 7,500-10,000 in 2030.
It should be noted that automotive manufacturers and their supply chain face the dual
task of maintaining production of current vehicles and components in order to stay in
business and service today’s market whilst also developing the skills, expertise and
engineering infrastructure required to create new vehicles and both electric and
alternatively fuelled zero emission powertrains. If these two tasks are met without balance
and support, the workforce will not transition as effectively as our international
competitors nor create a business environment which will foster net zero related job
retention and creation.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
The SMMT believes that a technology neutral approach to reaching decarbonisation
should be taken. Different vehicle segments are on different journeys and timelines
towards decarbonisation. Given the development of battery electric technologies, the
technology pathway for passenger cars, light vans and perhaps some heavy-duty vehicles
(HDVs) with short-haul duty cycles (such as refuse lorries) is becoming clearer and is
moving mainly towards electrification. However, we need to ensure the market provides
the right technologies for consumers, including those which can support the transition to
zero emission vehicles.
SMMT believes the government must retain current support schemes at the very least.
The role of consumer incentives, such as the plug-in car and van grants and funding
support for the rollout out of EV charging and hydrogen refuelling networks are essential.
However, to achieve significant uptake of ULEVs, moving towards the goal of 100% zero
emission vehicles, further measures are needed.
Regardless of a phase-out date, the right mechanisms must be in place to aid the
transition for. consumers and industry. One of the biggest barriers for consumers to
switch to a ULEV currently is the higher upfront cost. SMMT believes cost parity can be
achieved by:
•

Government providing long-term certainty on the future of the Plug-in Car Grant
(PiCG) for ULEVs. This means maintaining the grant for BEVs and FCEVs, and
reintroducing PHEVs. This reintroduction will require increased funds to ensure
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•
•
•
•

maximum potential ULEV uptake and should be additional to the funds available
to support BEV and FCEVs;
ULEVs should pay no VAT;
ULEVs should pay no VED – including the VED premium on cars over £40,000;
ULEVs should be subject to 0% CCT;
ULEVs should be exempt from the insurance premium tax.

Infrastructure roll out is another critical element of ensuring the transition to zero emission
vehicles is as effective as possible. The SMMT welcomes the steps government is already
taking to ensure the right charging infrastructure is in place, for example with the
development of the Charging Infrastructure Strategy, helping give consumers the
confidence they need to purchase a plug-in vehicle. This includes the investment to
deliver Project Rapid and the increase to the on-street residential charging fund for local
authorities. Several consumer surveys have demonstrated, however, that the availability
of charging and refuelling infrastructure is still a concern for many consumers.
SMMT analysis had previously shown that if a 2035 phase-out date for ICE and hybrid
vehicles were to be introduced, a substantial increase in charging infrastructure would be
required. Now that the end of sale date has been announced as 2030, this becomes even
more critical.
Although the current focus is on electric vehicle charging infrastructure, more must also
be done to ensure the development of hydrogen refuelling infrastructure. This zeroemission technology will be important for larger, heaver vehicles, such as trucks and
buses, as well as cars and vans.
All stakeholders need to play their part for example charge point providers and local
authorities have their responsibility in delivering infrastructure, and energy companies
and National Grid must ensure that the uptake of plug-in vehicles can be fully supported
with fair and transparent pricing mechanisms that are clearly understood by the
consumer, as well as continuing to support an increase in renewable energy able to meet
the new level of demand.
Decarbonisation of HGVs requires a specialised approach and should not simply follow
the approach taken with cars and vans. The current model range of zero tailpipe
emissions HGVs remains limited in the medium and heavy-duty categories. While
manufacturers are bringing these vehicles to market, advancements in suitable
technology are still in their infancy and need time to be further developed. The main
barriers to uptake remain increased vehicle cost, limited zero emission range and the
weight- payload trade-off of alternative fuel powertrains. The wide diversity and operating
dynamics of vehicles within this sector, means that no one technology currently offers the
breakthrough necessary to remove the reliance on conventionally powered vehicles (i.e.
no silver bullet).
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Therefore, a phased transition that allows manufacturers to develop new products and
supports operators to introduce new technology into their fleet without raising costs for
consumers is essential. To enable a battery electric vehicle (BEV) solution for the very
largest and heaviest commercial vehicles, further- breakthroughs in battery technology
will be needed to provide the necessary vehicle range that is affordable to the consumer.
The Committee on Climate Change (CCC) in their report, “Net Zero – The UK’s
contribution to stopping global warming” base their scenarios on an assumption that
there will be technological improvements and, as such, any policy to achieve
decarbonisation should be developed in partnership with vehicle manufacturers.
As with all powertrains, the internal combustion engine will continue to evolve with further
CO2 emissions reductions. Further electrification of the internal combustion engine is
expected through increased use of hybrid technology and other eco-innovations. Low
carbon fuels, such as biofuels and synthetic fuels, such as e-fuels, also have the potential
to further lower overall CO2 emissions. SMMT believes it is vital significant investment is
made into such fuels, as this would address CO2 emissions of new internal combustion
engine vehicles, as well as the circa 40 million vehicles already in the parc. When
combined with hybridisation and optimised engines, CO2 emissions will be even lower.
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Industry: Retail & Trade
Submission: O2 UK
About O2 UK
O2 is a mobile network operator and the principal commercial brand of Telefónica UK
Limited, which. is part of the global telecommunications group Telefónica S.A,
headquartered in Spain and operating in Europe and North, Central and South America.
With 34.5 million connections to its network, O2 runs 2G, 3G, 4G and 5G services across
the UK, as well as operating its nationwide O2 Wifi service.
O2 has around 6,700 employees and 450 retail stores and sponsors England Rugby, The
O2 and twenty O2 Academy music venues across the UK.
O2 has a strong interest in the work of the Getting to Zero Commission. As the UK’s
number one mobile network, we know that mobile and digital technology can play a key
role in driving a greener future for everyone. That’s why we have set an ambitious target
to become NetZero by 2025.
Contents of our submission
This document contains:
1) A summary of O2’s approach to net zero
Taken from our report ‘The Journey to Net Zero: and how O2 plans to achieve net
zero carbon emissions by 2025’
2) A distillation of reports authored by O2, which may be useful for the
Commission’s research:
a) The Value of 5G for Cities and Communities (March 2018)
This report focuses on the potential of 5G technology to transform the UK.
We have mapped out its key findings on 5G’s potential to reduce carbon
emissions in the UK – specifically in the energy and transport sectors.
b) The Flexible Future of Work (March 2020)
Lockdown has changed attitudes towards flexible working, among
younger people in particular. This report looked into the drivers of shifting
attitudes to commuting and flexible working, and contains findings on
younger generations environmental and social motivations to move away
from the traditional commuter pattern.
1) O2’s approach to reaching net zero
“We want to go further and faster, setting the bar in our industry to tackle climate change
and build the greenest network for our customers. Every office, every store, every mast.
We will get the changes done to be a net zero business by 2025.” – Mark Evans, CEO,
O2
Our objectives for sustainability
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We believe that if every business in the UK takes a net zero approach, it’s possible for us
to be not just the first major economy to set a net zero target, but also the first major
economy to achieve it.

Our three key targets in this area are:
• Achieve net zero in our own operations by 2025
• Reduce CO2 emissions in our supply chain by 30% by the same year
• Help UK businesses to get started on their net zero journey
Our net zero initiatives between 2008 – 2020, and what we’ve learned
Businesses have a responsibility and a critical role to play in meeting the target of net
zero carbon emissions by 2050. Since 2008 O2 has been working to reduce our carbon
footprint through a broad set of initiatives.
•

•

•

•

Renewable energy: The biggest emissions for O2 is the electricity used to run our
networks. Today 100% of our energy supply to sites where we control the bill is
from renewable sources, thanks to £400m invested in renewable energy. That
relates to 70% of the network and we have a programme in place to convert the
remaining.
Flexible working and digital workplace: In 2012 we introduced flexible working
policies and digital workplace technology for our employees which has
significantly reduced travel energy consumption, resulting in 20,000 tonnes of
carbon saved since launch.
Supply chains: We have worked with our suppliers to agree efficiency roadmaps,
and actively engaged with suppliers responsible for the major sources of
emissions to ensure carbon reduction commitments were agreed and delivered.
In 2016 we became the first organisation in the world to receive the highest level
of Carbon Trust Standards (level 3) certification for supply chain. In 2019 we were
recertified to level 3 for supply chain, one of only three companies globally to
achieve this highest-level of certification.
Recycling: O2 enables customers to reduce their impact on the environment by
recycling their old devices through O2 Recycle, and so far over 3 million devices
have been recycled, saving 450 tonnes of waste to landfill. Recently we paired up
with the environmental charity Hubbub on an initiative to encourage people to
donate old or unused smartphones to vulnerable communities, to enable them to
stay connected during the Covid-19 pandemic.

The initiatives that will take us to net zero by 2025
Now we are taking further steps to get us to net zero by 2025. New initiatives we
announced in 2020 include:
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•
•

•

Renewable energy: We plan to work with third-party landlords that support the O2
network to support their transition to renewable energy, while creating technical
and energy transition solutions across our whole business where needed.
Supply chain: We plan to reduce supply chain emissions by 30% by 2025. We’ll be
working with the wider Telefónica Group to implement more ambitious carbon
reduction targets to encourage suppliers to accelerate their efforts to reduce
emissions. That includes making the agreement of a carbon reduction plan with all
major purchase awards and removing single-use plastics from the O2 supply
chain. Carbon reduction initiatives include the adoption of green energy, electric
vehicles and maximising the eco-efficiency of products and services.
Smart energy consumption: We’re continuing to apply new automated network
functions to further reduce energy consumption. For example, the application of
new self-optimising network technologies.

How we are helping customers and other businesses to reach net zero
We also want to help other businesses achieve net zero. We have produced a net zero
paper containing a five step guide to building their roadmap to net zero, which offers
detailed advice on practical ways businesses can adapt to achieve their targets.
2) Summary of O2 reports related to sustainability
In the following section we have distilled key findings from three reports O2 has authored
on big challenges with a bearing on the UK economy’s ability to meet the national 2050
net zero target.
The Value of 5G for Cities and Communities (March 2018)
Report overview
This report focuses on the potential of 5G technology to transform the UK. We have
mapped out its key findings on 5G’s potential to reduce carbon emissions in the UK –
specifically in the energy and transport sectors.
How 5G will create smarter energy systems
Our report found that 5G will unlock the next generation of smart energy grids, which will.
be more robust, more responsive and have greater capacity to deal with increasing
demands for more efficiency.
5G-connected smart grids will:
• Reduce net energy consumption per household by 12%, saving the UK £3.9 billion
a year or £145 per household
• Save 6.4 million metric tonnes of CO2, the equivalent of taking nearly 1.5 million
vehicles off the road, by increasing the energy grid’s capacity to enable the
widespread adoption of electric vehicles
• Enable households with solar panels to sell surplus energy back to the local
community
• Help those living in fuel poverty by allowing them to better manage consumption
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5G sensors and wireless will be applied to local council infrastructure, which will:
• Save the average city £1.3 million in electricity bills through the adoption of smart
LED street lighting
• Save an estimated 70% in energy bills for each council in the UK – a total saving
of £91m for the UK
• Save energy and resource for councils through the deployment of ‘Internet of
Things’ technologies, such as rubbish collection enabled by 5G-connected smart
bins which will save councils £1.8 billion annually
• If passed to individual households, this efficiency will take £66 off annual council
tax bills
5G allows for more responsiveness to real-time demand through smart grids, this will:
• Save the UK economy £3.4 billion annually by mitigating the loss of productivity
caused by blackouts and brownouts
• Help the Government enable the widescale adoption of electric vehicles by 2040,
by providing and distributing the extra capacity needed for charging them –
helping put an extra 1.3 million electric cars on the road by 2025.
• In turn, this will mean those who swap to electric vehicles will reduce their fuel
bulls by £1,662
Real-life example: In Malaga, Spain, Telefonica has been using a smart city platform to
centralise the. management of traffic and street lighting, including the conversion of 70%
of the streetlights to smart, connected LED lamps. The technology enables lights to be
adjusted according to season and time of day and has saved the city £2.2 million from its
annual energy bill.
How 5G will create smarter transport systems
Our report shows that by hardwiring 5G technology into a city’s transport design and
infrastructure, traffic and rail management systems can be upgraded to cope more
efficiently as demand increases.
The introduction of 5G sensors on key public transport infrastructure will play a crucial
role in helping transport services and councils reduce traffic congestion.
5G enabled road management will:
• Reduce CO2 emissions by 370,000 metric tonnes per year
• Reduce the time spent stuck in traffic by 10% for the UK’s 5.6 million city workers
who commute in private vehicles
• Save the UK economy £880 million a year in lost productivity caused by
congestion
Real life example: TfL currently uses anonymous, aggregated data to help inform its wider
transport model and understand traveller trends, allowing it to adapt transport systems
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accordingly. In the future, collecting data in-real time, as is possible with 5G, will help
networks like TfL reduce congestion – which currently costs the UK Government £13
billion a year and has a negative impact on the environment.
The Flexible Future of Work (March 2020)
Report overview
Lockdown has changed attitudes towards flexible working, among younger people in
particular. This report looked into the drivers of shifting attitudes to commuting and
flexible working, and contains findings on younger generations environmental and social
motivations to move away from the traditional commuter pattern.
It is based on a survey of over 2,000 working adults to gauge their views on the impact of
working from home, conducted in March 2020 as the UK entered lockdown.
The environmental impact of commuting, and changing attitudes to commuting
The report found that younger generations are concerned about the environmental
impact of office-based working. More so than older generations, Gen Y (26-40-year olds)
and Gen Z (16-25 year olds) want to commute less, travel for work less and work for an
employer who is environmentally
conscious.
• 51% of Gen Z and 53% of Gen Y say they are concerned about the impact
commuting has on the environment.
• 39% of all workers surveyed want to take fewer business trips to protect the
environment.
• 41% of workers surveyed want to take fewer business trips for a better work-life
balance. Social Conscience
We also found that Gen Y and Gen Z feel more socially conscious:
• 47% of Gen Z’s and 46% of Gen Y’s want to make a positive impact on society.
• 29% of both Gen Z’s and Gen Y’s agree that climate change is the most important
challenge facing society.
• 27% of Gen Z believe businesses should try to protect the environment.
• Three in ten Gen Z and Gen Y workers said it would be very important for a new
employer to be environmentally conscious.

Submission: UK Hospitality
Q1 - Without measures to offset or abate emissions, what level of emissions do you
believe you can remove from your industry or organisation with existing technology
and under current government schemes?
From our experience of hospitality operators’ actions to reduce carbon emissions with
existing technologies that have already been taken, we’d expect reductions of 20-30% in
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emissions being achievable with existing technologies and current government
schemes. A big part of our sectors ability to reduce emissions will also come from
consumers preferences on diets such as meat consumption as the majority of hospitalities
emissions come from the food and drink supply chain.
Q2 - Which regions/countries within the United Kingdom will face the most disruption
in your industry/organisation as a result of the net zero transition? Please answer as
specifically as possible and if possible provide data to support your estimation?
Hospitality is a truly pan UK industry, represented in every region of the UK. In terms of
disruption, we don’t foresee the decarbonisation of the sector having a specific regional
impact.
Q3 - How many jobs do you believe are likely to be lost in your industry as a result of
the transition to net zero over the next thirty years? Please answer as specifically as
possible and if possible provide data to support your estimation?
Transitioning towards net zero will be a significant piece of work for both industry and for
Government. There will be a degree of cost for sector businesses in making this transition
which may have the potential to reduce jobs within the hospitality sector. Two potential
impacts of the net zero transition that could impact and potentially reduce jobs in the
hospitality sector are:
1. Increased taxes on energy consumption could reduce margins further and make
businesses unviable
2. Increased taxes on meat consumption could challenge specific operators and
their business models.
It is essential for the hospitality sector that the Government continues to consult and work
with businesses ahead of introducing legislation that will be impactful. This is particularly
important for businesses in the sector, which will be recovering from and dealing with the
impacts of the pandemic for an extended period of time.
Q4 - How many jobs do you believe will be created in your industry as a result of the
transition to net zero over the next thirty years? Please answer as specifically as
possible and if possible provide data to support your estimation?
In order to meet sector ambitions, we anticipate developments in the markets for
investing in and improving energy efficiency measures. It is difficult to put a specific
number on the potential for job creation at this time.
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Q5 - What technologies, in your view, offer the greatest opportunity for
decarbonisation in your industry and how do you believe Government should support
its rollout?
Implementing technologies to reduce energy, water and waste use would have the
biggest impact on reducing operational carbon emissions in hospitality. We believe that
the government could support this initiative through the following measures:
1. Providing grants/tax breaks for investment in technologies that reduce energy,
water, waste use.
2. Providing grants/tax breaks/rate relief for hospitality outlets that meet the high
standard of carbon efficiency (e.g. energy currently measured by DEC’s)
3. Providing financial support/incentives to operators that help their supply chain
decarbonise e.g. longer-term contracts/higher produce price paid to farmers to
invest in decarbonising their farming practices.
These are just a few select suggestions of how the government can invest in hospitality
and move with sector businesses in their transition to net zero.
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Industry Shipping & Fishing
Submission: Commercial Boat Operators Association
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Using barges to carry goods is intrinsically environmentally better than using lorries. Lorry
engines have to overcome ground friction in a way that barges do not, being on water.
The Tyndall Centre for Climate Change reported that “Freight transport by water can be
cleaner than transport by road as moving goods by water can be more fuel efficient,
leading to CO2 emissions that can be one-quarter the level of road transport” (Defra, “A
New Era for the Waterways”, March 2011). Nox etc are also less. That water (and rail)
transport is environmentally better than lorries lies behind the DfT modal shift grant
schemes.
Lorry engines have been improving in terms of emissions and there is a move to using
electric batteries. However, even if all lorries were powered by electricity, there would still
be harmful dust particulates from brake pads; from tyre wear; from road surface wear.
These particulates are said to be especially harmful to air quality. There would still be
road congestion.
The barge industry is not resting on its laurels and is examining a switch from
conventional diesel as a fuel. Trials in 2021 using hydrogen treated vegetable oils (HVO)
(Green D +) showed (a) a 30% reduction in NOX; (b) particulates reduced by over 70%; (c)
greenhouse gases reduction of over 90%. As you may know, Green D + is 100% plant
derived and thus fully sustainable.
Recent prices for conventional diesel fuel and Green D + are 42p/litre and 75p/litre (both
figures including fuel duty) respectively, meaning the latter is 78% more expensive. The
impact of this is slightly reduced as Green D + is 10% more efficient.
However, government grants could overcome this. The grants probably do not need to
be long lasting as increased demand for Green D + should lead to its production costs
reducing.
Q2 – Regional disruption
N/A
The CBOA is a national organization whose members operate mainly on the main
estuaries and connecting waterways – e.g.
• The tidal Thames (incl London) and the Medway
• The Humber estuary and its connecting canals and rivers to e.g. Leeds, Wakefield,
York, Rotherham, Nottingham
• The Mersey estuary, incl the Manchester Ship Canal
• The Severn estuary including the Severn to Worcester.
Some Members operate on the smaller waterways. There is scope to use water transport
in connection with “last mile” deliveries in urban areas. In London, Birmingham.
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Manchester and some other cities, there are long lock free canals which can be used to
bring goods from the city fringes into the city centres.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
CBOA sees the transition to net zero as being an opportunity, not a threat.
There has been a 24% increase in the number of businesses demanding suppliers publish
environmental data, according to a study conducted by the Carbon Disclosure Project
(CDP) in May 2020.
We see the drive towards greener forms of freight transport as meaning more jobs for our
industry
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
CBOA sees the transition to net zero as being an opportunity, not a threat.
There has been a 24% increase in the number of businesses demanding suppliers publish
environmental data, according to a study conducted by the Carbon Disclosure Project
(CDP) in May 2020.
We see the drive towards greener forms of freight transport as meaning more jobs for our
industry.
The industry is at present a small part of the logistics industry. Most firms are SMEs. Two
Member firms have over 100 staff but none have over 150. In % terms, there is therefore
an opportunity for a significant increase.
It should be in mind that barges cannot replace all lorries – e.g. deliveries to shops.
However, barges are well suited to move bulk cargoes, especially to/from the ports.
Examples of cargoes include aggregates (including sustainable sea-dredged materials),
timber, steel, grains, biomass, waste products and recyclates, oils and other liquids,
goods in containers.
Water transport works best when the customer’s premises are alongside water and thus
there is no need for a final road leg – although there are cases where that works. So
planning policies need to encourage industry to locate new premises besides a
waterway.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
CBOA believes that industry should be encouraged to use barge transport; and that
barge operators should be encouraged to invest in new craft. This will help to achieve the
net zero target. More use of barges would provide a good opportunity for
decarbonisation.
Existing DfT grants do not help operators as they do not cover capex. This is especially
important as barges can have operational lives of 40 years, compared with lorries of 6-7
years. New barges cost more than new lorries, meaning lower use of resources in their
production.
The existing DfT grants system is demonstrably not fit for purpose – see the very few
grants awarded. Due to EU State Aid rules, grants are only available if the cost of using
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barges exceeds lorry costs. Whereas, to make it worthwhile industry considering modal
shift from road to water, there needs to be a saving of c 10% on road costs. CBOA hopes
that, following BREXIT, UK politicians will provide grants to reduce the cost of water
transport below road costs.
DfT has provided funds for lorry modernization/scrappage schemes. Similar schemes
should be available for barge operators – as they are in Holland etc.
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Industry: Steel
Submission: Tata Steel Europe
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Tata Steel is already playing a profoundly positive role in climate action and is one of only
six companies recognised by worldsteel (the World Steel Association) as ‘Sustainability
Champions.’ Our ambition is to produce steel in a CO2-neutral way by 2050 and to have
reduced 30% of our CO2 emissions by 2030, compared to 2018.
The steel industry has already come very close to optimising its carbon intensity using
known technology. There remains significant uncertainty with regards technical feasibility
and deployment cost for industrial (and more general, societal) decarbonisation, including
for steel. The ability of certain sectors to finance a transition, for example by passing costs
on to consumers, varies from sector to sector. A subsidy or policy model that may have
worked to incentivise decarbonisation in one sector may not be effective in another.
Decarbonisation for steel will require significant capital investment and increased ongoing
operational costs. Steel is generally sold business-to-business, but with the increasing
public consciousness of climate change the degree of pressure being exerted on
foundation industries by customers has thus intensified in recent years. This has not yet
manifested itself in a preparedness by businesses to pay a premium to be supplied with
low CO2 material produced by responsible steel companies. Steel is a globally traded
material, and the ease with which it can be transported contributes to a high level of trade
intensity within global steel markets. These factors make it particularly difficult for steel
producers to pass through costs to customers that are not borne by their competitors. As
such, there are currently few means for recovering expenditure on low carbon technology
from the market (and, less still the cost of purchasing carbon allowances). Without policy
intervention, which could take the form of measures designed to create market demand
for steel that can be verified as being supplied by responsible companies engaged in
CO2 reduction, steel companies are significantly restricted in their ability to invest in
decarbonisation schemes.
There exist substantial uncertainties around global carbon policy (and carbon pricing) and
trade policy. It is imperative to ensure an equal playing field in international, competitive
markets. There are currently no signs that harmonised, universal carbon prices will
emerge, and an alternative must be considered, such as product standards or carbon
border mechanisms to protect domestic producers in the UK from import penetration from
producers in less carbon constrained economies. Such measures would be low-regret
and would facilitate the creation of markets for responsible manufacturers while sending
strong price signals to overseas producers. As other countries start decarbonising their
steel production, it will be easy to allow their products into the low-emission markets.
Q2 – Regional disruption
Steel production is capital-intensive and its geographical footprint is fixed to our existing
production sites, which are located in historically deprived parts of the country. Tata Steel
is the largest steel company in the UK, with primary steelmaking site is in Port Talbot and
downstream operations in Trostre (near Llanelli), Llanwern (near Newport) and Shotton in
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North Wales, Corby, Hartlepool and the West Midlands. Tata Steel serves many of the
country’s critical supply chains including those in the construction, automotive and
packaging sectors. It is a technology and innovation partner to household names such as
BMW, JLR, JCB, IKEA, Heinz and others.
The UK steel sector currently employs over 32,000 people, principally in Yorkshire &
Humberside, Wales, the North East and the Midlands. Tata Steel employs 8,000 direct
staff, 2,500 direct contractors and an additional 20,000 in the supply chain. Steel jobs are
highly skilled with salaries up to 36% higher than regional averages, providing a critical
local revenue source.
Almost every aspect of the UK Government’s decarbonisation plan is steel intensive –
steel will be needed in significant volumes for renewable energy, low-CO2 transportation,
large-scale hydrogen and CCUS infrastructure. Steel is strong, durable and reusable.
When steel does come to the end of its life, it is endlessly recyclable. These intrinsic
characteristics make it perfectly placed to underpin the UK’s circular, low CO2 economy
of the future. With the right policy framework that encourages a responsible approach to
decarbonisation, there is a significant opportunity for a renaissance of UK manufacturing
to support societal decarbonisation, underpinned by steel. It is beyond doubt that the UK
will need steel to meet its net-zero targets – the only questions are how and where it will
be made. The fate of our industry in the UK is as much dependent on the policy decisions
as it is about adapting our technologies to decarbonise.
Assuming a policy environment that supports domestic steel production as the UK
decarbonises, the challenge for the steel sector will be how to make ‘green’ steel
domestically. The range of options available for steel production are somewhat less
diverse than those for the power sector, for instance, and because of this we will
principally see transformations of existing sites and jobs as opposed to moving to
completely new sites and technologies requiring a wholly new set of skills. Where there
may be a reduction in some roles directly within steel, we would anticipate new roles
would be required in new, linked industries – namely CCUS and hydrogen production –
which would be co-located with heavy industry.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
No Answer
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
UK direct demand of steel (i.e. not including all the steel imported in products like cars
and washing machines) today stands at just over 10 million tonnes (MT) per annum. The
Government’s own study into the future of the sector projected this to grow by 10% to
11MT by the end of the decade (1). Whilst much of this growth is projected just in relation
to growth of the UK economy – much will be driven specifically by the need for new ‘lowcarbon products’, and of course with the UK’s 2050 target ultimately all growth will need
to be low carbon. Developed economies are naturally steel intensive ones (the UK
consumes 260kg of steel per person every year), and the low-carbon economies of the
future will be no less so.
Increasingly, UK steel production, utilising more of our significant, untapped supply of
scrap steel, and reshoring steel intensive manufacturing supply chains would significantly
boost jobs in the steel and wider manufacturing sector and the economic contribution it
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makes to the UK. If the UK targeted increasing steel production back up to 11MT of steel
by 2030 – an amount equivalent to its estimated direct consumption – this could lead to
the creation of an estimated 7,500 additional jobs in the steel sector alone.
In terms of jobs and skills, it should be noted that the steel sector provides a platform for
skills development and innovation in low-CO2 technologies that have applicability well
beyond the sector itself. Tata Steel continues to take on scores of higher apprentices and
graduates each year and continues to invest heavily in training all of its employees. As
such, it is constantly feeding a pipeline of talented professionals into the wider economy
equipped with the skills the UK will need to decarbonise. The importance of the sector
goes further; the UK’s world-class universities need industrial partners to serve as testbeds for the development of new technologies. Tata Steel is engaged in a wide array of
technical collaborations with universities including Cambridge, Warwick, Swansea,
Sheffield, South Wales and Cardiff and is currently funding and providing an industrial
setting for approximately 150 engineering doctorates / PhDs. The steel sector is thus a
foundation for the development of green skills and will play a substantial contribution to
the ability of the UK to generate green jobs and export business.
(1) BEIS (2017) Future capacities and capabilities of the UK steel industry
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
Tata Steel UK is currently developing detailed plans for transitioning to a future
steelmaking footprint and associated supply chains based on low CO2 technologies
whilst maintaining the product quality and integrity required of these UK supply chains in
which we wish to remain an integral part.
Its strategy is based on optimising existing technologies during the remaining lives of
assets whilst future proofing the overall investment strategy such that it is well placed to
move towards a future hydrogen economy. We are considering a wide range of
technologies to achieve this and haven’t ruled out any. Candidates include operating our
existing blast furnaces in conjunction with a wide array of CCUS technology options,
direct reduction of ore with hydrogen, electric arc furnaces (2). In all likelihood, the
solution to achieve decarbonisation by 2050 will involve a combination of these. We are
also a leading player in the South Wales Industrial Decarbonisation Cluster (SWIC), which
is seeking to get industries in the South Wales region working together to develop shared
decarbonisation infrastructure and industrial symbiosis.
As a globally traded material, a key consideration for the steel industry over and above
our own technology transition is the UK’s policy framework for decarbonisation within an
international context. Current UK Government policies do not account for the carbon
embedded in goods imported by and consumed in the UK. The UK should seek to lead by
example, but also prevent further offshoring of domestic production in a counterproductive attempt to reduce apparent national emissions.
The Government must also recognise the interdependency of different industrial sectors
and other parts of the economy. The foundation industries, including steel, are very
dependent upon the power sector’s rate of grid decarbonisation, access to bulk hydrogen
and carbon storage infrastructure at low prices. Most technology options for
decarbonising the steel industry will result in a significant increase in the importation of
electricity from the national grid (for example, a transition from carbon to hydrogen for
iron ore reduction will mean that steel sites no longer generate the process gases they
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currently use for self-generation of electricity), yet steel companies operating in the UK
are subject to significantly higher electricity prices than our European counterparts (3).
Policy assurance is needed that power prices will be competitive with those of our
European competitors and short-term support can be provided that does not conflict with
forthcoming UK subsidy control rules, so we may make the necessary transition.
In summary, a suite of policy interventions is needed to enable the low-CO2 transition of
the steel sector:
•

•
•

•

•

The UK needs to recognise the profoundly positive role a domestic steel industry
can play in enabling the UK to reach net-zero whilst also developing green jobs
and green export business. Decarbonisation cannot be achieved through deindustrialisation. The UK steel sector should not be subject to constraints that its
international competitors are not faced with. Carbon leakage can be prevented by
placing robust low-CO2 stipulations at the heart of product policy and public
procurement policy. Those within emissions trading systems should receive free
allowances based on benchmarks or other protections such as border carbon
adjustments.
The UK should count embodied carbon emissions in imported goods within its
calculation of domestic emissions.
We support the principle of industrial decarbonisation in geographic clusters,
where companies can share the cost and risk of investments in large infrastructure
schemes and new technologies, supported with well-targeted public investment.
Government is to be applauded for its approach to clean growth and industrial
decarbonisation over recent years and should build on these strong foundations
with continued public investment in the industrial clusters.
Industrial decarbonisation relies on abundant, competitively priced (versus that in
other countries) low-CO2 electricity and hydrogen supply. Government should
again build on its successes over the past 10 years by incentivising technology
development and deployment in renewables and green hydrogen, but the
business models must allow companies such as ours to be competitive
The UK Government should continue its commitment to supporting innovation
with public investment in research and development across the spectrum of
technology readiness levels. Universities, foundation industries and SMEs can
work in symbiosis to keep the UK punching above its weight on the international
stage in the creation of green technology and green jobs.

(2) Further information on options for decarbonisation is available via the Energy
Transitions Commission (https://www.energy-transitions.org/sector/industry/steel/)
(3) UK Steel (February 2021), Closing the Gap

Submission: GFG Alliance:
GFG Alliance is an alliance of global businesses, structured into three core industry
brands: LIBERTY Steel Group, ALVANCE Aluminium Group and SIMEC Energy Group,
independent of each other yet united through a shared strategy, values and purpose to
create a sustainable future for industry and society. The group is a leader in sustainable
industry with a mission to become Carbon Neutral by 2030 (CN30).
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Our vision is for an economically, environmental and socially sustainable business model
for industry which is driven by four key trends – increasing demand for steel and aluminium,
the urgent need to decarbonise these sectors, the decline of traditional manufacturing
industries in developed economies and the need to be competitive in a changing world.
About our response
We have sought to briefly answer the questions set out in the call for evidence. While GFG
Alliance business units sit across three industrial pillars, each with a significant role to play
in the transition to a net zero economy, we have primarily focussed on the steel industry
(and our LIBERTY Steel Group), which is the largest part of our global and UK business.
Where appropriate we refer to both SIMEC and ALVANCE. We would be happy to provide
further detailed evidence, as appropriate, to assist your consideration of these crucial
issues and to support your final recommendations.
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
The steel industry faces a three-way dilemma of rising demand, high emissions (9% of
global total from fossil fuels) and increasing regulatory pressure to decarbonise. At the
same time our customers are demanding more sustainably produced materials for cars,
buildings and packaging. We believe to meet these challenges, and to be competitive in
the future, we must embrace low carbon technologies, many of which already exist, and
reinvent the way steel is produced as quickly as possible.
LIBERTY Steel Group has pledged to become carbon neutral by 2030 through our
GREENSTEEL strategy that involves greater use of steel recycling, development and
application of low carbon and renewable energy to power processes, and eventually
application of breakthrough technologies such as hydrogen steel making. Our strategy is
underpinned by the belief that carbon prices will rise significantly and renewable power
generation will become increasingly competitive, enabling lower emissions and
competitive production of green hydrogen within ten years.
EAF-produced steel represents 22% of total UK steel production per year16, yet annual
scrap availability is approaching a point where it can meet all the UK’s steel production
needs with a reduction in two-thirds of total carbon emissions.
The future emissions intensity of the two main routes to producing steel – primary
production from iron ore (blast furnaces) and recycling scrap (electric arc furnaces) – will
determine the best pathway to delivering steel in a low carbon future. Both methods of
production are now operating close to their maximum efficiency and performance limits,
with only marginal gains on offer each of the respective routes. For example, the primary
steel industry today has limited scope for mitigation by energy efficiency, due to its
successes in the past, as seen by the fact that producing one tonne of steel today requires
just 40% of the energy it did in 1960. It is clear that any significant reduction in emissions
for the UK steel sector will come from a transition from blast furnaces (BF) to electric arc
furnaces (EAF).

16

UK Steel KEY STATISTICS 2019
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The UK has an opportunity to forge a global leadership position in low-carbon steel
production and processing. Our GREENSTEEL vision combines renewable energy with
recycled steel to produce clean steel at a quarter of the carbon emissions of primary steel
production. Around 35% of LIBERTY’s production is already from electric arc furnaces in
Australia, US, UK and now also in France, which generate significantly less emissions than
conventional coal-based, blast-furnace, production. Where there is an abundance of scrap
our strategy is to maximise recycling and combine those processes with low carbon or
renewable energy to bring emissions down to almost zero.

CO2 intensity by LIBERTY steel production
site
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Government should extend support for, and investment in, Electric Arc Furnace technology
to increase capacity and capability of low-carbon emission steel production in the UK. If the
UK were to recycle all of the scrap steel that it produced it would nearly be able to satisfy
the country’s steel demand. Currently, the UK produces around 11.3 Mt of scrap steel each
year, 2.6 Mt of that is used in domestic steel making and the remainder is exported for
recycling in other countries. There is considerable scope for greater recycling of scrap
steel, up to 5.5 Mt, to be used domestically by the current steel production facilities if
operating at maximum capacity. This represents a huge national resource drain and a
missed opportunity for the UK to be a world-leader in the production of recycled steel.
In addition to these plans, LIBERTY Steel group has continuous improve programmes at
each of our major plants to reduce energy consumption and remove waste. Through its
membership of GFG Alliance, LIBERTY also benefits from renewable power developments
under its sister company SIMEC Energy, and through offsetting programmes such as the
restoration of peatland and new tree planting across JAHAMA Highland Estates in
Scotland.
To combat the remaining emissions, the UK will need to introduce breakthrough
technologies, includes hydrogen steel making, DRI and CCUS. If Hydrogen was to become
available at commercial scale and competitive prices, LIBERTY could reduce its GHG
emissions in the UK by 95% (Existing technology footprint). The Current Industrial Energy
Transformation Fund (IETF) is good for deployment of Energy Efficiency and
decarbonisation measures, however the fund at the current level of funding will not be able
to fund the level of change needed.
Q2 – Regional disruption
Government has committed to levelling up the economy and driving a productivity
revolution across the regions of the UK. The steel industry is the foundation on which
many of these regions were built and can drive their future success. It sits at the heart of
the UK regional industrial economies in South Yorkshire, Teesside, the Midlands, Scotland
and South Wales. The steel sector directly employs 32,000 in the UK, with a further 41,100
jobs supported in the supply chain.
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The steel industry is predominantly based in the regions of the country it is seeking to levelup. We directly employ tens of thousands of skilled workers in Teesside, Yorkshire and
Humberside, the West Midlands and Wales. The average wage of our workers is 18% higher
than the UK average and 36% higher than the regional average in Wales and Yorkshire &
Humberside. Higher paid workers naturally contribute disproportionately more to local
economies and are therefore of vital importance to the prosperity of town, regions and the
Government’s levelling up agenda.
LIBERTY is the UKs third largest steel manufacturer, with a footprint that covers nine sites,
employing nearly 3,000 people across the UK. Our sites are already operating at a cost
disadvantage when compared with many other steel producing countries for electricity
costs, and the cost of electricity becomes more important with the electric arc steel
manufacturing process as electricity provides the bulk of the process energy. A similar
overhead cost disadvantage is seen for the UK steelmakers for business rates. Business
rates in the UK are charged on the rateable value of the company, which includes physical
assets, steelmaking equipment is very expensive and investment into new plant increases
business rates even if it serves to increase efficiency or decrease emissions.
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Electricity prices for steel producers in France, Germany, and the UK (2020/21)

The regions which have funded industrial clusters will have more support to transition ie:
Humber, North West, South Wales. Those significant industrial regions without an ‘Industrial
Cluster’ eg: South Yorkshire may struggle to get appropriate support particularly in terms
of infrastructure. All Industrial clusters should receive equal government funding to ensure
a just transition and new industrial clusters should be encouraged.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
If the UK steel sector does not transform and reinvent
in the face of continuing climate change pressures
and the need for the UK to transition to a zero-carbon
economy, it will continue a gradual decline and jobs
across the UK will continue to be lost. The numbers
show that the jobs, without reform or radical action,
will continue to diminish. The sector employed
323,000 people in 1971 and now employs less than a
tenth of that number. The impact of such decline is
also the high level of imports now seen across the UK
economy, which has seen both the GVA benefit and
carbon emissions offshored. This is not sustainable either environmentally, socially or economically.
Public and media discussion of the steel industry in
general takes place within a negative “narrative of
decline” frame, with both corporate and trade union
voices calling for action to “save” the industry, and
government perceiving steel as constantly
demanding bailouts and subsidies.
Unfortunately, we are in a position where the majority of current UK steel assets are
subscale, antiquate and hugely carbon intensive. To turn this around a bold approach is
required from industry and government that will mean tough and sometimes difficult actions
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to stabilise, restore and revive the UK steel industry. Frankly, the alternative is to watch the
continued slow and terminal decline of the industry. This has already happened in
Ravenscraig and Teesside and is at risk of happening at other integrated steel works in the
UK.
However, the UK has a huge opportunity to embrace a zero-carbon model and
transformation to a low-carbon future. An industry capable of competing globally, anchoring
advanced manufacturing supply chains in the UK and providing lasting jobs for industrial
communities.
A thriving domestic steel sector is key to Britain’s fulfilling its purpose as a strong,
independent economy that invests properly in its future, building the infrastructure and
public services its people need while leading the world on cutting emissions and tackling
climate change. The UK’s steel industry is concentrated outside London and the south east,
and each steel industry job supports six or seven more in the wider economy. It has huge
growth potential if it increases its capacity. But just one sixth of UK final consumption of
steel goods is made with UK-produced steel – while China produces more than half the
world’s steel.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
Steel is endlessly recyclable – in fact, all future global demand could in theory be met by
recycling the existing stock of steel. And by investing in green steel production, with electric
arc furnaces and new innovative techniques, the UK could be a global leader in green steel.
That would enable the UK to build the new infrastructure the Government has promised –
hospitals, schools, housing, transport projects – with UK-manufactured steel rather than
relying on foreign imports. And by guaranteeing high-skilled, well-paid jobs both in the steel
industry and beyond, it would contribute to the Government’s “levelling up” agenda too.
The importance of strong, resilient local manufacturing supply chains has never been more
evident. Steel is a critical ingredient in promoting and strengthening a diverse industrial
economy. Manufacturing sectors do not sit in isolation but instead within a complex
ecosystem of interdependent and overlapping supply chains. The steel sector links with
many downstream manufacturing sectors such as automotive, construction, aerospace and
fabricated metals, and critically with elements right through those supply chains. As such,
it plays a vital role in creating connected value chains, pushing innovation, skills and
productivity.
The UK, which currently has an under-developed downstream supply chain for steel, could
exploit the simultaneous transformations created by the switch to steel recycling and the
critical requirement to mitigate climate change, to develop the new supply-chains required
to deliver maximum service from each tonne of steel. Doing so could lead to the creation
of new skilled jobs while adding significantly more value to domestic steel production. More
integrated UK steel supply chains could be more responsive to innovation opportunities,
could challenge lock-in to existing inefficiencies and could develop skills, technologies and
services for export.
By embracing a GREENSTEEL model, there is significant potential for long-term, sustainable
jobs up and down the supply chain. The UK cannot produce the iron or coking coal, the raw
ingredients for blast furnace steel production, domestically and instead is reliant upon
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imports which both offshores employment and our carbon emissions. However, if the UK
invested in EAF and hydrogen technology, it offers huge job potential through scrap
processing treatments and in the production, storage and transport of hydrogen, and
captures the full value of the supply chain here in the UK. Further to this, we can make the
UK the centre of a global hub of innovation and design for this technology that we believe
will ultimately determine the future economic viability of the wider industry.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
There are already a range of existing levers for government to create a political and policy
landscape that will enable industry in the UK to compete globally. In the short to mediumterm, electric arc furnaces, with investment and backing from government, can deliver all
the UK’s steel requirements. The technology is available, with the right investment, to
expand this product range to deliver the entirety of the UK’s steel product requirement.
With steel production currently contributing 8-9% of the world’s carbon emissions, this shift
to recycling steel is also fundamental if the UK intends to meet our legally enshrined target
to be net-zero by 2050.
Longer-term, the UK will need to explore the use of hydrogen for primary steel and
aluminium making. Whilst EAF technology can drastically reduce our emissions, in order to
eliminate emissions from our sites, we will need to invest in new technologies such as Direct
Reduced Iron using Hydrogen. The EU, France and Germany have all recently published
detailed hydrogen strategies that roadmap their paths to 2050, with significant financial
support packages from their respective budgets. The UK needs a clear hydrogen strategy
supported by financial commitment to drive research, build capacity and develop the critical
infrastructure needed to capitalise on this opportunity.
This support is vital as upscaling hydrogen production to the level necessary to meet the
current demands of steel production is financially and technologically challenging. By
bringing the two industries together in a joined-up strategy, we can allow them to solve
each other’s problem. Using hydrogen to make GREENSTEEL on site solves Hydrogen’s
storage and transport challenges and by investing in onsite renewable generation that
directly feeds the hydrogen production process, you also significantly save on overall cost
per tonne of hydrogen. When the Hydrogen used in this process comes from renewable
energy sources, the steel making process can become completely emission-free, creating
100% GREENSTEEL.
In order to fully capitalise on the opportunities from this shift to low-carbon steel
production, UK government must work to ensure that the sector can operate on a level
playing field with its European neighbours.
Specifically, Government should be looking to:
•
•
•

extending support and investment for producers recycling steel and utilising
electric arc furnace technology
provide incentives for the utilisation and segregation of scrap
look to implement procurement guarantees on government spending to stimulate
market for low-carbon emission steel
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•
•
•

remove barriers such as energy costs, with more compensation for energy
intensive industries
support rollout of further renewable energy capacity by liberalising technology
restrictions at CfD auctions so that they include onshore wind, solar and tidal
publish hydrogen strategy and roadmap - plans for rapid deployment of
infrastructure and pipelines to deliver these should be created and published. This
will allow industry to start planning for potential investment in new low-carbon
production methods.

Submission: Anna Mowbray - Community Union - Policy and
Research Team
Q1 – What level of emissions reductions can be achieved with current technologies
and govt schemes?
Note: Community is a general union, with membership across the economy. As the largest
and leading trade union representing workers in the UK steel industry, we focus our
response on the steel industry.
At present there is limited scope for reducing emissions in the steel industry using
existing technologies. Although electric arc furnace technology can produce recycled
steel, the global demand for steel cannot be met by recycling alone. Certain types of steel
can only be made using blast furnaces, such as those used in the automotive industries
and food packaging.
It is vital that the UK retains its primary steelmaking capacity for several reasons. Firstly, it
is more environmentally friendly than current alternatives. A tonne of Chinese steel
requires 50 times the carbon costs of a tonne of UK steel simply due to the carbon
intensiveness of the transport process. Clearly, it would be a grave error to lose UK
steelmaking and rely on imports from abroad: this would not actually reduce emissions
but simply move them offshore. In addition, the steel industry is a critical foundational
industry to the UK, strategic in terms of national defense and security. Finally, steel
communities would face significant social costs if the steel industry were lost, as we
expand on in response to question 2.
Further measures are needed to support the steel industry to help it to reduce its
emissions. Current schemes to support the industry to decarbonize are insufficient, and
action is needed on a significant scale. The government must bring forward and greatly
expand the funding for the transition to green steel that has already been announced
through the IETF and the Clean Steel Fund.
Q2 – Regional disruption
If the transition to achieving net zero is not just and does not make jobs and workers a
key priority, the regions within our organization that will face the most disruption because
of the net zero transition will be the regions where the steel industry is concentrated,
Wales, Yorkshire, and Humberside. These are areas in which highly skilled well-paying
jobs in the steel industry make a real difference to their regional economies. The steel
industry directly employs 31,900 highly skilled workers, and there are 52,300 more in the
supply chain. These jobs are generally higher paid than service jobs in the areas where
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they are based; the average steel salary is 46% higher than the average in Wales and
Yorkshire and Humberside.
In a recent report published by Community (attached to this submission) in conjunction
with Prospect and the Alex Ferry Foundation, entitled, “A Just Transition? Managing the
Challenges of technology, trade, climate change and COVID-19” we highlighted the
significant human impacts of failure to properly manage transition in the case of the
former SSI steelworks in Redcar. Workers in Redcar have seen their earnings fall relative
to the rest of the country since 2015 when the site closed. We have estimated that gross
median earnings in Redcar fell from 4% below the median to 15% below the median by
2019.
Many former steelworkers moved into self-employment and service jobs, but broadly they
were on worse terms and conditions than before: A Community survey of former
steelworkers at the time showed that before closure 80% of the respondents were
earning more than £30,000, but only 35% earned this much in their subsequent
employment.
We must view the case of Redcar as a cautionary tale: this is what happens if industrial
change is not managed and is permitted to happen abruptly. It is also notable that the
cost to the Treasury of managing the closure of the SSI site was significantly greater than
the cost of maintaining support to the site would have been. Costs included the support
package provided through the SSI Taskforce, and very substantial site cleanup costs. Yet
as well as the financial costs of the closure, the human costs must be counted: in terms of
the impact on workers’ self-esteem, mental wellbeing, and sense of community.
The transition to net zero does not have to be a painful one, however. There is the
potential for an inclusive transition which protects jobs, livelihoods, and communities, but
it requires conscious planning and consideration of the impact of transition.
If the government is serious about levelling up, it must commit to a fair transition which
allows workers in these industries access to training to change industries and retains jobs
in the industry over the medium term to ensure that areas of the country with major steel
employers are not left behind.
There are international examples, as we highlight in our report, which demonstrate how
this can be done successfully: through social dialogue and partnership between
governments, employers and Trade Unions; dialogue at the sector levels to develop an
approach to just transition; meaningful worker consultation; worker participation in
strategic decisions; and a national plan which sets out a realistic vision for the future,
committing to new high-quality jobs to replace those lost as a result of the climate
transition.
Q3 – Jobs lost by transition
Significant jobs could be lost if the transition is not managed correctly. We estimate that
each 1000 tonnes of steel produced a year, 10 jobs are created or protected. This
translates to 84,200 jobs when including those directly in the steel industry and further
down the supply chain.
Realistically, and starkly, all 84000 of these jobs are at risks if the transition to net zero is
not managed responsibly, a stark responsibility for the UK government.
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We must also recognise the potential for further jobs losses. Because steel jobs are well
paid, they support the communities they are part of. There is a risk of knock-on job losses
in the surrounding service industries in the areas where steel production is centered if the
loss of steel jobs were to occur.
Q4 – Jobs created by transition
We believe a green revolution should be about creating jobs and not losing them, with no
hard job cuts. There is an opportunity to maintain existing jobs if the correct action is
taken to promote a just transition to net zero. This allows the workforce time to transition,
which reduces the shock of the transition to net zero, which unless it is managed
appropriately has the potential to be sudden in the steel industry.
Partly, a more gradual transition allows for natural attrition as existing workforces retire,
and partly it allows workers to retrain to work in low carbon forms of steelmaking. For
example, we recognise people may need to be reskilled to move from upstream to
downstream, or to new connected operations such as scrap enrichment or h2 production.
With action to deliver retraining for workers who do leave the steel industry, these
workers could also transition into new jobs in related industries, such as the production
and storage of green energy, or manufacturing further down the supply chain which uses
green steel. There is significant potential for growth in these industries.
Q5 – Which technologies offer the greatest opportunities for decarbonisation?
There are a number of options available to the industry for decarbonization. The main
strategies for decarbonization being explored in the industry are carbon capture and
storage (CCS), hydrogen-based steelmaking, and electrification.
Community believes that the UK should use an evidence-based approach when
determining which technologies to implement, basing decisions on both the social and
environmental costs associated with each approach.
It is necessary to highlight the very significant barriers that electricity prices are currently
placing on the UK’s steel industry, affecting steel producers’ competitiveness and levels
of investment as well as reducing the attractiveness of new technologies that would result
in decarbonization. All the three main routes that have been suggested for decarbonizing
integrated sites, CCS, hydrogen, and electrification require higher electricity consumption,
something which, under the current electricity pricing regime the industry could not
support. With UK production sites paying 86% more for electricity than German
competitors and 62% more than French competitors, this creates a direct obstacle to the
industry taking more action to reduce emissions.
UK steel’s recommendations released on 4th February 2020 (and attached to this
submission) provide a path to addressing these problems. Doing so would increase ability
of producers to invest in new technologies which require greater electricity usage.
What is critical is that the implementation of new technologies should adopt the principles
of just transition. Action must be taken to support those who are affected most by the
transition, such as workers in steel communities in the UK.
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To do this means transitioning over a longer time-period, to help manage the
technological and social impacts of new technologies. Retaining primary steelmaking is
crucial, as previously stated not to do so simply offshores emissions and increases the
reliance of the UK on other countries to provide key products.
Most fundamentally, workers must be at the centre of the decision-making process.
Through consultation with workers, the impact on those at the sharp end of the net zero
transition can be properly taken into account. For this, social dialogue, consultation and
strategic long term planning are all imperative.
Also attached is ‘A Just Transition? Managing the challenges of technology, trade,
climate change and COVID-19’ and UK Steel report ‘Closing the gap: How competitive
electricity prices can build a sustainable low-carbon steel sector’.
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Support Onward
Onward is an independent, not-for-profit thinktank. We rely on the generous support of individuals
and trusts, as well as partnerships with charities and businesses, to support our leading
programme of research and events.

Individual and Trust donations
Onward’s core programme of research is funded by individual and trust donations. If you are an
individual or represent a philanthropic trust and would like to support our ongoing research
agenda, we would love to hear from you. We do not accept corporate funding for research
reports.Please contact us on office@ukonward.com if you would like to donate by cheque or you
can donate electronically using Onward’s account details below.
UK Onward Thinktank Ltd
Not-for-profit company no. 11326052
Bank: Natwest
Account number: 21328412
Sort code: 50–10–05
Please note that Onward retains copyright and full editorial control over any written
research it produces, irrespective of funding.

Partnerships with companies and charities
Alongside our research, we want to work closely with charities, trusts and businesses, large and
small, to further the political debate and bring the expertise and ideas from outside government to
bear on the policymaking process.
If you would like to partner with Onward as a sponsor of one of our roundtable events or
conferences, or to join our Business Leaders Network to engage further with our work, please get
in touch at office@ukonward.com.

A commitment to transparency
Onward is committed to transparency and will publish the names of individuals and organisations
who give us more than £5,000 of support each year. This is published on our website twice a year.
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